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Foreword 

In 1982 rhe Deparunent of the Army re,'ised FM I 00-3. Opera

liom. Billed as the keystone "How to Fight Manual," the new docu

ment provided the basis for Lhe Army's rapidly evolving docu·ine, 

training, and organit.ational concepts. As such it marked a signifi

cant departure from previous editions of FM I 00-5, and its ideas 

-.parked contrO\'ersy among nitics in and out of tlw scn ·ice. One 

of the most contro\'ersial concepts was the introduction of the op

erational level of war. a division of warfare falling between Lhe 

more traditional categories of tactics and strategy. "Most simply," 

FM 100-5 stated. th<· operat iona l leve l of war was "the theory of 
larger unit operations.·· The manual went on to explain that it also 

itwol\'ed planning and conducting campaigns, while tactics con

sisted of techniques for smaller units and strategy was the employ

ment of the nation\ armed forces to secure national objec

tives. Comrm·erS) ' arose because the concept was new to American 

military doctrine. Althou gh advocates argued that operational art 

had been pan of European militarr theory since the nineteenth 

centuq, many American officers questioned its practicality, ini

tiall) seeing little need to expand the -;tudy of militaq affa irs be

)Oild the more traditional su·ategy and taCtics. 

When the Army again revised its doctrine in 1986 the opera

tional level ofwar became operational an. a term more commonly 

associated with Soviet military donrinc. This change, interpreted 

b) man y as incorporating into Armv doctrine a concept from the 

L'nitcd States' greatc'>t potential CIW111). the so, ·iet L'nion, added 

fuel to the debate. 

Between 19R8 and 1990 the Center of 1'vlil itary I Iistorr in\'ited 

a group of sen ior commanders and military theorists to present 

their comments on the subject. The essays in this volum e are the 

re')ult of that effon. They repre'>cnt individual rclkction'> on opcl ·

ational an dudng its c\'olmionary pc1 iod . .r\t the time they were 

written, :-\ATO, and the So, ·iet threat it was designed to counter. 

occupied cem<.-r stage in American milit <lry thinking. senior 
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commanders thus viewed the concept of operational an in the 

comcxt of preparing for a large land war in Central Europe. Since 

the project began more than fi,·c rears ago the world has changed 

dramatically and unexpectedly. Today, with the <;tunning success 

of American military power in the 1991 Persian Gulf war, the con

cept of operational art has become widely accepted in the U.S. 

military establ ishment as a valid and useful concept for planning 
and conductingjoint 

This collection presenL<; a historical snapshot of the develop
ment of operational art when the Army's attention was focused on 

Europe and the Soviet Union. Students of military hiswry and 

theory of war· will find it useful in stud);ng the C\olution of doc

trine from theory into practice. 

Washington, D.C. 

September 1993 

1\ 

HAROLD W. NELSON 
Brigadier General, USA 

Chief of Military I fistory 
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ON OPERATIONAL ART 



In traduction 

Clayton R. Newell 

This anthology presents a variety of essays on rJ1e operational 

level of war. Each is based on the author's own experiences in signifi

cant command or training positions, and each seeks to supply the 

reader wilh a basis for further growth . Although all of the essays 

were prepared specifically for this work, some have appeared in the 
September 1990 issue of Military Review under slightly different Litles. 

Most of the senior commanders who contributed to this effort 
gained their command experience at the operat.ional level in Eu

rope as part of the NATO military structure. At that time, al

though operational art was Army doctrine, it had not been ac

cepted as eimer NATO or joint U.S. doctrine . When these essays 

were written the NATO military commanders were focused on the 

threat of a Soviet-instigated Warsaw Pact attack into Western Eu

rope. Initial guidance to these authors suggested address ing ten 

broad topical areas: the objective, the theater setting, the concept 

of the operation, intelligence, deception, maneuver , operational 

fires, reserves, logistical functions, and command. However, each 

author was free to use or ignore this guidance as he wished . 

Within this collection of essays, the terms operational art and 

rJ1e operational level of war are synonymous. This is not surprising 

since U.S. Army docu·ine first introduced the operational level of 

war in 1982 and then modified it to operational art in 1986. In ad

dition , most of the essays were written in 1989 and 1990 and ad

dress areas of the world that have since undergone major changes , 

a process that will of course continue indefinitely into the future. 
The inevitable passage of time , however, should not necessarily 

lower the value of the ideas expressed here, while their appl ica

Lion in the everyday world arena will enable future historians to 

better understand how the Army regarded its roles and missions 

in the late twentieth century. 

In the opening essay, "On Operational Art," LL Col. Clayton R. 
Newell, USA, prepares the background for the mosaic by reviewing 

the evolution of Army docLrine since World War II. The author ar-
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gues that postwar t-\nn) doctrine was concerned primarily with the 

tactical level of war to the ,;nual exclusion of other considerations, 

a situation that would remain essentially unaltered until appro xi

mately 1982. AJthough v\'orld War II had been planned, executed, 

and won by a series of comp lex operational campaigns, the me

chanics of Lhat effort had been largely forgottell b)' the ear ly 1950s. 

Professor James .J. Schneider then examines the conceptual 

de,•elopment of operational an and its relationship Lo the Ameri

can militaq experience in his thought-provoking essa}'. "Theoreti

cal Evolmion of Opcrmional An.·· Schneider posllllates that the 

American Ci,·il War h the first example of distributed free maneu

ver, which in his ,;ew is the dominant characte ristic of operat iona l 

an. By examining the historical interaction between technology, 

national interest, and capilal , he traces the rise of operational art 

and out lines its future characteristics. In addition, his ana lysis of 

the literature highlights a number of books which can pnwide fur

tlwr understanding of tlw subject. 

Two senior U.S. Arm) officers, General Crosbie Saim and Gen

eral Glenn K. Otis, present thei•· \'ie"'s of opercnional art from the 

perspecti\'e of the ground compo nent commander in the Central 

Region of NATO. Although neither commanded the ann)' group 

in wartime, the theater was in constant readiness ror combat. Gen

eral Otis begins by cmphasit.ing the need to understand what 

"winn ing" means in war. A com mander must first define his sLJ·ate

gic object ives in both military and political terms. Only then can 

he design a military campaign-the operational level of war-to 

achieve those objectives. I Ic also makes the point that the opera

tional lc\'el commander must visualize the tactical in his 

planning , but must never become invoh'ed in the conduct of tac

tics. General Saint emphasit.es personal contact in dealing wilh 

subo1·dinates but, like General Otis, urges sen ior leaders to resist 

the temptation to be squad leaders or battalion com manders sim

ply because they know how to do those jobs. Both agree that the 

abiliL)' to think ahead and beyond the immediate tactical situation 

is one of the most important clements of operationa l an. 

From an airman's perspective, Lt. Col. Pri ce T. Bingham , 

USAF, discusses the integration of air and ground power in 

"Aerospace Operational An.,. Colonel Bingham points out the 
need to view campa igns from a theater-level perspccti, ·e and to in

tegrate aerospace and surface forces so as to best usc their respec-
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tivc strengths. In "The Air Campaign," Col. John Warden, USAF, 

stresses the importance of understanding the complexities of air 

A crit.ical clement in this task is recognit.ing the various 

cemers of gravity at the strategic and operationa l levels of war that 

can onl) be affeclCd by air power. Using historical examples, 

Colonel \\1arden hows how air component and theater comma n

ders ha,·e used their available air power in the past tO the best ad

vantage in order to successfu lly attain strategic objectiv<'s. 

General Charles L. Donn e lly, Jr. , USAF, a former air compo

nem comma nder in the Central Region of NATO, is more to the 

point. On a practical note, he that commanders and their 

staffs at the operatio nal level must be thor ough ly familiar with 

both ground and air components and also be able to distinguish 

in eac h area between the tactical and the operational levels ofwar. 

Both arc prerequisites for an effective integra ted air-ground cam

paign. Echoing the gro und commanders , he also points out that 

operationa l level air commander must re u·ain themse lves from 

becoming too involved with day-to-day tacticaJ decisions and keep 

their focus on the long-range objective of the campaign. 

The next three writers discuss their cxpcriences as commanders 

of markedly different theat ers: Central Europe, the Mediter 

ranean, and Latin America. General l lans Henning von Sandrart, 

an officer in the German Bundeswchr, comma nded a continenta l 

theater of operations, the Central Region of NATO, where ground 

and air forces from a variety of nations constituted the bulk of the 

available combat forces. (Chart 1) Operatio nal an, he argues, was 

an essent ial ele men t of deterring war in Europe throughout his 

ten me and throughout that of his predecessors as well. 

At ea, the type of forces may be markedly different, but the pa

rameters are the arne. From his experience as the commande r of a 

marit.ime theater, the Southern Region of NATO, Admiral William 

Small, USN, present<; a similar broad ' 'iewpoint. For example, he 

sees air power as crit ical in a primaril y maritime theater and regards 

both the air and sea rules of engagement as to his command's 

peacekeeping mission. ll is poiOL that themer nuclear weapons are 

not a simple solution to tactical problems provides an important 

distiuction between operational fires and tact.ical fire <;upport. 

Although geography often determines the weight given to land 

and maritime considerations in any given theater, i1 is sometimes 

displaced by othet· factors. Such is 1hc case in the southern hemi-
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CHART 1-ALLlED COMMAl'\10 EUROPE (ACE) 

I SUPREME ALLIED COMMANDER EUROPE I 
(SACEUR) 

I I 
COMMANDER- IN-CHIEF COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF COMMANDER 

ALLIED FORCES ALLIED FORCES UNITED KINGDOM 
NORTHERN EUROPE SOUTHERN EUROPE AIR FORCES 

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF COMMANDER 
ALLIED FORCES ACE MOBILE FORCE 

CENTRAL EUROPE (LAND) 

sphere of the Amer ican continent. General Paul F. Gorman, USA, 

presems his views on operational an based on his experience as 

the commander in ch ief of the United States Southern Command 

(SOUTHCOM), which includ es American forces in Latin America. 

In General Gorman's exper ience soc ial, economic, and political 

concerns are paramount and low-intens ity conflict is a primary in

teresl. He points out that in such an environment intelligence may 

be the most important operational factor. As a coro llary, high-tech

no logy intelligence collection is vital to success and thus constitutes 

a crilica l operational lOol. He also notes that in command ing 

iorces of other nations, the creation of an atmosphere of coopera

tion is an essential element of operational art. In fact, all three for

mer theater commanders emphasize the need for close coordina

tion and understanding when dealing with combined forces 

(lorces from a number or nations under the same command struc

ture). They agree that even though the theater commander in the

ory commands all such forces, in practice he must persuade, more 

than demand, adherence to a cemral operat ional campaign plan. 

Because tactica l experience does not necessaril) ' translate d i

rectly into knowledge of operational art, the military school sys

tems mnst bridge this gap in most officer education. In "Educating 

and Training for Theater Warfare .. , Maj. Gen. L.D. Holder, USA, 

analyzes some or the difficulties lacing American military schools 

in teaching operat ional art and provides some innovative solutions . 

A" he pointe; out, creating an effective operational doctrine is more 
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than just adding a fe\\ key phrases and checklists to the Armr's 

field manuals; it sonwthing that must be taught and exercised. 

The successful application of openuional art in war and peace 

will depend largely on effective leadership, and Maj. Gen. William A. 

Stofft, USA, explore-. the phenomena of lcade1·ship at the opera

tional le,·el of war an informal St)'le which draws li·cclv on his

torical As he describes it, leadership at the operational level 

is a fundamental clement of operational art and includes courage, 
training, education, experience, imagination, and flexibility. 

In the closing e-;sar Col. Richard Swain, USA, heading the 

Army's Combat Institute, prO\ ides a comprehensive guide 

to further reading on operational an. I lis introduction explains 

wh) reading histor)' io; importaiH to understanding the develop

ment of theory and doctrine. \'\'hilc the concept or operational art 

may be fairly new, he argues that "the activities it describes have 

existed in one form or another throughout historr-" Since oppor

tunities to practice operational art in wartime arc few, those who 

can absorb the cxpcriC'nces of their pr<'decessors will be more pre

pared to execute such responsibilities when the need arises. 
American military forces haYc recently recogni1.ed the value of 

joint operations and campaign planning, both of which arc key cl

ements of operational art. As the Army passes through periods of 

change, it is essential that its officers continue to build on what 

has already been learned about operational art. Reading this di

\Cr e collection of essays cannot make one an expert on that sub

ject. It will, howc\'cr, provide the reader with a better understand

ing of what to many is an abstract concept and, at the same time, 

provide some practical guidance for operat iona l level comman
der-; and staff officers on some future baulcfield. 



On Opera tional Art 

Cla)'lon R Newell 

The political and military leaders of the United States are re
sponsible for formulating plans and policies that support the coun
try's basic national interests over a broad period of time . One of 
those primary interests is the provision of adequate security. To help 
accomplish that task, the United States currently has t11e capability 
of fielding large air, ground, and sea forces virtually anywhere in the 
world. These forces are organized, trained, and equipped to plan 
and conduct joint military operations in a variety of geographical re
gions. Critical to tl1e success of these joint enterprises is a common 
operational doctrin e and a clear understanding of operational art 

Army doctrine made operational art part of the American mili
tary lexicon when it separated the activities of planning and con
ducting war into three broad divisions: military strategy, opera
tional art, and tactics.• Military strategy, the first of these divisions, 
involves attaining national policy goals by the use or threat of 
force. This strategy originates at the highest lead ership levels of the 
nation and must be planned and executed in coordination with 
other elements of national power, such as diplomacy, economics, 
and technology. Operations form the implementing components 
of militar y strategy. Military operations thus contribute to the over
all strategic design and are executed over the course of a campaign 
in a given geographical area. Operationa l art, the second of the 
three divisions of war, normally involves a combination of air, land, 
and sea forces executing a campaign that involves a series of battles 
to attain botl1 intermediate and final objectives. Planning and con
ducting those battles constitutes tactics, the third broad division of 
war. Tactics includ es the techniques and procedures that forc es 
from a single service use in attaining their objectives in battle. Op
erat ional art is key to modern warfare becau se it integrates the tac
tical capabilities of the individual services to attain strategic objec
tives set by the nation's political and militar y leadership. 

While strategy and tactics are old and familiar terms in the U.S. 
Army, operatio nal art is not. The Army officially inu·oduced the 
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operatio nal level of war inlO iLs doctrine only in 1982 and the con

cept of operational an on ly in 1986.:! Its late recog nit ion demands 

explanation. During the Second World ·war the U.S. ,\rm r and 

Navy successfull)' planned and conducted a series of campaigns 

which led to the Allied victory. Those campaigns were virtually all 

joi 11t; they coord inated various comb ination s of air, land, and sea 

forces in a number of very diffcren t theaters of openHions to auain 

-;p(•cific tactical and strategic objectives. \Vhil e there were differ

ences of opinion, the coordinmion of the air forces with the sur

face forces on land and sea rclatively simple because the Ar·m)' 

and the Navy each had its own air arm. Overall supen ·ision of the 

Arm) ' -; activities was exercised by General George C. Marshall. 

Chicf of Staff, who had the strong backing of President 

Things changed after World War II , however. Under the provi

sions of the National Security Act of 1947 the War Department be

came the Department of the Army and a separate Departm ent of 

the Air Force was estab lished, both of which, along with the Depart

ment of the Navy became pan of the new Deparllncm of Defense. 

At the same time the Joint Ch iefs of Staff, e tablished in \\'oriel \\'ar 

IJ to coordinate strategy, developed the Unified Command Plan 

(UCP)-a "comprehens ive system of unified military comma nds 

which [assigned] to a single commander the responsibility for the 

conduct of operations of the land, naval. and air forces in each of 

severa l regions of military importan ce to the United States." 1 

The UCP, first drafted in 1948 and revised as necessary since 

then, places all military forces in a designated area of the world 

under the command of a single regional commander in chief 

(CJNC). The CINC, as a joint officer, does not report lO his parent 

o;en ice, but to the National Command Authorit)' (1'\CA)-the 

President and the Secrctarv of Defense. Senice interests are rep

resented by a component comma nder. In a typical theater organi

;.ation a ground component commander comma nd s all ground 

forces, an air component commander comn1ands all a ir forces, 

and a naval compone nt commander commands all sea rorccs . The 

compon ent commanders '\vork" for the theater C:lNC as experts 

in air, ground, and nava l tactics. Thi s com mand stru cture is ideally 

suited to the conduct of openuional art. since it places all military 

forces in a theater of operations under a single commander who is 

ultimately re pon ·ible for integrating their diYerse capabilitie!). 

Thi arrangement has exhibited certai n drawbacks. For exam

ple, with almost all operational authority vested in the unitied 
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commands, the Army and the other services did not have to con

cern themselves with the activhies now known as operational art

planning and conducting campaigns to gain strategic goals. Not 

surprisingly, they instead focused their attention almost exclu

sively on the tactical level of war, and each service quickly became 

more interested in enhancing its own individual capabilities than 

in developing doctrine for joint operations. For the Army this 

meant comparatively greater attention to the tactics of land war

fare and to the organizing, equipping, and training of those forces 

needed to carry out their battlefield missions. 

Along with the organizationa l changes of the UCP that left the 

services free to concentrate on their tactical specia lties, the Army 

had to comend with the implications of nuclear warfare. In many 

minds, civilian and military alike, the atomic bombs that ended 

World War II marked a new era in warfare which relegated large 

scale ground operations to the past. Although the Army argued 

for the continuing importance of ground operations, maintaining 

Ll1at the "occupation of hostile territory" was the only sure way to 

strategic victory in any future war, it was generally unable to 

bridge the gap between the tactics it had developed so successfully 

in World War II and the strategy of nuclear deterrence Ll1at domi

nated postwar American defense policy.5 

The Army's concentration on the tactical level of war also re

Oected its increasingly poor relationships with the other services . 

All of the armed forces had to accept drastic curs in size and bud

get after the war, and each service tended lO exaggerate its own 

special capabilities, especially during Congressional budget hear

ings that would determine its future size and structure. Interser

vicc rivalry a11d internal bickering were thus common throughout 

the defense establ ishment. The Air Force, not surprisingly, fo

cused on its primary mission-nuclear deterrence-and assigned 

those tasks involving direct support to ground forces a much 

lower priority. For similar reasons, the Navy and Marine Corps 

jealously guarded their own service prerogatlves, while both the 

Navy and later, briefly, the Army became involved with nuclear de

livery systems that had little to do with their tactical missions. 

The Korean vVar was the first war the United States fought 

will1 its new Department of Defense organization. Although the 

ultimate results of that war are debatable, its conduct under the 

UCP was fairly effective. Tt worked primarily because the senior 
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American military leaders who planned and conducted the war re

lied heavily on their successful World War II operational experi

ences. But that experience was never really duplicated or handed 

clown in any way to the generation of officers that followed. Nei

ther bcfor e nor immediately following the Korean War did the 

services train their officers to plan or conduct joint operations. 

With orne notable exceptions, such as the Inchon invasion, the 

Korean War itself was fought b)' the services each acting cssemially 

independently of the other. The Army and the Marine Corps 

(lighting as separate en·ices well inland) conducted their tactical 

operations on land; Air Force operations focused on the enemy's 

rear areas; and naval operations were severely limited b)' the con

lined nature of the theater. The Army came away from the conflict 

with liule or no apparent interest in learning how to work with the 

Air Force or the Navy. Its J 954 Field Service Regulalions stated 

Oatly that "Army combat forces do not support the operations of 

any other component." ti Such an attitude did little to foster any

thing re embling operational art in its doctrine. 

After Korea, the NCA continued to charge the theater Cll'\Cs 

responsibility for planning and conducting joint military oper

ations, but ga,·e no guidance to the services on supporting the 

joint commanders in this area. For nearly three more decades this 

situation remained substantially unaltered. During this interim pe

riod officers increasingly saw the road to career success as lying 

strictly within their own service and viewed any time spent on joint 

staff.-; as a waste. The long war in Vietnam, fought almost exclu

sivel) on the tactical level, simply confirmed the Army's long-stand

ing tactical focus. In Vietnam the senior Army leadership consisted 

primarily of officers who had seen in World War II and 

Korea at the tactical le\'cl. They knew and understood tactics based 

on their wanime experience, but they had received virtually no ed

ucation, training, or exper-ience with planning and conducting 

campaigns at the operational level of war. Their experiences in

cluded little that might have shifted their focus to a higher level. 

The (act that there were no clearly identifiable strategic objectives 

upon which to base any campaign planning further encouraged 

the tactical mind-set or the senior military leadership. Their tacti

cal experience did not require a militarily attainable strategic ob

jecth ·e. nor did the national military and civilian leadership re

.,ponsible for military strategy in Vietnam understand the necessity 
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of establishing one. As a result, the Army, along with the other ser

vices, planned and fought the ten-year long war in Vietnam almost 

enLirely on the tacticalle, ·cl. This produced yet another generation 

of Army leaders whose personal experience with war was limited to 

this echelon. Unlike World War II , Viemam produced {(•w, if any, 

senior of!icers with experience in planning and conducting cam

paigns to attain a specific trategic military objective. 7 

In the early 1970s, the Arm) put aside its disheartening Viet

nam experience and turned again to Europe where it had main

tained sitablc forces since the end of World \-\'ar 11. There ten 

years of neglect amid a steadily increasing Soviet conventional 

threat forced the service to take a fresh look at its doctrine and 

the war plans of the European regional CINCs. Reduced congres

sional funding and the agonizing transition to an all-volunteer 

regular force had the same eftccl. But it was the 1973 Arab- Israeli 

War that, in the \vords of one influential senior orficer, provided 

"a marvelous excuse or springboard ... for and updat

ing" the Army's tactical 

The initial results were less than atisfactory. Given the tactical 

focus of the Army, the immediate re,·iew and update concentrated 

on the tact ics of Israeli land operations and ignored the joint op

erations conducted on both sides which determined the course of 

the war. One result, the Army's new "how to fight" manuals, used 

a combination of simple diagrams and straightforward writing 

style to emphasize what was termed "the active defense." Although 

billed as the Army's primaq ' operational concept, the active de

fense was taught and practiced primarily in the tactical-strategic 

arena of cenu·al Europe that demanded that "the US Arm) must 

above all else, prepare to win the first bailie of the next war."'' With this 

admonition the Arm)' sLifled an) thought of planning, much less 

conducting, a campaign. Instead, it would focus all of its energies 

on the first, and presumably only, baule of the next war. 

An interesting corollary to the idea of fighting one decisive first 

battle was a concurrent shift in how the Army trained its officers. In

stead of preparing junior officers to assume higher command and 

stalf responsibilities in an expanded wartime Army, branch schools 

were directed to "train lieutenants to be platoon leader and captains 

to be company commanders" and "a\'oid anything more ambi

tious." w Such discouraged planning beyond the first 

battle and once again confirmed the tactical mind-set of the Army. 
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The 1976 doctrine prompted a considerable debate in profes
sional journals, which quickly brought the tactical concept of ac

tive defense into serious question. Although the Army eventually 

rejected the active defense, it d id serve a useful purpose, because 

the debat e leading to its demise stimulated a lasting interest in de

veloping a practical operationa l doctrine that would reflect both 

the service's growing technolog ical capabilities and the theater 

campaign plans of the various CINCs. 11 

In 1982 the Army abandoned the active defense in favor of the 

"AirLand Battle ," an operational concept which put campaign 

planning into Army docu·ine. Stm, the concept was not easily ab

sorbed by the Army's officer corps. After thirty-rive years of im

mersion in the tactical level of war, the idea of planning and con

ducting campaigns that integrated joint forces toward a strategic 

objective was a new and unfamiliar idea. Although the United 

States had fought and won World War II through such campaigns, 

in two generations its officers had forgotten how to do it. 

l n 1986 the Goldwater- ichols Department of Defense Reorgani

zation Act stimulated interest in operational art in a number of ways. 

It redefined the command authority of the CINCs and clearly speci

fied that "all forces operating within the geographic area assigned to 

a unified combatant commander, shall be assigned to and under the 
commander of that command." 12 The act decreed that a tour of 

duty in a joint duty assignment was a prerequisite for promotion to 

general or flag officer rank. 1:1 The legislation also provided the op

portunity to develop new docu·ine "for employing major forces to 

achieve su·ategic objectives wiLhin a theater of war." 11 The result was 

a new willingness by the services to work together on joint opera

tions and to develop a better understanding of operational art. 

As operational art becomes an accepted component of joint 

doctrine, the success of American armed forces in future campaigns 

will depend on how well it is understood . Although operational art 

is a distin ct and essential pan of the su·ucture of war, it should not, 

indeed cannot, be cons idered separately. In order to fully under

stand how the military elemem of national power conu·ibmes Lo the 

attainment of national goals, all three broad divisions of war-mili

tary strategy, operational art, and tactics-are important. Opera

tional art, however, is pivotal to success in war; it is the essential link 

between the goals of su·ategy and the capabilities of tactics. 
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Theoretica l Implications of 

Operational Art 

james J Schneider 

In August 1977 the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration launched Voyager II to explore the outer reaches of the 
solar system, and beyond . Twelve years later Voyager and Neptune 
rendezvoused in a triumph of scientific forecasting; Voyager was 

only three-and-a-ha lf minutes late and missed the designated 
meeting point by just twenty miles, a truly remarkable feat. Unfor
tunately, military thinkers cannot match the pred ictive prec ision 
of the Voyager mission. In a relative sense, the military as an insti
tution remains on the point of a revolution in the conduct of war. 

Where strategy had been conducted in a fair ly uniform fashion 
for centuries, the introduction of operational art is a relatively 
new phenomenon. As a resu lt, its parameters and the relationship 
between them have often been confused with those in the arena 
of strategy. The problem is significant since it affects formulating a 

vision of the future. 

For examp le, imagine a coach who, for whatever reason-un
knowingly perhaps-fields a sports team and trains it using the 
doctrine, principles, tenets, and techniques of both European soc
cer and American football. At some point the players are cha l
lenged by an American football team. The results would be obvi

ous: because the former team has trained itself for two qualitative ly 
different athletic contexts it would find it difficult to adopt a single 
uniform style of play. The footbal l team would clearly understand 
the objective of the game and conduct its plays with precision, 
while the dual trained team would be unsure of the objective and 
uncoordinated in its conduct of play. It is extreme ly difficult in 

practice to disentangle such conflated understanding. Although 
military practitioners of operational art are not faced with such ex

tremes, they must be free of conceptual residues of ear lier military 
conceptual models. This is best accomplished by defining the 
essence of operational an and delineating its unique structure. 
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The dominant character istic of operational art and the one 

tha t most clearly distinguishes it from what could be termed "classi

cal strategy" is the distributed free maneuver of forces in a theater 

of operat ion s. In contras t, the dominant charac teristic of classical 

strategy up to the time o f Napoleo n was the concentrat ed maneu

ver of forces in a single geog raphi cal theater. Classical strategy was 

furt her distinguished by the co ncentri c maneuve r of forces in a 

theater of operations culm imuin g in a single decisive battle. 1 Dis

u·ibut ed maneuver, on the o ther hand, is characterit.ed by a seties 

of distributed battles leadi ng to the dispersion of combat force in 

space and time. Operationa l art is thus associated with protracted 

campaigns, while classical strategy often results in a concentrated 

battle produc ed by a concentration of combat forces in space and 

time. Battles of annih ilation further charact erize classical strategy. 

The essence of operat ional art-distributed free man e uver

histo ricall y arose as a result of certain subsidiar y character istics 

that will also tend to dominate any future conduct of ope rations . 

The eme rgence of o perat iona l art necessarily followed from a 

changing relationship between the army and the territory in which 

it operate d. Clausewitz clearly understood that in classical strategy 

there were three ways to defea t an enemy: destroy his army, occupy 

his territory, or destroy his will.2 Until the Jndu str ial Revoluti on 

there was a clear disassociation between tl1e army an d the territor y. 

Conventional wisdom of the clay dictated that the best way to de

fend one's territory was with a closely concentrated army. It gene r

ally made little sense to distribut e one's army, cordon fashion, be

cause this usually entai led the loss of comma nd and control over 

the force. Battl es were therefore enco unt ers between the main 

forces of tl1e opponenL<>. The outcome of these battles of anni hila

tion determined who would possess the territory. 

With the coming of the Indu strial Revolution , and most espe

cially during the American Civil War, armies became forced incre as

ingly to defend the whole of their critical reso urce-laden territories. 

Indu str ialized war and the resultant protra cted style of warfare re

quired holding aU suc h terr itories. Durin g the Civil War, for in

stance, the Confederates were essential ly forced to hold Texas as a 

major sou rce for remounLs, sou thern Tennessee for its iron ore, the 

Shenandoah VaUey for ils foods tuffs, Richmond for it.s heavy indu s

tr )', Atlanta for its rail network, and pon cities for tlteir access to the 

sea. Because tl1ese resources were distributed throughout tl1e whole 
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Confederacy, the armed forces had to be distributed accordingly to 

defend their own resources while attempting to seize those of the 
enemy. This led to the permanent operat ional association of the 
Confederate army with its territory and meant that the seizure of 

the enemy's territory emailed, per force, the destruction of his 
army. Also, the destruction of the enemy's army meant the occupa

tion of his territory. This cou ld on ly be accomplished through oper
ations of distributed free maneuver-through operational art. 

The occupat ion of the ene my's territory and the concomita nt 

destruction of his army gave rise to the contingent character istics 
of distributed free maneu\'er. These disc1·iminator were present 
fo1· the first time in Grant's campaign of 1864.3 Indeed, the histori

cal record shows that operationa l art had emerged comp letely as a 
qualitatively distinct style of warfare by this time. The distributed 

free maneuver of operationa l art of the future, in its most reso
nant form, will depend on a similar but more modern set of char
acteristics, as follows: 

Fir t, joint serv ice headquarters wi ll control forces greatly dis
tributed in space and time in the same theater of operat ions. The 

ultimate scope of future ope rati ons will depend large ly on tl1e ex
tent of the theate1· of operations. Second, a system of sustainment 

will provide logistical depth in proportion to the operational 
depth of the theater. Third, trategic aims will be set fonh in a war 
plan which will define the theater of war. A campaign plan will 

translate these strategic war aims into operational objectives. The 
campa ign plan in its turn will define the theater of operat ion s. 

Fourth, the campaign plan will be executed by means of a series 
of simultaneous and sequentia l distributed operations. Fifth , these 

distributed operations will generally be conducted jointly by air 
and land forces, ofte n supported by naval action and allied troops. 
Sixth, during the initial period of war, forces will deploy lateral ly. 

but not necessarily in a continuous front. Many of these forces will 
quickly become engaged and portray a pattern of numerous non 
linear actions unfolding through the depths of the theater. Sev

enth , these actions will occur initially as meeting engagements 
and quickly escalate into battJes of relatively great depth. Eighth, 

all maneuver force will be designed to sustain and conduct opera

tions to great depth. The most successful design for ground forces 
will be a maneuver formation of all ar ms very similar to today's ar

mored cavalry regiment. The heavy division will wither away "'rith 
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only its command and conu ·ol strucLUre remaining to control, in 

essence, a force of reinforced forward detachments . Ninth, suc

cessful commanders will demonstrate "operational vision "-the 

ability to transform a superior commander's intent into a carefully 

defined objective and develop a rational plan accordingly. Success

ful commanders, while invariably forced to dc\'iate from their ini

tial plans, will be able to hew to the original becau:,e of 

the enhanced operational flexibility provided by a lighter force 

strucLUre. Tenth, the most decisive factor in the conduct of future 

operations will be the successful employment of operational rc

sen·es. The usc of resen ·cs will be the most telling indication of 

supelior operational ,;sion. Ele,·enth, the rapid tempo of opera

tions will entail the employmem of a highly decentralized form of 

command and control supported by near real-time intelligence. 

Finally, nuclear and chemical weapons w-ill not be used. 

The foregoing operational variables will give rise to a form of 

clisu·ibutcd free maneuver that will constitute the idea l case. The 

task of an informed debate on the fmure of operational art will be 

to discern real world consuaints that will prevent movement wward 

the ideal and to determine other factors tending 10 release those 

constraints. In practice the impact of these various influences arc as 

difficult to forecast as they arc to identify. There arc three factor:,, 

however, that have been causally linked to the historical emergence 

of ope1ationa l an- technology, national interest, and capital. 

Technology senes the needs and interests of society. Indeed, it 

is this relationship which has given ,;se to civilization as man sought 

to control nature. The historical emergence of operational art was 

shaped and molded in the foundries of the Re\'olution. 

In this instance there was also a serendipitous convergence of tech

nological innovation that conspired to pa,·c the way for the emer

gence of operational art. During the early part of the nineteenth 

century American democracy rode rails west along a path blazed by 

expans ionist national interests. The telegraph ran in the wake of 

this westward movement. Together the railroad and the telegraph 

would become the bones and nerves of ope rational art sustaining 

the first great manifestation of distributed free maneuver in 1864. 

In 1850 the United States led the world in railroad lines with 

9,000 miles. Ten years later a tOtal of 30,000 miles of track had 

been laid, greater than the combined rai l mileage of the rest of 

the world. The operational impact of the railroad was profound. 
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In September 1864, for examp le, two Federa l corps of over 20,000 

men with all their equipment and horses were moved I ,233 miles. 
The trip took just eleven days and was the greatest rail move in 

military history prior to 1904. 

The military significan ce of the te legraph was also recog nized 

with the Un ion Army's establi shment of the world's first signal 
corps in july 1863. The telegraph allowed for rapid communi ca
tions throughout vast theate rs of operatio ns. The telegraph also 
found its way down to division an d brigade headqua rters thanks to 

th e portab le battery-operated Bea rdslee telegraph and he lped 
support distributed free man euver at increas ingly lower echelons . 
For example, during the fifty-mile man euver of Meade's Army of 
the Potomac through the Wilderness to Peters bur g, signalme n 

str ung over 300 miles of telegraph wire. 

All this suggests an opportunistic employment of technology. 
It was, after all, the innovative usc of emerging and existing non
military tec hnolo gy that re,·olutionized classical strategy. Today 

national leade rs take a much more premeditated and rational ap
proach. The utility of this approach is that it actively sha pes lCch
nology to serve the interests of opera tiona l art. often, how

eve r, these ope ration a l needs may be overridden by na tio nal 
interests. The relationship between future technolo gy and need 
at the operational level are inextri cably bound to nation al inter
ests. The rea l reso urce that fue ls the se interests is capital , the 

other essential character istic of civilization. 

Capital is a pr·imar y strateg ic resource. The Indu strial Revolu
tion in the United States and throughout the world depended on 
the availability of capital for investment. Ind eed, the emergence of 

operatio nal art was as much due to the British banking indu stry as 
to anrt hin g else: virt uallr our entire railroad expansion in the 
middle of the nineteenth cen tur y was, at least figuratively, fo rged 

in sterling in the form of loans of British pound sterling. The ex
tent to which operational art is to serve future securit y intere sts 
through the usc of technology begs the more fundamental qu es
tion of the amount of cap ital available to finan ce it by the year 
2000-the probable answer is not encou raging. 

Dudng long periods of relative internatio nal stability, fi cal and 

eco nomic interests tend to overshadow those of nationa l secur ity. 
\\'e are now on the threshold of a major fiscal implo sion that cou ld 

cast defense priorities into a budgetary darkness. Lurking on the 
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horizon is a budget deficit that can no longer be ignored. In Febru

ary 1989 the cumulative U.S. national debt, not to be confused with 

the annual budget deficit, hit $2.7 trillion. Fifty-four cents on every 

tax dollar must go to pay rJ1e interest on this debt, now running at 

$240 billion. Currently the United States must borrow about $10 

billion a month from foreign investors to help pay for d1is interest. 

For the sake of perspective it is interesting to recall that, in 1965, 

only 24 percem of our tax dollar ($11.8 billion) went toward inter

est on the debt. Present u·ends suggest that by the year 2000 interest 

payments of $930 billion will consume 102 percent of our fiscal rev

enue.1 Thi s seems to suggest that we will have no tax revenue for de

fense spending, much less operational art. Given the continuing 

rapid changes in Eastern Europe, fiscal interests wi.ll dominate all 

the more and military force reductions must inevitably follow. 

vVhatever the ultimate size of these force reductions, iliey must 

be made rationally with a view toward retaining a rea l capabi lity to 

conduct campaigns. This will entail a lighter and reorganized force 

structw-e . Such a transformation will surely evoke much debate con

cerning the future of operational art. In order to participate inteJii

gcntly in this debate every officer should develop some theoretical 

and historical understanding of operational art. The genesis of such 

an understanding can be found among the books discussed below. 

A thorough discussion of the relationship among technology, 

national interests, and capital can be found in a new book by Paul 

Kennedy entitled The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers (New York: 

Random House, 1988) as indicated by the subtitle, "Economic 

Change and Military Conflict from 1500 to 2000." 

A genre of writing that provides an especially keen insight into 

the evolution of operationa l art is the military memoir. There are 

two that merit memion because of their relationship to military 

theory. The first was written by William]. Slim and the second by T. 

E. Lawrence. Slim was a rare commander of great intuitive depth. 

Although Slim was not a theorist in the formal sense of the word, 

his memoirs display the patterns of his thought with such clarity 

and frankness that it is easy to discern the pattern of his ideas. 

Slim, like Grant, harnessed his theoretic creativity to the rigor of 

practice in so harmonious a fashion as Lo give uncommon currency 

to the meaning of common sense. Slim's Defeat into ViclOJ)' (New 

York: Macmillan, 1972) can be regarded as one of the best military 

memoirs written in the last ftfty years. T. E. Lawrence's Seven Pillars 
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of Wisdom (New York: Penguin Books, 1986) casts its aut hor in 

some manner as Slim's alter ego: both served in secondary theaters 

or operations in a global war; cultivated a close rapport with native 

troops; and viewed military reaJity in a high ly undogmatic fashion. 

Perhaps the most remarkable passage in La\\Tence's entire book is 

Chapter 33. In this extraordinary chapter Lawrence discusses how, 

while confined to a sickbed, he constructed in the span of ten days 

a comprehensive theory of unconventional warfare. Lawrence's ac

count evokes a keen sense of near physical concussion, as each the

orelical insight crashes into its proper logical place, like slamming 

door on so many steel vaults. A careful reading of L,wrence's de

scription in this chapter disclose the fundamental relationship be

tween theory and the commander's estimate of the situation. The 

entire assessment process is the logic of creating a theory-a 

map-of the empirical battJefield. Jn elaborating his theory Law

rence even manages to invoke the name of Clausewitz. 

Thanks to the translation by Michael Howard and Petet· Paret, 

Clausewitz 's On (Princeton: Princeton Uni\·ersity Press, 1976) is 

readil)' accessible to the modern reader. As a work of military the

orr, it is unequaled. Nowhere else can the Sllldent enter the black 

box of the theory process better than by following the patterns of 

Clausewitz 's own thought. This is the great eternaJ su·ength of the 

book. As a pure work of theory it is Newtonian in its scope. Indeed, 

considered strictJy as a work of science, it could have earned Clause

wiv a Nobel Prize in another time. As a treatise of philosophy On 

War provides the foundation for a theory of mili tary knowledge. 

The phi losophical qua lity aJone of Clause.,.vitz's work was suffic ient 

to compel the French sociologist and Raymond Aron. 

to write a lengthy exegesis of On War in Clausewilz, Philosopher of War 

( 'ew York: Simon and Schuster, 1986) .'' 

There is, however, a dark side to Clausewitz's brilliant work. On 

stands like a bright beacon shining ac ross a sea of theoretical 

darkness, and yet in an important sense Clausewitz has ecl ipsed 

his own work. This is because the author stands on the far shore of 

the l ndustriaJ Re\'olmion. If the treatise of Clausewiu is to shed 

light upon the near shore of operationa l art, great care must be 

exercised in its use. 

\\'here the Industrial Revolution is concerned, the impact of 

the telegraph and railroad has already been mentioned. In terms 

of overturning t11e comextual foundation of Clauscwil7.., Jomini, 
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and Napoleon, the Industrial Revolution had more far-reaching 

implications than even the French Revolution. In Industry and Em

pire (Middlesex, GB: Penguin Books, 1969) Eric j. Hobsbawm 
wrote, "The Industrial Revolution marks the most fundamental 

transformatio n of human life in the history of the world .... No 
change in human life since the invention of agriculture, metal
lurgy and towns in the New Stone Age has been so profound as 

the coming of industrialization." With the rise of industrialization 
the conduct of war was placed in a wholly new context. Only re
cently have the military implications of the Indu strial Revolution, 

as tl1ey relate to operational art, been understood. 

The traditional view is that modern war began to emerge around 
the time of Gustavus II Adolphus (1594-1632). The fact that this 

view conflicts with the military consequences of industrialization has 
caused some interesting historiographical gymnastics. Most recently 
Geoffrey Parker in The Milita·ry Revolution (Cambr idge: Cambr idge 

University Press, 1988) hedges his bet by expanding me duration of 
the origins of modern war to include me origin of indu strialization 
in England (c. 1750). But this broad period (Parker uses 1500-1800) 
is not in consonance wim tl1e term "revolution " as meaning "a com

paratively sudden and violent change." Edward Hagerman, however, 
has offered a new and cogent counter-argument in The American 

Civil Wa1· and the Origins of Modern WmfanJ (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1988) by showing tl1at the revolution in modern 
warfare actually occurs in the short span of four years. 

If the Indu strial Revolution generated a concomitant revolution 

in military reality, who recognized it? Certainly not Clausewitz who 
died in 1831 just as indusuialization began to emerge on the conti
nent. Nor did Antoine Henrijomini (d. 1869) who, writing his "Sec

ond Appendix" to Th.r Summary of the Art ofWa1· (Philadelphia: j. B. 
Lippincott, 1862), makes no mention of the elecu·ic telegraph or 
tl1e steam engine and asserts that the rifled musket would have little 

fundamental impact on the battlefield. But one who did recognize 
the implications of the Ir1.dusu·iaJ Revolution on warfare was a now
forgotten German officer writing after ilie American Civil War, who, 

in one of those rare moments of intellectual history, saw reality as it 
really was. His name was Sigismund von Schlichting (1828-1909), 

the great interpreter of Helmut von Moltke. 

Schlichting presents us with an object lesson toward under
standing the purpose of military theory. Studying von Moltke's 
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campaigns, Schlichting came to recognize that a qualitative change 

had occurred in the conduct of war. Where he failed was in his in

ability to impart this understanding to the military profession at 

large. Schlichting never successfully demonstrated how his theory 

of war would better serve the interests of the profession than the 

dominant theory of future war then being offered by Count Alfred 

Schlieffen (1833-1 913). The Schlieffen Plan was clearly a vision of 

the future mediated Lhrough a Napoleonic lens. Schlichting recog

nized this and attacked Schlieffen relentlessly. In his seminal work 

Tactical and Strategic P1incijJlt>s of the Present (Berlin: Mittler und 

Sohn, 1897-1899, 3 vols.), Schlichting used Clausewitz as a stalking 

horse, quoting extensively from him Lo show how the Clausewitzian 

model no longer adequately reflected reality. Schlichting, echoing 

Hobsbawm, wrote: " ... [T]he means of fighting war have changed 

between 1815 and 1866 more than they changed in Lhe previous 

half thousand years ... [This has Jed to a] concept of strategy com

pletely new and different from Clausewitz's." 6 Where Clausewitz 

had defined strategy as tl1e art of using battles for the purpose of 

the war, Schlichting emphasized the importance of using opera

tional maneuver to achieve the purposes of war. By laying stress on 

ilie importance of distributed maneuver, Schlichting had recast the 

semantic content of classical strategy. 

Eventually the term "strategy" migrated Lo a higher level and 

came to mean the conduct of war as a whole, but the bare semantic 

contem remained in its recast form. In this century the result.am 

semantic nudity was cloaked in the garment of "operaLional art." 

Schlichting followed this work two years later with the publication 

of Nlolll<e's Legacy (Munich: Verlag der Allgemeine Zeitung, 1901). 

One of Schlichting's younger colleagues, General August von 

Caemmerer, placed his mentor's work within the general context 

of nineteenth cemu1·y military thought when he wrote The Develoj;

menl of Strategical Science (London: Hugh Rees, 1905). Within 

months of the publication of Schlichting's Principles another theo

rist in the wilderness published his own vision of future war. He was 

Jan S. Bloch (1836-1901), the father of modern military science. 

Bloch, a banke1· from Warsaw, published a multi-volume, multi

language work in which he mapped out a theory of future war. A 

sixth summary volume was u·anslated into English as The Future of 

War (New York: Doubleday & McClure Co., 1899). The author's 

thesis was that futlll·e war would become impossible to wage sue-
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ccssfull) because nations lacked the economic depth w conduct 

pwtracted military operations. I Jc su pp01 tcd his \\'ith the 

most exhausth·c scient ilic of the technical, economic and 

political factors heretofore ever atlcmpted. The French language 

edition. for example. j., mer 3,000 pages long. Bloch\ work is ..,till 

umurpas!.cd ;h a paragon oullining the role military science ought 

to play in support of a theory of future war. Although Bloch's pcr

spccti, ·e encompassed the conduct of war as a totality, he addres.,ed 

of operational an and campaign planning. I n the end, of 

course, Bloch was right. I lis readings evoke an eerie sense of fore

sight even tocla)'· But like so many theorists, his vision lo redi

rect the core ol professional understanding dominant at the time. 

Following the turn of the centur), the e\ olution of operational 

thc<>r) took a decisive shift to the cast. The Russian Imp erial Army 

had acquired a rich base of expcl'ience to nurture th<..· growth and 

flowering of opcratjonal theory. Schlichting's work was translated 

imo Russian in 1910 anclu!:>cd at tiH' General Stalf \cackmy. 

importantly, the recent Russo-Japanese War provided a relevant hi s

torical context to gi,·c Schlichting's ideas greater all(l renewed im

petus. The Russian experience in \\'orld \\'ar I furth<.•J confirmed 

mam of the ideas espow.cd b) Bloch and Schlichting. In 1917 tiH' 

Russian Rcvo lmion s finally destroyed the old Napoleonic world view 

and demonstrated one of the most powerful dvnamics affecting op

erational an-the impact of political r<.'\'OIULion on militan 

thoughL This notion is particularly tirncly once again in light of the 

recent revolutions in gasl<.'rn Europe. 

The fires of the Russian Re,·olutions deo.;troycd the undergrowth 

of old outmoded ideas of warfare. In the absence of tlw:-.c dogmatic 

professional weeds, new took root and flowishecl. The lead

ing operational "g;,u·dcncrs" of the period include A. A. S\'echin, 

\'. Frun ze. \ '. K. TriandafiiiO\ ', \l. :'\. and G. S. Js-.cr

son. fhc lirst-evcr treatise on operational m t, published in a form a 

modern reader cou ld readily understand, was written in 1929 bv 

Vladimir Kiriako\'ich TriandafiliO\ ( I) and entitled '/ he 

Xaturr of Oj)('la/ions of Modt•rn .4 rmit'.\ State Pub

lishing H ouse, 1929). The book has also been translated under the 

auspices of the Soviet Army Sllldics Office, Fort Lcawnwonh. 7 In 

this work, the alllhor set forth the idea of oprn\lions .1s 

the priman f(mn of modern warfare. Th<.' ideal that TriandaJillm 

sought was to link scn!ral succrS.\IVt' operations into on<.' single con-
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tinuous deep operation. The subsequent work of Mikhail . Tukha

chevsky (1893-1937) sought to develop the idea of t11e deep opera

tion. Only a limited amount of his written work has been translated 

imo English. Richard Simpkin and John Erickson, however, have 

provided a translation ofTukhachevsky's "New Problems ofWar" in 

Deep Battle (London: Pergamon-Brassey's, l 988). 

The most useful collection of Soviet military ilieory of the pe

riod can be found in Pmblems of Strategy and Operational Art, 1917-

1940 (Moscow: Military Publishing House, 1965), but this book has 

not yet been translated into English. An excellent biography of 

Mikhail V. Frunze (1885-1925), the father of Soviet military doc

trine, can be found in M. A. Gareev's M. V. Frunze, Military Theorist 

(London: Pergamon-Brasscy's, 1988). Unfortunately, the work suf

fers somewhat because the publishers chose to lift the translation di

rectly from the U.S. government's Foreign Broadcast Information 

Service edition QPRM-UMA-85-027-L, 7 November 1985). John 

Erickson's exhaustive The Soviet Am1y High Command ( ew York: 

Macmillan Co., 1962) is still tl1e authoritative work in Engl ish cover

ing the period. Although Erickson does not seem to understand the 

significance of operational art, me work is especially useful in por

traying tl1e great impact a few youthful individuals can have in re

casting theory and doctrine in a post-revolutionary en\'ironment. 

A tl1eory of operational art flourished in the Soviet Union for 

rw-o reasons. First, the political revolution had destroyed the domi

nance of the old lmperial military understanding. Without this pro

fessional foundation to sustain and justify causally existing beliefs, 

the previous refracted view of reality was seen with a clear theoreti

cal eye. Second, the Soviets had six years of war, rich in operational 

experience, to study and analyze. ln the west, however, different 

conditions led to a divergence in operational understanding. 

Western theories of operational art were shaped ult imately by 

the solutions developed toward ending tl1e tactical clinch on the 

Western Front in World War I. The Germans found a tactical solu

tion with the institution or small unit storm tactics. The Allies 

countered with a technological answer-the tank. By 1939 the 

Germans had developed a theory of operational art founded 

upon two elements: Blitzkrieg and operational exploitation. 

Blitzkriegwas a theory of combined arms tactics aimed at achieving 

rupture through the depths of the enemy"s tactical deployment. 

Following tactical rupture rapidly moving armored forces would 
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exploit the tactica l penetrations by driving deep into the opera

tional depths of the enemy and shattering the coh('rence of his 

defense by means of cncirclcmem. One of the earliest books on 

the G('rman style of operationa l art was wriuen by I Ieinz Gude

rian in Arhtung Panur! (Stutt gart: Union Deutsche Verlagsge

sdlschaft, 1937) . In 1941 Ferdinand Otto Miksche published Al

iadl: A Study of Blitzkrieg Tactics (New York: Random I lou se, 1941) 

which for the first time presented a coherent analysis of the tacti

cal component of German operationa l methods. 

Efforts to de\'elop som('thing that approx imat ed a theory of 

opcnuional an were initiated in Great Brit ain by john Frederick 

Charles Fullet - ( 1878-1966) and Basi l H enry Liddell Hart 

(1895-1970). The most relevant of Fuller's works on theory in

clude ThP Reformation of Wm· (New York: E. P. Dutton , 1 923), The 

Foundations of the Science of War (London: Hutchinson, 1926), On 

Fulurt> Wmfare (London: Sifton Praed, 1928), Velures on FSR III 

(London: Sifton Pracd, 1932) , Machine Watfare (London: Hutchin

son. 1 942), and Armored Wmfare (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 

1943). Liddell Han's theor) of the indirect approach can be 

found in Strategy (New York: Signet Books, 1974). When studying 

th(' Western theorists it is important to bear in mind, however, 

that their understanding and interpretation of op('rational art 

often contains a stro ng Napoleonic bias that can kaclto confusion 

as to the true nature of the conduct of operations. 

Following v\'orld War Ll , perhaps the first theorist to write 

about operationa l art in the nuclear dimension was F. 0. Miksche 

in 1\tomir Weapons and Armif'f ( 1ew York: Praegcr. 1955). Another 

importam work was written by S. Shtemenko On the Soviet Gen

t'ml Staff at mv; 19-11-1945 Progress Publishers, 1985). 

This two-volume stud)' illustrates the important pan that a staff 

play:. in linking operational theory to practice. One of the first 

glimpses of an operational theory that anticipated Air Land Battle 

doctrine was a collaborative effort written by Wesley W. Yale, T. D. 

\Vhitc, and Hasso E. von Manteuffel entitled AllernalivP to Armaged

don (New Brunswick, NJ.: Rutgers Uni,·ersity Press, 1970). 

The single most coherent core of theoretical writings on oper

<Hional art is still found among the Soviet writers. In the early 

1980s the U.S. Air Force began publishing titles from the Smiet 
"Officer's Library." Three of these titles are particularly re1e,·am: 

A. A. Sidorenko, ThP Offrnsive (WashinglOn: U.S. Government 
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Printing Office , 1984) , V. Ye. Savkin, The Basic Plin cifJles of Opera

tional A1·t and Tactics (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Of
fice, 1982) , S. P. Ivanov, ThefnitiaLPeriod of War (Washington: U.S. 

Government Printing Office, 1986). 
The most recent, as well as lhe mosl useful, study on opera

tional art by a Western theorist is Richard Simpkin's Race to the 

Swift (London: Brassey's, 1985). Beyond Simpkin's work one must 
turn directly to official doctrinal statements, such as FM 100-5 OjJ

emtions (Washington: Department of the Army, May 1986), to find 
current perspectives on operational theory. Certain military peri
odicals are also useful in articulating various theoreLical views on 
operational art. The most important include the journal of Soviet 

Military Studies, journal of thP Royal United Services Institute, Militar-y 

Review, and Pammeters. 

The future of operational art depends on today's officer corps 
understanding the histo1ical and theoretical basis of the concept. 
Only by knowing what has gone before can it hope to build a doc
u-ine for the future which takes full advantage of the fruits of tech
nology. In an era of diminishing resources, understanding opera
tional art will be an invaluable asset to the decision-makers who 
will have to select which technological advances will be pursued 
and which will not. 
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The Ground Commander's View-I 

Glenn K. Otis 

Befon : one can discu'is operational an there arc three points 
which must be clear. First. when thinking about stratcg,, opera
tional an, and tactics. one must go beyond the suict definitions and 

look at the goal of each. In brief. stratcg) wins the war, operational 
art aims at winning the campaigm that support the strategy; and tac
tics win balllrs in the campaigns. That may be a simplified way or 

looking at it, but it does anchor each term on a conc rete 

The second point is that in the military command structure 
each headquarters operates in two different leagues-planning, 

or preparation, and current operations. E'·ery headquarters has to 
operate in both of those leagues at the strategic le, ·el, certainly at 
the tactical level and, in my view, clearl) at the operational lc\cl. 
Understanding that tells a lot about how to think and what a com

mander can do to influence the anion. 

Finally, each headquaners-that is, every echelon of com
mand-must clearl) ' understand the concept of the next higher 
headquarters. rr it is not underswod, or more likely, if it is misun

derstOod, then the actions and orders transmiltccl from the head
quarters that creates the misunderstanding are going to be at 
odds with the commander's intent. \Vith an understanding of 
these three points we can discuss the <;u·ategic, operational, and 

tactical Je,cls of war. I ha,·c catcgoritcd a set of factors for 
each kn•l. Together the) illustrate some of the fundamental dif

fen·n c<'S among the three le"eb of war. 

At the strategic level the goals are unquesrionabl)' national, but 
in almost every case those goals arc going to be international as 
well and influenced by more than just national desires. One has to 

be prepared Lo cope with and help structu1·e international goals as 

well as national goals at the stntt<·gic level. Also, at the strategic 
level we a re talking about large force capabilities-bringing to
gether the resources and might of a nation or a coalition of na
tions. \n important facLOr at the strategic lnel is force generation. 

Xo strategic commander has forces ;n·ailable to him that are hie; to 

do with as he pleases. Rc:nhcr, he has nsources m·ailablc and he must 
put them togcther. The re'>ourccs-including people, cquipmcm, 
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facilities, and time-can make a major impact on st.rategy and the 
campaigns which make the strategy succeed. Force generation, 
whether that force is spec ifically military operating elements or 
other t-ypes of resources, is more importam at the strategic level 
than at the tactical or operational level. At the su·ategic level one 
has to almost always talk about multiservice as well as multinational 
factors which clearly differentiate it from the other levels of war. 

Another major factor at the su-ategic level is public opinion. It is 
at least as important as objective, mass, surprise, and the other prin
ciples of war. In this past century, that has been proven on several 
occasions. Harry Summers' book, On Stmtegy, for example, shows 
how important public opinion is to the su·ategy of war. It is so criti
cal that it deserves to be one of the principles of war. At the su·ate
gic level, public opinion is going to be a major influence, making 
strategy fundamentally different from operational art and tactics. 

Finally, and though this is not necessarily a difference but rather a 
critical factor at the strategic level, we need to define what it is to 
'\vin '' the wru: We had a clear definition in World Wru· II: uncondi
tional surrender of the Axis powers. In the Civil War Grant de
manded unconditional surrender of the southern forces. vVhen the 
United States went into Korea it did not have a cleat· concept of mili
tary victory; the fact that we are still on the Koreru1 peninsula, under 
an armistice instead of a peace, is a clear indication of the conse
quences of not defining ''winning." In Vietnam we did not have a 
clear mi!it.-·1ry objective. At the su-ategic level one must define the mili
tary goals to be achieved if that su·ategy is going to mean something. 

With those broad remarks about the strategic level, let me next 
turn briefly to the tactical level of war in order to set the stage for 
a more detailed discussion of the operational level. At the tactical 
level, there is little latitude for commanders to define their own 
operational area. Commanders are given a specific, usually well
defined operating area. That area is where they must conduct 
their business, and so there is a definite smaller scope with which 
the commander must deal. The focus at the tactical level is to 
bring firepower on the enemy. One can do it by movement, by de
ception, by all sorts of things, but the goal is firepower on the 
enemy. At the highest tactical levels-division or corps-perhaps 
the synchronization of fire and movement is a key factor. However, 
at the lower levels-brigade, battalion and company-the actual 
application of the fires is what counts. 

Even though the tactical level is theoretically the "lowest" of 
the three levels of war, it is the focus of all the othet ' levels. It is 
here that men die and that equipment is destroyed. The tactical 
level is where winning and losing are much more easily defined. 
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Just as at the su·ategic level, one must have clear objectives at the 
tactical level; here, however, success or failure is much clearer. At 
the close of a tactical engagement the side that has been captured, 
killed, or forced to withdraw has lost. 

The tactical level is not joint The commands are almost always 
from only one service. Paradoxically, it is at the tactical level that the 
actual firepower from all services comes togetJ1er. So at tJ1e tactical 
level, commanders are almost always interdependent upon other 
commanders from other services for mutual support without having 
a command arrangement that ensures it. It is an interesting phe
nomenon and it works, but it has to be recognized. For example, air 
power can be very important at a critical stage in a tactical battle. 
The ground battalion commander is allocated air power if it is a\'atl
able. He may employ air power to good effect, but he does so only by 
requesting it and by using standardized operating procedures. An 
airman downed in that battle, in no mans land , relies in part on the 
Army to pull him out. It is inter-service cooperation at the tactical 
level rather than command by a joint task force that governs the 
kind of operations and how effectively they can be handled. 

Having set the parameters of the su·ategic and tactical levels of 
war, I will go to the operational level. If a nation does not recog
nize that there is an operational level ofwar-and we did not until 
a few years ago-any clear thinker can see there is a gap between 
slrategy and tactics. \!\'hen one discusses the nature of war, tJ1e gap 
is obvious and hence needs filling. Even if you don't give it a 
name, you still have to refer to it. I am therefore delighted that 
the U.S. Army has chosen to bring back the operational level of 
war so one can now talk about it and understand it. 

Like strategy and tactics, the operational level of war has some 
factors that are unique to it or at least more important to that level 
rhan to tJ1e others. First of all, there is a much wider latitude in the 
area of operations for the operational level commander than there is 
for the tactical. I don'tjust mean in size, but in terms of diversity of 
area, of being able to move forces very differently in different 
schemes. Visualize a battalion commander who is given 15 kilome
ters of terrain to defend. He can move anywhere in that area, but 
the fact is he is fixed in how much he can do in the way of deception 
by movement, for example. This is not so at the operational level. 

At the operational level the emphasis has to be on a series of 
battles which constitute a campaign. The emphasis is not on a sin
gle battle; it is not even on battle itself. Battle, or fighting, is the 
concern of Lhe tactical commander alone. Whereas the strategic 
level is always joint and combined and the tactical level almost 
never is, the opemtional level can be both. At the operational 
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level there arc joint commands, there arc combined commands, 
and there arc joint combined commands. In NATO these com
mands exist in peacetime and presumably will function at the op
erational level in wartime. 

Functions important at the operational level include time. As a 
parameter, time is much more important at the operational level 
than it is at the tactical level. For example, an infanU) ' company can 
be pulled lOgether and told to attack a hill in a very short Lime. A 
battalion can do the same, but an operational level commander 
with one or more corps or larger units cannot. The time from mak
ing a decision which affects a part of his force to the actual 
execution is measured not in hours but in days. A planning cycle 
which gi,·es a reasonable amount of time to subordinate commands 
to plan, react, and execute in conjunction with the concept of the 
operational level commander ought to be five days. This means the 
operational level commander has to expedite his planning and 
then keep the alterations to his plans at a minimum, in order lO 
give time for the execution to be handled by the lower levels. 

At the operational level, campaigns must be synchronized with 
strategy. That may seem like a trivial statement since the goal of 
campaigns is to make the strategy successful, bUl it is not. There 
arc times when an operational level commander will deliberately 
have to adopt undesirable actions in some sectors in order to 
achieve the more important strategic goal. 

Another factor at the operational level is the commander. He 
must determine where and upon what he exercises direct control 
versus indirect control. For example, as an army group commander 
I had four corps of different nations in my command, and I had an
other brigade size national formation. Some of those corps and 
other national formations had weapons systems that had great reach 
but were vc1·y different from each other. Some nations even had or
ganic air asseL'i in their contribution to my army group while others 
did not. Therefore, as an operational level commander I had to 
make judgments on where it was necessary to exercise direct control 
over certain formations and certain parts of those formations and 
where it was more logical-or politically acceptable-to execute by 
indirect means down through a rather long chain of command. 

I am convinced that m the operational level the commander 
has to visualize Lhe tactical level as well. There is an old adage that 
at the tactical level one looks at things two echelons below. Com
mand is one echelon below, but the tactical commander looks two 
echelons below. l don 'tthink that is totally appropriate at the opera
tional level, because in planning a campaign it is not adequate to 
consider what corps and divisions can do. But in looking at oppor-
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tunitics for achieving success-in analyzing enemy capabilitie'> and 
our own capabilities at the operational level-one has to get right 
down to the tactical level where the real fighting elements arc and 
visualit.c how the clashes will or must take place. As a matter of fact, 
it seems to me that when you do that, it educates the operational 
level commander on things like terrain and force capabilities. The 
danger. however, is that an army group commander visualizing at 
the battalion level might st<1rt fighting at the batlalion level, and 
that would be fmal. But clearly an operational level commander has 
to visuali1c the tactical lc,·el so that at his level, the commanckr will 
know where, when and how much "to take the hun." 

Few wars arc ever fought where one side is totally successful in all 
phases at all times. NATO forces, for example, had they been called 
on to light, would probably have started a war seriously outnum
bered, Oltl-manncd, and out-gunned. Their defenses would certainly 
have been ruptured and in need of repair. At the operational level, 
one has to understand and calculate where to "take the hun" in 
order to achieve the best success. Put another the operational 
level commander may structure the battlefield so that he dclibcrmcly 
accepts a setback in an at·ea whet·c he thinks he can afford it in order 
to achieve a greater good in another area for a greater ach<unagc. 

The concept of the operation criticaL At the strategic l<'vcl, 
we already said that we need to define our military objectives and 
that one must have a set of strategic goals. At the operational 
level, in order to plan and execute a campaign and have all the 
laCLical clements come together for that campaign, those tactical 
commanders have to be "inside the head" of the operational level 
commander. The only way they can do that. is through the concept 
of the operation. It has to be clear and precise, and it must convey 
the intent of the operational level commander. This is very diffi
cult, especially in a multi-language international command. 

At the tactical le\·el I emphasi.ted the clash of anns or the battle 
at the front. U.S. Army docu·inc defines two other battles: one in our 
own rear and one in the enemy rear. To some tactical commanders 
tl1ose three battles will mean something, but the of tactical 
commanders will fight where and when they are told. If it happens 
to be in tl1c rear, it is no different from being at the front. At the op
erational level, howeYer. then.· arc always these three battles. There is 
alwavs the battle in tl1e rear because of enemy air action or perhaps 
enemy sympathiLers. \'\'hether deliberate or indirect, there is always 
our own rear to considet at the opcmtional Je,·el. The enem) rear 
must also be considered at tl1c operational level. If it is not, tlwn our 
air interdiction and long-range weapons just become weapons of op-
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portunity rather than weapons of plan. Finally, there is the battle at 
the front, which is fought at lhe tactical level. 

There are other elements of high importance at the operational 
level that are diffet·ent from the tactical level and in a way are differ
ent from the strategic level. The first is air power. At the tactical 
level air power influ ences Lhe battle with close air support, battle
field air interdiction, and usually intelligence support through air
borne observation and sensors. At the strateg ic level, ait· power can 
directly attack the economic power of an opponent, while at the orr 
erationa l level the entire gamut of air power and all its missions 
comes into play. Close air support, battlefield air interdiction, the 
air interdiction campaign, Lhe offensive and defensive counter-a ir 
campaign, the suppression of enemy air defenses, and imelligence 
all contribute at the operationa l level. An important element of the 
joint national force commander or the joint comb ined commander 
is how he works out the allocation of that air effort among his vari
ous mission capabilities. The employment of air power at Lhe opera
tional level can be crucia l to the success of campa igns. 

For examp le, the air in support of ATO's Central Army 
Group (CENTAG) was controlled by my commander, the Com
mander-in-Chief of the Central Region (CINCENT) . He was the 
lowest level joint commander in the Central Region, and he had 
the author it)' to allocate the total a ir effort throughout his as
signed area . It was his responsibility to allocate air support to the 
subord inat e army groups . ( Ch.aTL 2) 

An important aspect of air support is that some types of aircraft 
are suitable for only certa in missions. For example, the German 
Alpha jet and the American A-1 0 had "short legs" and were unable 
to peneu ·ate too far beyond the forward edge of the battle area; 
tl1ey are therefore primarily confined to a close air support role. 
T he F-4s and selected other NATO aircraft have only a slightly 
greate r range, so in a deep interdiction campaign they are of little 
use, hence t11e majotity of Lhem will be in battlefield air interdic
tion, an immediate concern to the ground commander . Depending 
upon those aircraft that have dual capab ility (air-to-ground and air
to-air), more or less air can be allocated to support the ground com
mander depending upon the mission assigned to tl1e air arm for of
fensive and defensive counter air, especial ly defensive counter air. 
All of those are factors tl1at have to be taken into consideration . 

As a ground commander, what I needed most in the first two 
to three days of the war was to see Lhe enemy so that I would know 
where his main attack was and be ab le to move major forces lo 
counter the main auack . I did not necessarily mean to block it, 
but I might want to delay or channe l il. Put that all togetl1er and 
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CHART 2-AFCENT 

CINCENT 
ALLIED FORCES 

CENTRAL EUROPE 

COMMANDER COMMANDER COMMANDER 
CENTRAL ARMY GROUP ALLIED AIR FORCES NORTHERN ARMY GROUP 

CENTRAL EUROPE 

I COMMANDER I I COMMANDER 

I 4TH ALLIED 2ND AWED 
TACTICAL AIR FORCE TACTICAL AIR FORCE 

my mission statement to the air commander might be some thin g 
like this: "For the first two to three clays of the war your top prior
ity for support to me is: lumber one, keep the enemy off my back 
so I can move major formations in daylight, and number two , do 
not let the enemy move major forces in daylight." 

J ne,·cr actually wrote thi mission down and sent it by messen
ger to the air commander, but we frequent!) discussed these con
cepts and consu·ucts. The air commander told me that the first two 
to five clays would determine who would achieve u·ue air superior
ity. TI e told me that a mission like I gave him-"keep the enemy air 
off my back"-was a mission that allowed him maximum flexibility 
in putting aircraft to work in air-to-air, defcnsivc-counLCr air, and in 
offensive-counter air, where he was going after enemy airfields LO 

attack enemy close air support aircraft on the ground . 

The air commander in NATO commands the integrated air de
fense weapons, which include all the army weapon not assigned to 
the from lines. That means all l lawk and all Patriot air defense 
missiles come under the air, not the ground commander. The mis
sion of "keep the enemy air off ll1) back" meam he could bcuer 
synchroni"c tl1e joint employmcm of surface-to-air, air-to-air, and 
offensive counter-a ir weapons. It also meant tl1at ai1·cral't with sum
ciem legs to reach enemy airfields which might otherwise be used 
for balllefield air interd iction or even for close air support would 
not be available. The agreement was that for the first two or three 
dar!) imo the war, our air force would make its pre ence felt on the 
other that tl1e cnemr would not feel free to mm c in day
light, and friendly air would concentrate on the air-to-air, and air

Lo-grouncl, anti-air campaigm to keep the enemy off 111}' back. 
\\l 1at I had to transmit then to the subordinate formations of 

CE:'\TAG was that for the lirst two or three days of the war close air 
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support missions would be at a minimum, and would co nsist moslly 
of the Alpha jets and the A-1 Os. Because their number!) are rela
tively small-maybe 350 airrraft-1 did not want to parcel them out 
across til<' board just to give everybody some. I would concentrate 
those assets on areas th<ll were cr itica l. V\'hcn we translated that 
through map exercises, war games, discussions, and councils of war. 
it really meant that the III German Corps would probably get litlle 
in the way of close air support. That is an example of the thinking 
process that one goes through at the operationa l level. 

Another important aspect of operational art is logi!)tics. At the 
-;trawgic Jc,·el, the command<.·r is interested in gathering the total 
resources of the nation to prosecute a war, while at the tactical level 
the emphasis is on cons umpti on. At the operational le\'cl, however, 
the emphasis is on providing logistics from the wholesale level 
down w the consumer. r n that pro"ision, reallocation (or cross-lev
cling) is perhaps the most important aspect. No operational level 
commander is go ing to be able to plan and execute plans with five
cbt) decision cycles if he hasn't given full consideration to the logis
tics of the situation. I am using logistics as shorthand to mean the 
consumable items of ''ar: food. fuel, ammunitio n , and spare parts. 
The most important of those in operations regarding the U.S. 
Arnw as a mechani/.ed force i-. going to be fuel followed closely by 
ammunition and onlr thereafter by spare paw; and food. Food is 
pkntiful , is packaged, and is easy to distribute. Spare parts are 
available because of cannibali/.ation on the battlcficlcl in addition 
lO the normal logistics. So the two items that must take the most at
tention at the operationa l Jc,·cl arc fuel and ammunition. 

If we narrow logistics clown to ammunition rather than the 
whole gamm of logisti cs nKtors, ammunition is a form of reserve, 
and in almost eYcrr case limitations exist. For example. in Europe 
not all nations hm·e the s;un<.· 'itockpiles of ammunition available 
for weapons systems. \\'here ammunition is "multi-lingual," it is 
primarilr the 155-mm. artillery. Because the m<uorit) of NATO ar
till<:ry units fire the same round, 155-mm. ammunition becomes 
very critical. Through NATO agreements a corps from one nation 
can usc logistical assistance to help a formation fron1 another na
tion with needed ammunition. At th e operational level, I always 
made that assistance contingent upon agreement by the army 
group commander, because one corps gi\'ing ammunition to an
other corps for today's battk or tomorrow's baulcs might very well 
upset what was planned for the corps to have for the dav after to
mol ro\\ or the day arter thaL. So in that respect I tr('atcd logistics 
as a form of rescrn', and it could not be committed \\ithoul my 
appro\'al as the arm) gmup commander. In any case, we arc only 
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talking about ammunition on the margin and not that which is al
ready issued to the troops and available for usc in today's baulcs. 

There is another type of ammunition which is a form of re
serve. Air defense missiles arc in very short supply in Europe. If 
our from line troops usc the ir air defense missiles to fire at every 
enemy aircraft seen, the return on the investment made in those 
weapons would be small and we would soon run out of these 
short-supply items. So in the arm}' group, we looked at schemes 
that used the ammunition available to do the most good rather 
than resort to a random attempt at attrition. That is a form of re
serve. But practica lly speaking I did not call it a reserve. All 1 
looked at were schemes of husbanding ammunition. Antitank mis
siles are another critical arnmnnition supp ly because the back
bone of our front line defense, other than the tank itself, is the 
anti-tank weapon . Dragons, MILAN, and TOW launchers were 
available in great quantity, but the costly missiles themselves, espe
cially in non-U.S. formations, were in short supply. 

Finally, at the operational level-just as at the strategic level
the commander must look at force generation. At the operational 
level, however, it takes on a different form. Where the strategic 
commander worries about mobilizing national forces or moving 
them from perhaps remote places into the theater of operations, 
the operational level commander must develop his own force gen
eration. Effective force generation depends upon how well he can 
articulate his needs and how good his decision cycle is so that he 
doesn't have forces moving in an untimely way to a place where 
they arc not needed, instead of being at the right place at the 
right time. At the operational level of command, one of the great 
weaknesses can be having forces available bm not having them 
where you need them. Force generation is therefore an important 
aspect of the operat ional le,·el. 

As an army group commander in NATO 1 had an entire army 
in reserve-the First French Army. However . in one exercise the 
reserve army was unable to be employed where it was needed sim
ply because I failed to make proper decisions at the proper time 
and make those decisions stick, so 1 could ensure that the force 
was available where and when it was needed. By the time the deci
sions wet·e made, the window of opportunity was gone because of 
movement time, logistics, national problems, and a whole series of 
things. It doesn't matter what the series of things are, it simply 
means that £(Hn' generation £ailed, not because it wasn't available, 
but because it wasn't where it was needed. 

So far I've been dealing with definitions, characteristics, and 
factors of strategy, operations, and tactics, all of which is somewhat 
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theoretical. In getting to the practical aspects I'll focus at the op
erationa l level. The old formula of METT-T, mission, enemy, ter
rain, lrooJJs available, and time, is a good way of thinking it through. 

First, the mission. As an army group commander, I was given a 
specific mission that said defend, do not lose critical terrain, and 
the critical terrain was defined. I was also to emp loy reinforce
ments and be prepared for nucl ear weapons emplo yment. At the 
operational level the commander has to focus not only on the spe
cific mission but also on the implied mission. U.S. Army doctrine 
requires that at all levels, but it becomes very importa nt at the op
erationa l level. The first place to look for implied missions is in the 
concept of operat ions from the next higher commander. As an 
army group commander my next higher commander was also at 
the operationa l leve l. His campaign plan and concept of opera
Lions defined some impli ed missions for me. One of them, for ex
ample, was to make sure that I had reinforcements that might be 
available for operations outside the CENTAG secwr . I derived from 
his concept that he was faced with a su·ategy of "forwar d defense." 
My mission, the refore, entailed relinquishing the least amount of 
terrain given the condit ions of the battle. The mission of defense, 
at the operational level, allo·ws flexibility to the commander; one 
can be operationa lly on the defense but tactica lly on the offense. 
As I saw the terrain and the enemy situation, there were many op
portunities in the army group to execute defense while also con
ducting a tactical offense . The point is that a study of the mission, a 
carefu l consideration of both the specific and the impli ed mis
sions, and the incorporation of the other factors of METT-T can 
lead the operational level commander to a variety of solution s. 

Turning to the second part ofMETT- T, the enemy, means dif: 
ferent things to different people. It means to me to know his doc
trine . As he trains in his school system, as he u·ains in the field, 
and as his manuals dictate will be the way he will fight. One 
doesn't change the nature of a force overnight after 1he war starts. 
Understanding enemy doc1rinc is cr itical to knowing the enemy 
and becomes more imp ortant at the operational level than at the 
tactical level for two reasons. First, at the tactical level you are still 
faced with guns being brought into position to kill and to fight di
rectly. That doesn't mean doctrine isn't an imp ortant element tac
tically, it just means one has a different ,·iew of it. Second, when 
one discusses the enemy at the operat iona l level )'OU just won't see 
enemy divisions or enemy arm ies. No one has ever seen an entire 
division all at once in com bat. J n all my years as an Army officer, I 
saw an entire division only once. That was on an airfield, and it 
took a week to line it up and another week to dismamle it. Other 
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than that, one does not "see" divisions. So what you arc \'isualit.ing 
in looking at the enemy in terms of a higher le,·el formation like a 
division or above is a series of sma ller units, how they can move, 
how they can dep loy, where they ca n deploy, and the rapidity, or 
lack of it, by which they can do all thaL 

1 divide looking at the ene my into two parts: peacet ime and 
wartime. In peacetime we need to focus on their do ctrin e, their po
tentials, and their possibilities. Looking at the Soviets, for exam ple, 
we oug ht to be experts on their doctr ine. It is available in ope n lit
erature. Their potential is a function of where they are, how much 
they ha\'e, and what kind of weapons they have, most of which we 
can measure. Their possibilities arc legion, but do ha\'e some limi
tations. Limitations include strategic movement, mobilit atio n , and 
the terrain itself. I look at tho se thr ee points in peacetime-doc
trine, pote ntial , and then possibilities. By stud) 'ing that , you ca n 
take the whole univer se of things and focu s it into a mana geab le, 
countab le number. lL also allows you to build peacetime templates 
for wartime. In wanime, however, l think in terms of two par ts in
stead of three: what is possib le an d what is likely or probable. 

In CEl\ITAG, for example, in o rder to see what was possible, I 
tried to lay the ene my out on the terrain without regard to a tacti
cal plan, on ly with regard to what was feasible on the terra in itself. 
When you have clone that, his ninetr-four divisions become some
thing o;maller where gu ns can be shootin g. That kind of visualiza
tion gives you an idea or the possible . 

To determine what is probable you apply enemy doCLrinc, and 
if you know enough about the ene my command er's pt·ocl ivities for 
doing difrerent things you can narrow th ose possibilities into 
likcl) probabilities. 1t is often said that we need to look at ene my 
capabilities and not their intentions. I totall)' disagree. While we 
do hm·e lO look at their capab ilities, because that ill their potential 
and their possibi lities, we also need to assess enemy intentio ns o n 
the baulcfield at the operationa l leve l, as well as at the tact ical 
level. lt is clearly possible to make infonned judgments about 
enemy intenti ons. There arc a whole se ries of indi ca tors of inten
tions and we have sensors and other means to measure tho se indi 
catOrs. By putting thos e measurements together we can co me up 
with judgments about the intenti ons, althou g h any commander 
a:-.sessing enemy intentions has to make his own judgments about 
them and how reliable the) might be. For example, in one sector 
which cou ld be critical to the CENTAG, il i quite clear thm an 
CtH.'tn) army has on ly two options for the way it can dcpl<>)' itself. 
Depending upon the war the arti llery is positioned and depend-
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ing upon how the rear pan of that army is deployed. one can get a 
ver) clear indication of the intention of that arm) commander. 

Another thing that I needed to know as an army group com
mander was the location of' the enemy main anack as compared to 

holding attacks. At the tactical le\'t:l, \'irtually all attacks arc going 
to s<·cm to be main auacks; but at the operational level one a1·ea 
or another, perhaps two at most, will be his main attack act ions. 
Then· arc indicators which one can get with some clarity to idcn
til) wh<ll the enemy imcmion might be. One of' th(·se is how he 
u:-.cs anillcrr. An arm) or front commander "ill allocate his own 
artillery, missile, and rocket asset'- to the main auack axis. I le will 
not normally allocate these a1 tillery weapons to the S('Condary or 
supporting at tack ax is because he cannot afford to. Tlwre will also 
be certain kinds of rada1 · and certain kinds of -;ignals intelligence 
which can give a clear indicator of the enemy commander's inten
tion to make a main attack in a particular area. 

Making a judgment about the main attack can allow a com
mander to take actions that give him an advantage o\'CI' the 
enemy. It will be risky. but that i!-> what war is. If you arc fighting 
outnumbered, you arc not going to have sufficient force'> to take 
on all possibilities nor all capabilities, so infonnedjudgments ha\'C:' 
to he made. ln studying the enemy in peacetime look at hi'i doc
trine, potemial, and possibilities. In wartime , figure out what is 
possible and what is probable, and then go after him with appro
priate sensors oriented in advanc<.' f()r those key indicators of what 
you need to know and the areas in which you need to know it. At 
a ll times watch out for ruses and deception by the enemy. since his 
doctrine requires him to employ that as well. 

The first of the three T's in METI-T is terrain. At the tactical 
level, one looks at a piece of ground terrain to sec how many tanks 
can come down Lhat a rea at any gi\'en time and what other options 
they have. A commander can war-game ,·ariou!'> possibilitic'> to get a 
fairly good understanding of the piece of terrain on which his next 
battle might be fought. At the operational level, how{'\'('r, terrain 
takes on a different perspective. For examp le, in CENT:\G the con
ventional wisdom looks carcf ully at the so-called Fulda Gap. The 
Fulda, however, is not a gap; you can walk the ground for a long 
time at Fulda and not lind a gap, because that is the tanical view. 
Almost the entire area around Fulda north and south is ground 
that can be fought over; in war it would have been fought over, I 
am '>urc, with some degree of intensity. The kev in looking at ter

rain at the operational lrvcl b to consider where the enemy can 
mon.• his major forces, and "here he can {(>rces with 
m<U(H' reinforcements. There arc some four hundred and sixty 
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kilometers of front in CENTAG, but there arc· only four areas in 
that entire front where an enemy can move forces to create 
a main attack. Were he lO trr to mo,·e major forces in other than 
those four axes he would be confined to moving in relatively small 
columns, and hence his fighting force at the point of impact would 
be serious!)• constrained. Some axes of possible main attack can be 
ruled out, because of the constrictions of terrain and the capab ili
ties to support m<uor forces. For an enemy front commander to 
ha\'C a main attack in the area or the Fulda Gap is prob
ably impossible, because the constriction of the terrain to the di
rect rear of the front lines would pre\'cnt the movement of m<Uor 
forces in an orderly way. At the tactical IC\'Cl, we look at small units, 
weapons positions, obstacles, orchesmnions of fires, observation, 
and fields of fit·e as some of the critical aspects of terrain. At the 
operat ional lc\'cl one has to look at m<Uor routes, the capability to 
employ and sustain major forces of division size and higher, and 
the ability to continue to support forces in those m·eas. 

Another aspect of terrain is denial. At tlw tactical level one 
uses mines or obstacles to deny certain pieces or ground for 
encmr use , at least temporat·ily, to gain time for a tactical battle 
comma nckr to get an ad\'antage. At the open1tional level one has 
to look at the denial of terrain in a difTcrent way. Taki ng out a 
dam in a m<Uor area, for example, can deny a large area of usc to 
an cncmr force and thereby put him into a much different situa
tion. Taking out critical bridges changes the terrain for the 
enem>·'s mo\'cment capab ility. 

Let me turn to troops, the T in METT-T. Tberc arc 
Lroops, including weapons systems and so on, that arP available to 
the operational commander, and that could be made avail
able to him. In CENTAG, for <.'xamplc, I had no air forces as
signe d to the command. On the other hand, one of the allied tac
tical air forces (ATAF-.) which belonged to my next higher 
commande r was given the mission of supporting the CENTAG. 
Therefore, 1hose "troops" under that ATAF could be available de
pending upon how the op<.·rational commander \'isuali.1.ed Llw de
ployment, and how successful he was in convincing the air com
mander of the specific need for air support. 

In a combined fot-cc one alc;o has to look at the troops a\'ail
ablc and understand different national formations. A full-strength 
German division has 25,000 troops in wartime; a U.S. division has 
19,000; but a French armored di\'ision has only 7,000. Each of 
these formations has a \'<triety of tanks and mixtures of weapons 
systems. At the operational level-commanding four corps (and 
perhaps in war C\'C.'n a Fren ch anny}-it is not suffic ient lO con-
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sider just divisions. One has to look inside the division for force 
capabilities and differences in nationa l formations. Some national 
formations had very little in the way of intelligence-gathering ca
pability at the corps level, whereas the U.S. has a great deal. At the 
operational level, dealing with four corps of different nations , one 
could be faced with a U.S. corps having a very good picture of the 
battlefield and its neighbor having a very different picture of that 
same battlefield because of the lack of sensor capability. The oper
ational level commander has to be able to pull the different na
tional capabilities togetl1er. 

In considering attacking the enemy in depth, especially his fol
low-on force attack (FOFA), I have already said that at the opera
tional level there are always three batt les going on, and there are 
varying national formations with varying perceptions of employ
ment of those formations. The operational commander has to 
make judgments about how best to conduct the deep bau le 
against the enemy, and air is a critica l part of the equation. But be
cause air is not a part of the assigned CENTAG command, air sup
port provides another dimension to consider in troops available. 

Finally, in almost any international arena where we might have 
to fight, there will probably be indigenous troops availab le. In Eu
rope, for examp le, there are many German brigades and regi
ments that are not assigned tO NATO but kept under national 
conu·oL Those brigades and regiments, some of which are located 
in the CENTAG area, are u·oops availab le under the right condi
tions and the riglu emp loyment, despite the fact that they are not 
part of the assigned force. So the considerations for the second 
T-troops available-are highly important. I u·ied in this discus
sion to bring out only those things that are unusual. 

The last of the three T's is time. The time parameter has a di
mension that is tied to the dec ision cycle of the command. In talk
ing about time at the tactical level, for example, if one deceives an 
enemy for perhaps a few minutes or a few hours, then a taclica l 
advantage can accrue to the deceiver. At the operational level 
where the emphasis is on a five-day planning cycle, deception is 
very different. If it is a deception operation which can be uncov
ered in a matte•· of a clay or two then perhaps the real return on 
ilie effort will be small. So time takes on a different dimension be
tween the taclical and operational levels. It means that your think
ing has to be different. One could have an entire division available 
to the command in a matter of hours , but if the time required to 
move that division to where it is needed is not carefully calculated 
in advance, then tl1e combat power of ilie diYision may not be use-
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ful for the contemplated action. This point may seem obvious, but 
it is often overlooked or miscalculated. 

One talks about time with the idea of flexibility. In that respect 
Army aviation is given high grades for being able to deploy rapidly 
from flank to flank. It is also true that Army aviation at the opera
tional level has a certain lack of nexibility. It has to be tied 10 a 
veq· large umbilical cord. To move that umbilical cord is a long 
and invoh ·ed operation. Consequently, whereas we think of mO\'
ing a dh'ision with all its logistics and being able to re-position it 
from here to there in a certain amount of time, to do the same 
thing with an aviation unit is very different. 

The Air Force operates from fixed bases, goes out to fight, and re
turns to fixed bases. The umbilicaJ cord there is the length of the kgs 
of the aircraft themselves, and that limiL'i flexibility. With Army 
tion you can move your base, but when you do there is a down-time 
that is significant to the conduct of the entire scheme of operations. 

Time is a parameter in surprise. For example, if one can em
ploy his forces so as 10 surprise an enemy force which is available 
but can't be bmught to bear in sufficient time, then one has 
achieved surpdse. For the tactical level units fighting at that point 
and that time, there may have been no surprise because they were 
seen. But at the operational Je,·el it can hold the enemy for a day, 
because the subsequent reinforcements needed to exploit any ad
vantage are just not going to be available. So thet·e is a different 
view of surprise and deception at the operational level. 

In the discussion of definitions of characteristics and factors 
above, I mentioned that each headquarters is involved with two 
leagues-the operations going on currently and those operations 
being planned the decision cycle time frame. At the tactical 
level (and when I say tactical I am referring to division and below, 
with corps 011 the "scam" some place) the commander has to be 
directly involved in today's batt.le. Likewise, he has to be planning 
for tomorrow and perhaps the day after, but he is mostly involved 
in toda) and planning for tomorrow. A lot of this tomorrow plan
ning will be a continuation of what is going on today; and if one 
were to split the lime bcrween those two for that tactical conunan
dcr, one would find that at division level it is probably fifty-fifty. At 
the battalion level it is eighty-twenty; eighty for current operations 
and twentv for tomorrow's. 

It is verr different at the operational level. At the operational 
level the commander's influence with decisions and orders on 

LOday's battle is very small, due in pan to the time frame. But the 
assets available at the operational level to influence today's battle 
today are ontr those things that can be di,·erted on short notice. 
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The refore, the majorit) of the operational level comma nder's 
time is spent on the planning cycle rather than wday's operations. 
That docs not necessarily mean a time division of 0 and 100 per
cent, but it does mean that a of his time is spent planning 
for the future. His role in Loclay's baltic is how he in Ouences 
his subo rdinate commanders by presence. as well as by passing or
ders and instructions on what assets he can reallocate quickly
some forms of long-range artillery and some forms or air. How
e,er, he can do very little with major ground forces and logistics, 
although some types of logistics can be quickly reallocated. An
other pan of the operat ional level commander's imohemcnt in 
wday's battle is to understand the dynamics of it sufficient!)' to see 
where the results may impact on his plans running through his de
cision cycle time period. \'\'hen the operational commander made 
his campaign plan to cover the next four or five days, he assumed 
something about today's ope ration , and that assumption may be 
changed by the actual o utcom e of today. Obviously, this can influ
ence his future actions and orde rs. 

Those are just a few of the considerations, some obvious and 
perhaps some different, in using :\lETT-T as a shorthand for 
thinking through I he bauk or campaign siLUation with a focus on 
the operational level of war. 



The Ground Commander's View-II 

Crosbie Saint 

II is wry teaches us that the things that really win battles have 

always been the same .. \!though speed. distance, and technology 

mar change. it is those warriors with the sharpest shor t swords 

from the best-prepared companies who often carry the clay. No 

what the era and no mauer how rapid the tempo, it has 

been the bcst-Lraincd companies that ha\'e won the fight. Com

manders above the company level, however. can ca use the well

trained company lO lo.,c. L'ltimately their jobs are to place that 

company in the right place, at the right time, \dth the right ma

teriel to accomplish the mission. As you go up the chain of com
mand, commanders must do what is appropriate at their level to 

prepare the hanlcfielcl for those companies . 

In my view of war. )'OU have fighters, integrator s, and shapers. 
These are not scientific terms, but they carry special meanings. 

Fighters concent rate on destruction and kill C\crytl1ing that gets 
within reach. Companies and battalions are pure fighters-they 

are like the Pacman video game. Bauali ons go forward or back

ward to attack, or the' sit still in the defense and look arou nd to 

kill whatever attacks them. Good baualions arc ferocious in the 

fight-they arc the teeth of the modern war"-fighting machine. 

As formations become larger and more complex, the killing 

becomes more sclecti\'c and has a broader focus. V{hilc battalions 

are pure fighters, brigades arc both !igiHcrs and the first level of 

integrators. Int egraLOrs at the brigade and division Jc,cJs focw. 

combat power; the) focus it at the right places and at the right 

times based on the gu idance and direction of the commanders 

above them-the same ones who pro, ·ide the assets from which 

combat power is dc,·cloped. 

When you get to the shapers, you enter a fuzzy area. Shaping is 
the bringing together of disparate combat capabi litie s in se

quence, OYer time. This is the c1.sencc of operational an. Shaping 

is the way to usc the means at hand lO accomplish an end within 

the co nstrain ts and rcstrictiom of the military and political cnvi-
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ronment. I use constra ints in the sense of those actions which must 

be done, as opposed to restrictions which are those actions which 
must not be clone. I would say that the corps is abo ut half integra
tor and half shaper . An army group in NATO is about three-quar

ters shaper and one-quarter integrator. 

Depending on the constrai nts placed on it, the army group 

may also get into a bit of strategy . For examp le, instructions to op
erate in a particular area or defend other areas might well be con
straints which give army-level operat ions a strategic Remem
ber, an army group today operates over much larger pieces of 
terrain and has much more lethality than army groups of World 

War II vintage. 

The theater-of-war level allocates resources; this clearly enters 
into the realm of strategy . The mix here is about one-quarter op
erational art and three-quarters strategy . In furtherance of his mil

itary strategy, the theater-of-war commander specifies ends to be 
ach ieved, provides resources, and defines restrictions and con
su·aints. The army group then comb ines the resources and limits 

in ways to achieve the designated ends. 

The army group is also the operational link between the first 
and second battle. It cou ld be the link between the fourth or fifth 
battle or even the sixty-fourth and the sixty-fifth battle . It accom

plishes this linka ge by estab lishin g contro l measures su ch as 
boundaries, allocating uncommitted force and the firepower avail
able from externa l means, or dividing air power among the corps . 
In ot11er words, the army group is an allocator of resources . 

The term allocator is critical because it goes back to tl1e con

cept of shapers, integr ators, and fighters. The fighters at the tact i
cal level actually emp loy combat power. We are confused when we 
say the army group targets someth ing. The army group canno t tar
get anyt hin g because it does not have the communications, the 

time ly intelligence, or the up-to-the-minute appreciat ion of the 
tactica l scheme of maneuver to kill the "right" somebody. Even if 
you have the greatest operationa l scheme in the world, if the 
killing does not get done at the bottom, you are going to lose. Re

member, ultimately it is the companies who do the killing. 

Sometimes it is difficu lt to stop being a fighter and stick to 

being an integrator or shaper . I think army gro up commanders are 
sometimes frustrated squad leaders. Even though they know how to 

be squad leaders and they know how to be battalion commanders , 
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they must take great care to keep to their part of the hierarchy; oth

erwise, th ey can screw everything up. Commanders always seem to 

revcn to what they know how to do well; they just cannot keep their 

hands off it. Senior-le,·el commanders must develop the mcnlal dis

cip line to stay away from the temptation to interfer e with the lower

level fighters. The key is LO think and act as a shaper, to effect pru

dent, personal intervention, but not overw he lmin g control. 

The planning horizons of each eche lon are critica l to battle

field success. For example, today's di,1sion com mand ers integrate 

a series of battles or ·'islands of conflic t" in order to gain tactical ad

,·antages or create enemy vulnerabi lities. They use forward-looking 

decision cycles to integrate operations 24 LO 36 hours out. As th e 

tactical link between th e lirst and second battles, co rps operate in 

tl1e 36 to 72-hour time frame. This time frame varies depend ing on 

how far one can see into the future as well as how fast one ca n 

move forces and firepower around the battlefield. Some of the 

ways the corps prepares to create or take advantage of enemy vul

nerabilities are establis hin g prioritic of fire, allocating re ourccs, 

de\'eloping unit boundaries, and defining objectives such as spe

cific terrain objecti\'es (not just "goose-eggs"), enemy units, or 

enemy facilities. 

The army groups that arc in the Centra l Region of NATO oper

ate 72 to 96 hour s in th e future. They are mainly limit ed by the in

telligence needed to create or take advantage of enemy vulnerabili

ties and then destroy the enemy's abil ity to fight a co he rent battle. 

The army gmup spends much of its effort in the allocation of 

forces. It receives forces ft·om ou tside the group and determines 

who in the group gets them. An army group has to predict three to 

four days in advance who is going to need the additional resources. 

Resources should not necessarily go to a corps because it had heavy 

losses today; rather, resources shou ld go to a corps because it needs 

them for a future battle. Otherwise, you are reacting to the enemy . 

You arc falling prey to what I ca ll the "Oh, my God" syndrome. 

Catastroph ic emergenc ies shou ld not happ en at eche lon s 

above the army group. In faCl, catastrop hic emergencies should 

not occur much above the corps. Anything that happ ens that fast 

is within a two-day time frame. Even at co rps le,·e l, we normally 

ought to be able to act within our plann ing windows. \\'r want to 

avoid knee-jerk reactions. There at·e about a dozen different 

things you have to consider in planning ahead: rcser\'eS, maneu-
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,·er, combat power, joint and combined intelligence, 

deception, initiati\'c, baulcficld sup port , communications, opera

tional fires, command and comro l, and preparation. Even though 

I will discuss each separate ly, it should be obvioul. that they arc all 

interr elated at the operational level. 

Reserves 

Reserves are the usc of engaged forces in future time. As an 

army group commander, I do not put strings on 'iuch forces. I gi,·e 

my <>uborclinate commanders the maximum latitude to use their 

available forces. I tell them what I want, and J give them a time frame 

which is reasonable. For example, I might direct a coq>s commander 

lO give me a division in 48 hours. This is one of his constraints , but 

he can usc that division for the next 48 hours. "Putting a string" on a 

f(>rce tells a commander hc cannot do anrthing with it until 1 tell 

him he can. In that cao;e, step one for him to use it h to have staff of· 

Jiccrs at his Je,·el con"ince my 'itaff officers that it is a worthwhile 

cause. In addition to being a lengthy process, it is a waste of effort 

l 'sing ''be prepared" missions causes some una\oidablc draw

backs but not as much as using "strings." If I ask for a f(>rce within 

a certain time frame, I expect to get a force which is capab le of 

performing its mission. When I give a "be prepared" order, unless 

I specifi cally modify force capab ility requirements, I expect to get 

a unit which is substant ially capab le of performing its mission. 

Thi:; expeClation may place some restrictions on the subordinate 

commander's employment flexibility but the restrictions arc far 

fewer than if his staff were forced to seek approva l for c\'ery em

ployment option. 

Nf)' employmen t philosophy is to derive a mutually agreed 

upon plan, deplor the forces, and use the terrain to <·xecnte the 

plan to gain advantage over the enemy. One way to gain that ad

vantage is by the proper usc of the reserve. Reserves represent fu

ture force capabi lities. Th<.') arc forces to be used in accordance 

with your scheme of maneuver. That does not neccssarilr mean 

\Ou wait and see what the <.·nenw does; reserves are a part of }'Our 

scheme of maneuver. You must determine several schemes of ma

ncmcr, branches to the plan, which will allow rou lO recapwre the 
initiati\'C. That is whr I call tlw rcsene the "attack force." It is a 

linebacker force prepared to take the offense. 
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Our current thinking is that you commit the reserve tl'i a coun

terattack force to prevent a disaster. But that simply leaves the 

enemy with the initiative, and you are left waiting to sec if he is 

going w pop you in the stomach or the chops . That is not the way 

to win. I differ from that mentality. I do not want to be reacting to 

the enemy with an "Oh, my God" force. It will happen occasion

ally, but then it is probably the result of a failure of intelligence, a 

failure to develop a viable scheme of maneu\'er, or a failure to 

wrc'it the initiative from the enemy. 

The formula for regaining the iniLiati\'e holds regardless of the 

level of war-tactical, operational, or strategic. \\'e muc;t success

fully fight the current close operation while at the same time re

taining the capability to exploit enemy vulnerabilities as they ap

pear. When an enemy weakness becomes evident, the friendly 

commander must see the situation unfolding, decide quickly how 

to exploi t it, and then execute the plan decisively and violently be

fore the enemy can protect himself. 

Generally, the Central Army Group (CENTAG) will lack the re

sources to exploit e,·ery opportunity. At the operational level, it is 

importanl to focus our combat power and exploit only those vul

nerabilities which fit the overall scheme of maneuver and the the

ater campaign plan. Even if an operation promises success, if the 

success will not support achievemem of the commander's overall 

intent, then the resources arc better used elsewhere. 

Enemy \'Ltlnerabilities appear and disappear rapidly; hence the 

absolute requirement for agility within our maneuver forces, sustain

ment system, and the command and control lash-up which ties ev

el')Lhing together. For example, if an enemy is unabk to overcome 

the effects of friendly follow-on forces attack (FOFA) operations, he 

will ha,·e insufficient follow-on forces to maintain his desired opera

tional tempo. Following his doctrine, he may transition into a hasty 

defensive posture. The interval between this U<U1sition and when he 

reinforces the defense becomes a friendly window of opportunity. 

The critica l ingredient necessary to transform a commander's 

desire to exploit an opportunity into an actual maneuver of "killers" 

on the b<ntJeficld is tough, focused, and realistic training. Proper 

training establishes a command mind-set at all le\'els toward recog

nizing and capitalizing upon enemy \Uinerabilities. This training is 

ncc('Ssaq • for all elements of combat power. Staffs must produce 

plans quickly; the sustainment community must react quickly; and 
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air and ground operatio ns must be synchron ized rapidly. Maneuver 

batta lion s must cross the lin e of departure on time and execute 

their plan violently. AJI parts of this complicated system must fit and 

function properly, and that truism puts a premium on practice. 

Maneuver 

Mobility provides the capab ility to maneuver for positional ad

vantage over the enemy so you can red irect fire and forces against 

him. Traditionally, military theorists have postulated a three-to-one 

advantage fo1· Lhe defense. If, however, you are go ing to fight some

body who is about three times your size but who can co ncentra te at 

a ratio of up to seven-to-one, I'd say you arc going to lose. There

fore, you need to do something that gives you some advantage. You 

have to figure out how to ach ieve positional advantage over an at

tacker and shoot him in the back. To do tha t you move your force 

so you can focus on th e combat column. You move you r arti llery so 

it is within range, and you move the rifleman so he can shoot. You 

shoot from your advantage into his disadvantage. 

The Lord did not put tracks on tanks to sit around. If you fight 

a larger force and become locked into a positional defense, I be

lieve you are dead. You can fight it out for a period of time, but it is 

like dancing with a bear. If the bear ever puts hi s arms around you, 

you are go ing to dance to his tune. That is what happens when yon 

are dealing 'rvith very large for ces; if they ever pin you down, they 

will drive you into the ground. Also, a large force probably has so 

much indir ect fire capab ilit y that as soon as they get you pin

pointed, they are going to club you to death. They will freeze your 

mobility so you cannot move. Their huge Yolume of indirect fire 

will not allow you to leave your protected position. 

Remember, the key is using mobility to attain positional advan

tage. If you are on the enemy's flank, you reduce your vulnerabilit y 

to targeting because his entire system can not be oriented 360 de

grees. It is only 90 degrees between shooting him in the flank and 

hitting him head on. If you are go ing to hit him in the flank or in 

the back, you have to do it fast lO prevent him from reorienting on 

you and setting up another head-on coUision . Deception and elec 

u·onic warfare sometimes help accomplish Lhis task. You can also 
use the guerrilla concept of hit and run. When the guy turns on 

you, bug oul. Mobility a lso means that I must know how quickly 
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and efficiently a large force like a division or corps takes to move. 

Today, we do not know how long it takes a corps to move from 

poim A to point B, but we need to know that so that schemes of 

maneuver can be based on reliable time factors. So, as an army 

group commander, I demand training standards for large units to 

move fast. I want divisions to be able to mo,·e in a short pel-iod of 

time on a sufficient number of routes and ha\'c command and con

u·ol systems that will allow them to moYe faster than the enemy. 

Combat Power 

If you usc your systems right, you can gain a second order of 

soph istication. Our force docs not allow us to kill everybody. 

We simply do not have enough people or equipment. Therefore, 

you use target value analysis, not for the immediate effect, but for 

the larger, long-term effect. For example, you destroy an oppo

nent's artillery, not because it drops shells on you, but because 

en em) fires limit the capability of your own antitank weapons like 

TOWs. In other words, you arc focusing your combat power on 

the right targets. This requi res good intelligence about the enemy. 

Intelligence leads naturally into deception because no self-respect

ing enemy is going to allow you to get the jump on him unless you 

deceive him. You must move faster and bring your firepower to 

bear so you gain the advantage. 

The Germans have the term Schwerpu11lll ("main poim of the cf

fon") and Americans have the princ iple of mass or concenu-at ion. I 

think these ideas arc often misinterpreted. The term mass is espe

cially inadequate because it has the connotation of "let's all go 

down there." Conccnu-ation conveys the same thing-bring it all to

getl1er in Lime and space-but it docs not really mean getting every

one in the box together. ;\ ly aim, rather, is to focus combat power 

like a flashlight on the battlefield. I want to move it arou nd so tha t 

important things will happen. If crossing the river is critical to my 

plan, then I need to focus my combat powe1· so that there is nothing 

the enemy can do to keep me from getting across the river. Maybe 

SchwnjJllnkl is a good term if you use the flashlight analogy. Or 

maybe it is better to say that you should oper<Hc like a 

glass does on the rays of the sun-if you hold it right and manipu

late its movements, you burn whatever you are aiming at. 
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As an armr group commander in Germany, I have cenain con

straints. My mission is to defend the Federal Republic. Opera

tional depth is very shallow, so we must use a forward defense. In 

the forward defense the enemy has the optjon of where to attack, 

and there is no way you can protect all the places where he can 

put his Schwerpunllt or focus his com bat power. H ence, I prefer a 

mobile defense ·with covering forces and screens and those kinds 

of things. That ties imo my ability to allocate and mo\'e forces in a 

scheme of maneu, ·er. 

I have told the corps commanders that the first battle belongs 

to them. There is \'Cry little as that I can do as an army group com

mander about the initial fight, but I want to be able to tell them 

where I will fight the second battle and Lo define the overal l pa

rameters for success. I do not want to be partially successful; I 

wanl to win big. The army group must make timely decisions 

which will not disrupt or lose the corps' first battles, and these de

cisions must help win the second battle. After all, the operational 

anbt 's job is to set the scene for the next battle and the one after 

that, until a mneg ic objcCLi\'c has been won. 

Joint and Combined Operat ions 

You pick up severa l problems when you run joint and com

bined operations . .Joint problems stem from different perceptions 

and missions. The timely int egration of combat power is a particu

larly important example. The Air Force not only has a tremen

dous amoum of a\'ailablc combat power but a lso has a high de

gree of ntlnerabilit) while using it. Also, the Air Force can react so 

fa'>t that it docs tat·gcting the night before the C\'ent. But at 

army group, we arc talking and planning abom three or four days 

out. So, the t'vo arc like oil and water-they do not mix well. \Ye 

arc a lso having an increasing amoum of trouble because th e Army 

is now reaching out in time and distance with missiles and heli

copters . What was once a clea r division of responsibility is 

now confused with both Army and Air Force op(·rations in the 

-;amc area. We ha, ·e not full\' sorted it out yet. 

S) nchronization of air and ground operations is critical. There 

i-. a possibility for conflict of needs between the ground and 

air arenas in terms of operational fire orie nta tion and missions. For 

example, assume that the NATO regional commander, the com-
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mander ,,·ho makes joint decisions, decides to go to a maximum de

fensh e air posture. Does he understand what he just did w the 

army group? He decided that the army group will get very few air 

interdiction or battlelicld air interdiction <sorties; that means that it 

will not be using all assets to light deep. Lnder these circumstances, 

.\irLwcl Battle simply will not work because the second echelon will 

close at the time and place of the enemy's choosing. Under the cur

rent force organinnion, when the joim commanckr goes to a maxi

mum defcnsi\e air postw-e, the army group can win the fir'lt battle; 

hut it will lose the second battle because in a maximum defensive 

air posture tl1c arm} ' group commander loses a portion of an im

portant dimension of his scheme of maneuver-deep fires. 

from a joint to a combined perspective, we ha,·e na

tional corps which have diff<-'tTnt capabi lities. I usc the corps as a 

centerpiece around which tactical operations revolve. Corps arc 

like different actors in a theater, and I am the director of tlw play. 

I control the lights and when the curtain goes up and down. The 

corps ftglH the battle at cerller stage. 

There arc two fundamemal ways to cope with the different na

tional cot ps organi;ations. If you have uneven capabilities, you can 

take the stronger assets away from the one who ha:- them and keep 

them at m·my group level to share with the havc-nots. We did that 

with the air force<; of NATO. \Ye took the air forces away from each 

country and assigned them to allied tactical air forces so we could 

share them across the board. The only trouble is that we now have 

them at such a high level that they no longer seem to be a flexible 

clement of combat power. If I don't know whether ther arc going 

to be a\ailable to support me several days in adYance, I muM plan a 

scheme of maneuver which docs not include them. Remember, the 

operational level commanders should not be involved in dar-to-day 

battle. If they determine air prio.-ities on a daily ba'>is, operational 

planning is weakcm·d. 7'vly regional air commander should deter

mine which army group needs air support three days out. In my 

own arnl\ group, I will determine who needs it and pro, ·idc it to 

them in sufficient time for them to be '>Uccessful. ,\ir support must 

be dependable and predictable so the commander can base his 

long-term plan on its m'ailability. If needed, a portion could be 

withheld for the "Oh, my God" missio11 or to reinforce. 

With combined forces, the 'lecond way to achieve equitr in 

<'nels and means is to tailor mission assignment!>. A national force 
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structure is put together so all the pieces fit. vVhen you take some

thing out, you unbalance the national force. It must figlH differ

ently from the way it was trained, and different!)' from its doctrine. 

Changing it creates an unnatural situation. That is why I will not 

take organic assets away from national forces. I may, however, ask 

them to do th ings for allies in thei r proximity on a mission basis for 

a limited period of time. If I do that, then I preserve the naLUral 

national synergism and cohesiveness essential to combined success. 

To preserve that optimal synergism, an army group commander 

in NATO needs to u11derstand his subordinate national units fairly 

well. I Ie must know what they can and cannot do. For example, 

German corps have drones capable of aerial reconnaissance; Ameti

can corps do not. Jt is national corps capabilities, then, that help de-

fine boundaries, missions, depth of areas, and the speed with which 

they can move around the bau le(icld. All those things have an im

pact on your dec ision and what you ask yow· subordinates to do. 

From an army group perspective, I am more interested in how 

things fil LOgetl1er at the various levels and in the impact that they 

have on each other than I am in their differences. In other words, 

I am interested in the interfaces and getting the most out of every 

available unit. This is where you get synet·gism and the combined 

arms effect so important in winning battles. 

Inte lligence 

Seeing the battlefield is an illlcresting exercise. Di' isions col

lect the information that brigades and battalions need; corps col

lect information that divisions need; and the echelon above the 

corps, the army group in NATO, collects information the corps 

need. Yet we do not feed the lower echelons the information di

rectly; we send it through filters. A better approach would be to let 

the user of the intelligence be the collector of the information. 

In that regard the definition of areas of operations becomes 

very imponant. I low far out is the coordination line between the 

division and the corps? \\'e have collectors that run around the 

battkficld like vacuum cleancro; and pick up imelligencc. The cur

rent system is to give everybody in the net everything. This over

whelms the intelligcnce-sorling capability and distracLs comman
ders and staffs from focusing on their close operation. In r<·sponse 

to both of these adverse realities, I allocate the ground in terms of 
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the mission, which in turn defines the appropriate areas of influ
ence and interest. Commanders need to contro l the priority of 
collection efforts in those areas which ·will influence their battle 
and scheme of maneuver. They need access to all t.he intelligence 
available about those particular areas. If I want them to see far
ther, then I need to move their boundaries and give them more 
assets to put into their decision-making process. As the army 
group commander, I determine how far out I want them to see . 

For example, if the army group wants to take out the enemy's 
19th Tank Army because it will be committed soon and disturb a 
corps scheme of maneuver, there are a coup le of ways to do that. 
The Air Force can attack them deep. I can also change boundaries 
or give the corps the mission to target the tank army. I must de
cide if T want to kill them, disrupt them, or delay them; I must 
then pass the mission to an operator, a fighter, who does the tar

geting and links it with the scheme of maneuver. 

Dece ption 

Deception must be a part of the scheme of maneuver. The 
central focus for virtually every operational deception operation is 
at the corps. We now have roughly two pages of signatures for a 
corps-things like radiation, sound, infrar ed, smoke, radio, and 
electronic systems. vVhen you are going to deceive somebody, you 
have to take care of all of those signatures; t.hey all must play the 
same tune . That is rule number one. Rule number two is that the 
success of your plan should not depend on deception. The third 
rule is that if the enemy fails to do something that you needed 
him to do, then your deception has not been worthwhile. If you 
fool him but you needed him to move or stop and he did not 
move or stop, then fooling him was irrelevant. 

From an army group perspective, deception usually involves 
movement to capitalize on Lime and distance. Deception shou ld 
allow you to get the positional advantage over your opponent. If 
you give a motorized rifle battalion 24 to 72 hours in one place 
when they know you are coming, you have a bear by the tai l. They 
go lO ground and are tough to roOL out. Therefore, you have to 

get aL them before they can go to ground, deceive them, and get 
them up. Whatever you want the enemy to do must seem to be to 
his advantage. Intentions play a role, but it is tough to deceive the 
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thinking man. He b const<uHI) making trade-om, and doing cost

dfccti, ·eness analyses. J Ic must be convinced that vour deception 

swry is to his advantage. 

A successful deception has to be perceived as within the nor

mal course of events. Therefore, you must hide what is really tak

ing place. Of course, the enemy is u·ying to do the same thing to 

us. So we must evaluate our entire range of collccwrs, and lay all 

the signatures down to sec if the whole picture matches the nor

mal course of event!>. You use electronic platforms ''hich pick up 

key signals: you exploit information from imagcq o,yst<.·ms; and 

you rely on human intelligence. When you compare these results 

and they do not m<uch up, then there is something screwy going 

on. E\'erything has to be S)'nchroni7ed for an cff<:ctive deception 

dfort. We have to that or we will not achieve our de

ception objectives and will get deceived to boot. 

In World \1\'ar II, both sides used decoys, but physical iden tifi

cation capabilities in those days were not as good as they arc now. 

The Gennans would <;imply turn off their radios and disappear; 

that was pan of their deception and it often work<:d ,·cry well. 

That brings up the que'>tion of what system we have that is able to 

defeat deception. At corp'> and army group levels, almost every 

plan must ha'e a deception component, and the people who exe

cute it must think it is real or it will not work. For example, 1 ran a 

riv<.'r crossing at the corps kvcl. There were onl) ' eight peop le in 

the headquarters who knew it was a deception. With the exception 

of those leaders and the troops down on the ground !lashing 

lights and talking on the radio, everybody else in the whole corps 

thought it was pan of the real plan. 

Init iative 

In our Army, we constantly make liule traclc-offs on what is the 

best thing to do right now. Some other armies arc very doctrinal 

and rigid. They do not permit much initiative. In those armies. 

battalions and divisions simply <.'xccutc the plan. Commanders do 

exactly what they are told. That is not a thinking enemy. At prc

'ient, the "thinking·· of our most poteruial ach·crsaa ic'> takes place 

up at the from or arm) Ind. and that limiu; their initiative. 

Initiative is extrcmd) <ritical when you arc coming up with 

your own arm> group scheme of maneuver. You must accept the 
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fact that your enemy has three or four options, and you must keep 

an eye out for all of them so that you will not be fooled. In other 

words, it is sort of like a bear coming through the woods. You are 

not sure which path he is going to be coming down, so you have 

to stay on guard . You can use special forces, electronic systems, 

and overhead systems to determine what he is up to so when he 

comes down the path you will know it. Then you can laun ch your 

own scheme to seize the initiative and win big. 

Battlefield Support 

The logistician needs to know the scheme of maneuver before 

the tactician, or he needs to have sufficient resources and flexibil

ity so th at it does not matter. However, Lint second con dition 

rare ly, if ever, exists . There are two major probl ems the logistic ian 

must resolve: the sheer volume of sup plies and how to distribute 

them to units. In practical terms, the first probl em is how to move 

materie l in bulk, and Lhe second is how to get the diesel into the 

tank, the rounds to the mortars, or th e bull ets to the rifle. You 

need a procedural system for doing that rapidly if you are going to 

cap italize on mobility. That is why 1 expect my co rps in their train

ing to emphas ize re-arming and re-fueling on the move. As an 

army group comma nder, I will tell you that you must be ab le to 

move in this time frame over this distance. For example, you must 

be ab le to move one to two hundr ed kilometers in 24 to 48 hour s 

and arr ive ready to fight. The on ly way you can accomp lish th is is 

to tune up the logistica l effort for that kind of massive susta in

ment and operational mobility. 

Yet a third problem in batLiefield support is force regeneration. 

Afler a force has been in combat, there are two major ways to re

generate it. One method is to just keep truckjng stuff to it. The 

unit gets bigger or smaller and will cont inu ally reorganize depend

ing on the stuff com ing in. It is often more advantageous if you can 
pull the unit out of the line for 24 to 48 hours and rebuild it as a 

unit-a battalion, a brigade, or a division. There are both doctrinal 

and training considerations which deal with reconstit ution and re

generating a force. For examp le, you musl reconstitute in the 

prope1· sequence by servicing the most critical combat elements 

first so that if things change and a unit is needed now, it can go. 

There continues to be a significant training problem after reconsti-
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tution, especially after new soldiers ha,·e been inserted imo a unit. 

I am con\'inced, howe' er, that if you can pu ll a unit om of the line, 

pile stuff on it for 48 hours, take it from 40 or 50 pcrcemup to 80 

or 90 percent fill, and then send it on its way again, you can obtain 

a significant advantage from an army group perspective . Th is is 

simply another way of tapping the fmure capabilities of a force. 

Ilow you send the reconstituted force on its way is important. A 

m<Uor concern is always how, when, and where to train and who is 

in charge of training the reconstituted unit. Cllimatcly it is the unit 

commander's responsibilit) to ensure his force is 1·cady to fighL If 

the situation requires immediate deployment of a reconstituted 

force, the commander can do basic combat u·aining cnroutc to his 

new assembly area. A place along the route of march should be 

found where test firing, rudimentary battle SOPs and other basic 

skills can be drilled. The aim is to prepare the unit so that when it 

hits the enemy, even if unexpectedly, it has its act together. 

Commun icat ions 

\\ rhat army group commanders must try to accomplish o,·er 

time is to manipulate their corps to have them in shape for the 

next baule. However, you do not get up one morning and start 

the next plan; in fact, plans sort of me ld together. You must un

derstand how to do tha t because the re is no way you can person

ally control all the little clemcnLo; in Ll1e corps. 

Personalities play a very large pan in determining the way you 

talk 10 your corps commanders. Some people respond to tough 

language and threats; others to a more fathedy style of cncourage

mC'nl. Some are on your frequency and understand very quickly 

what you are talking about; others ha,·e bee n brought up in a 

whole different world and require more guidance. ln any case, 

there is a lot of imerface that goes on between the army group 

commander and the corps commanders. I usc the written word; 1 
usc the staff; and 1 usc the telephone. 

Normally, I prefer to talk to more than one of my commanders 

at a time. If the plan has a scheme of maneuver which involves co

ordination by two of your kC) subordinates, then get them in the 

Yan and talk it o,·cr. If it b necessary, talk to each of them in

cli,idually. If you do not communicate well you will have confu

o;ion, and that is simply a flat, 100 percent guaranteed rule. V\'hen 
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you talk face-to-face to your commanders things come out which 

would never surface in a telephone conversation. I have no doubt 

about the requirement for that kind of personal coordination. 

That is the reason why a corps or army group commander needs a 

mobile command posL The commander can send it out ahead of 

time to someplace convenient and then bring commanders to

gether to synchronize everything. 

Remember tl1at army group commanders are normally talking 

about events which will happen some number of days in the fu

ture. However you get it to them, the corps commander must ei

ther buy into your plans willingly or by force. That is the only way 

tl1e army group's scheme of maneuver becomes his scheme of ma

neuver. It is the only way that the plan becomes part of his per

sonal knowledge. If you have the feeling that a subordinate com

mander cannot grasp your scheme or is not going to execute it as 

you intend, you basically have three choices: change the plan, per

sonally supervise his execution of the plan, or fire him. You can't 

have it any other way. 

Opera tiona l Fires 

The way to do operational fires is to use your available air in

terdiction and battlefield air interdiction within the allotted time 

frame, but that process begs a lot of questions. Today we do not 

have a usable unit of measurement for firepower, nor do we know 

how to articulate what we are talking about until we talk sorties . 

Most people talk about percentages. In terms of target killing, per

centages do not rank really high in my understanding. It assumes 

that we can measure firepower. How do I know how much fire

power I have in my tittle flashlight beam over time? That is the 

number one doct r inal issue for me. At present, I cannot tell 

whether I have enough. We must figure out some way to portray 
over time what we need. 

On a more positive note, I have a very good relationship with 

my allied tactical a ir force commander. I ask him for an air tasking 

order prognosis 72 hours out, which tells me that status of his air 

assets. Then I take that prognosis and pass it down to the corps so 
their commanders can now actually plan for a certain amount of 

air assuming something unforeseen doesn't happen. 
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Command and Control 

I firmly believe that the commander is in charge, not the staff. 

Everywhere it says the staff supervises something, I cross out the 

word "supervise." The staff coordinates and works out problems

they do not tell anybody to do anything. I am not trying to give 

the staff a hard time; they will evolve into power because of their 

capability to predict what the colonel or the general is going to 

say. In fact, they become increasingly useful as their understand

ing of the commander's concept of operations grows. 

Remember that even though staffs do not command anything, 

they \Viii ensure that you can move fasl. If mobility is an element 

of combat power, then you have to conclude that the staff is an el

ement of combat power. How fast it can coordinate and how fast it 

can plan will determine how fast your unit can do something

that is the bottom line. It is very important that your staff be profi

cient at the critical th ings you want to do. They take care of their 

areas, and when they cannot handle them they call you. You move 

from command post to command post, or you hang around in 

your place to get a better feel for the longer-term plans. 

Wherever you are on the modem battlefield, there will be 

some risk. To me, taking personal risk is son of like sleep. You 

have to take prudent risk, but it does not pay to get yourself killed 

unless you think somebody else can do a better job. Similarly, it 

does not pay to exhaust yourself, eithec As I used to tell my subor

dinates, "If you want me to stay up all night , I' ll stay up all night, 

but then you are going to have to live with the decisions I make." 

They always responded, "Go to sleep." I do not believe people 

make good decisions when they are really tired. One needs to 

store up energy. If you have a requiremem to stay up , that is one 

thing; you may have to stay up all day and night. That is not the 

issue. What is important is that you understand that the risk you 

place yourself in and the degree to which you drive yourself must 
be worth the long-term price. 

Preparatio n 

How does a commander prepare himself to become a CINC? It 

is an interesting question to which I have not had time to give much 

thought. Mostly it has been through on-thejob u·aining. 1 studied a 
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bit of.Jad .... on 's Valley Campaign and looked at smaller fore<.·-; 

large• Some things J learned as a company commander and 

again as a corps commander have not changed. In fact, the princi

ples really stay the same-for example, reuable communications. 

You have to talk to your subordinates eyeball-to-eyeball so that you 

understand them and they understand you. Every time I have not 

talked to subordinates things have come unglued. 

Another principle is the necessity LO think ahead. The time 

frame in which you are thinking is really the only thing that 

changes. Company commanders may think only an hour or so 

ahead. They want to ensure that their troops get chow or do what

ever needs to be done. But at each succeeding len·! you have to 

readjust all these little wheels. As more and more factors require 

synchronizing, it takes longer and longer, and you have to think 

further out. This principle first started dawning on me when 1 

commanded a cavalry regiment. You had to think at least a day in 

advance because the squadrons were large and operated over 

large areas. They just did not do things at the snap of a finger. BUl 

whe1-c it reall) comes home i:-. wlwn you take the three brigades of 

an armored division to the field and u·y to orchesu·atc their battle

field support. '"rhen I said, "Okay, 1st Brigade, tomo JTO\\ J want 

)OU to do this," the commander responded, "You arc out ofyour 

tree! There is no way I can get my batta lions the•·e." He was right. 

He needed to issue a plan, and his baua lion commanders needed 

lime to n·act. Obviously I had to plan further ahead. 

I think these things dawn on you slowly. The army group puts 

out the order. bm how long dot':. it take to get down to the bot

LOm, and how much time is required to make it happen? At the 

anm group level, fi\'e days might not be sufficient, and I can tell 

you it is hard to think four or five days in advance. Blll thinking 

ahead a must. If the small unit commander docs not know what 

is happening and he cannot get there on time, it makes no differ

ence how many stars the army group commander wears on his 

shoulder, it just won't happen. 

Today's operational level commander must be master of many 

colors, media, and trades. l ie must be an integrator, a -;haper, and 

a leader bksscd witl1 both foresight and imag ination. I Ii.., knmd

cdgc must span the full range of doctrine. su·ateg). and logistics. 

And. because the human dinwmion or combat has not gone away, 

he mu!-.t be a psychologist. But above all else, he must he a Yision-
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ary. l-Ie must foresee what conditions constitute an acceptable end 
state , link that vision into his campaign plan or scheme of maneu
ver, and then clearly communicate his overall intent to his subor
dinates in a timely manner. The successful army group or large 
unit commander knows his job and he effects prudent, personal 
intervention but not overwhelming control. Only when he molds 
his scarce resources into an effective killing machine focused on 
well-conceived objectives can he give his warriors with the sharp 
short swords the opportunity to win big. 



Aerospace Operational Art 

Price T Bingham 

"It is quite clear that no command er of the futur e will be wonh y 
of either his or his job unless he has a deep of 
the work of the two Services other than his own. " 

Gen eral Sir Hasting s L. Ismay 1 

Increasingly , success in conventiona l war is likely to depend on 

the caliber of operational art a commander exercises when em
ploying aerospace power. To understand why, we must examine 
war from a campa ign rather than a battlefield perspective. 2 The 

importance of a campaign perspective derives in pan from the 
fact that modern conventional military forces can rarely be neu

tralized in a sing le battle, let alone with a sing le type (aerospace, 
land , or naval) of military force .3 Anot her reason is that only a 
campaign perspective reveals the immense importance of the ad

vantages aerospace forces can provide surface forces before a bat
tle begins and the major comr ibuti on they can make in exploiting 

opportunities after the battle. A cam paign perspective can also ex
plain why analysis that measures the effectiveness of aerospace 
forces only in terms of the physical destruction they cause during 

a surface battle can be so spectacu larly mis leadi ng.4 

No universa l formula exists for solving the prob lem of how to 
employ aerospace forces in a campaign. The lack of a formula re

sults in large part from the host of factors that must be cons idered 
when orchestrating aerospace missions in to an effective effort . 
The problem is made even more comp lex because most of these 

factors are variables that 'vvill interact with each other during the 
course of tl1e campaign. As a result, the effective exercise of oper
ational art requires a comprehensive understanding of comp lex 

cause and effect relationships . This aspect alone makes the exer
cise of operational art so different from tact ics that excellence in 

one docs not equate to excellence in the other ." It is also why tacti

cal expertise is an insufficient bas is for determin ing how joint 
forces should be organized, trained, and equipped. Besides the 
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amount of knowledge it requires, the effective exercise of opera

tional art also differs from tactics in that it demands a degree of 

imagination, judgment, and moral courage far exceeding that 

needed to win battles. These differences explain why so few suc

cessful tacticians arc able to fight successful campaigns. 

Many of the factors to be considered when making campaign 

decisions regarding the employmem of aerospace forces involve 

the nature of the enemy. One of the most important of these fac

tors is the enemy's objective. Campaign success ma)' easi ly depend 

on whether the enemy's objective is accnrate ly identified. Assess

ing the determination of enemy leaders and their people to 

achieve this objective can be even more importanl. 6 

The ability to successfully integrate aerospace power into a cam

paign also depends on consideration of all the various means the 

enemy can employ to achieve his objective. Consideration of these 

means requires assessing the enemy's entire military force struc

ture, not just his aerospace forces or combat forces, to determine 

his capabilities and limitations. Moreover, the means the enemy can 

emp loy in a campaign are not limited to military forces. Thus, cam

paign decisions must also evaluate such things as how the enemy's 

population, communications and transponation infrasu·uc

ture, manufacturing capability, and food production can influ ence 

his willingness and ability to fight. The population can be a major 

source of labor, as was the case in Southeast Asia where the orth 

Vieu1amese population helped u·ansport supp lies and repair clam

age to u·ansportation infrasu·ucture caused by American air attacks. 

Similarl y, the 1968 Tet offensive shows how a portion of the popula

tion can provide valuable intelligence and other assistance enemy 

forces need to attack such key facilities as air bases. 

Since the enemy is a living opponent who not onl)' will react 

but will also initiate actions, the employment of aerospace forces 

1·equires carefu l consideration of the nature of war. War, in the view 

of Martin van Creveld, "differs from the physical world which con

stitutes the foundation of technology precisely in that two plus two 

do not necessarily equal four, and that the shortest line benvecn 

two points is not necessarily a straight one . On the contrary, the 

more evenly balanced the opponenL<;;, the more important it is to 

take the line least expected." 7 Edward Luttwak emphasizes the im· 

portance of understanding that ''Lhe entire realm of strategy is per

vaded by a paradoxical logic of its own .... It often violates ordi-
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nar y linear logic by inducing the coming together and even the re

versal of opposites, and it therefore, incidentall y, tends to reward 

paradoxical conduct while confounding straightforwardly logical 

action , by yielding results ironical if not lethally self-damaging." 8 

A commander must devote special attention to facLOrs which 

magnify or rninimize the effects of fog, friction , and chance . Be

cause a campaign's duration exceeds that of a battle , decisions re

garding the employment and maintenance of aerospace force s also 

require understanding how to reduce t.l1e effects that danger, phys

ical exe rtion, and losses have on performance. Early in World War 

II, U.S. leade rs discovered that fatigue was one of the conditions 

that had a tremendous in1pact on a man's ability to cope with fear. 

On e fighter squadron commander on Guadalcanal noted that 

"There's one fact which J believe is not properly und erstoo d , and 

that is pilot fatigue. A man 's "guts" is directly proportional to how 

rested he is-nothing more or less .... I think that about five days 

of intensive action is about all a man can stand; with interims J 

think he can last three weeks." Army Air Force leadership con

curred and, thus , "it was no accident that , at a time of critical man

power shortages, the punch-drunk survivors of the early air battles 

in the Philippines and j ava [1941-42] had to be sent home." l1 

Other key factors the commander must assess when employing 

aeros pace forces involve the nawre of friendly force s, includi ng al

lies. The character istics that make up the nature of friendl y forces 

are identical to those that apply to one's own units or those of the 

enemy . Accurately assessing friendly forc es, however, often poses a 

greater challenge. Although the,-e may be more information avail

able on friendly forces, a balanced assessment of this information 

requires an objectivity that is not always easy to achieve. 

The nature of the theater has an important influence on a 

cam paign. It requires examining how factors such as the location 

of tl1e theater in relation to friendly and enemy nations can affect 

the emplo yment of military power, particularly aerospace forces. 

Topography and weather are also critica l. In addition, the the

ater's civilian population requires carefu l attention to determine 

how numbers, attitudes (friend!) '• hostile , or neutral) and educa 

tion cou ld affect the employment of aerospace power. Other im

portant factors are the theater 's communicat ions, transportation 

(including air base availability and operability), manufacturing in

frasu·uctures, and the availability of food , f-uel, and water. 
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The type of war (insurgency, conventional, or nuclear) being 
waged must be carefully considered, as this factor exerts a major 
influence on how aerospace forces are emp loyed in a campaign 

and determines what type of aerospace forces are needed. The 
type of war is crucial in determining the political constraints in
volved in Lhe use of military force, especially aerospace forces. In 

this era of instant communications, emp loyment of air power can 
have an immense psychological effect on friend and foe alike. The 
effect on "friendly" domestic opinion was apparent in the Decem
ber 1972 bombing of orth Vietnam and Israel's 1982 air attacks 
on Beirut, Lebanon. 

Orchestrating the employment of aerospace power into a cam

paign requi1·es understanding yet another factor-the capabil ities 
and limitations of space assets. Increas ingly, space assets can per
form tasks that were previously performed by airc raft. The key to 
success, therefore, is to determine what mix of air and space re

sources is most effective, given the various other factors that must 
be considered in the orchestration of aerospace missions. 

The essence of aerospace operat ional an is integratin g 
aerospace forces with land and naval forces into a successfu l cam
paign. This requires creation of a concept of operations that de

termines when, where, or even if battles shou ld be fought, based 
on how they might contr ibut e to the campaign's objective. 'The 

commander's concept is his supreme contributio n to the prospect 
of victory on the battlefield whether he is at the tactical or opera
tional level. Without a sound and dominating concept of opera

tion, no amount of command presence, personal flair, years of 
rectitude, demonstrated integrit-y, advanced degrees, perfectly 
managed assignments, warrior spirit, personal courage, weapons 
proficiency, or troop morale can hope to compensate." 10 

Once the commander decides when and where battles are likely 
to be fought, he must orchestrate his forces so they can help provide 

advantages (such as concentration, position, and surprise) to botl1 
aerospace and sw·face forces that will give them the besL chance of 

tactical success. When such advantages are provided, forces will not 
have Lo fight oULnumbered and may even be able to win despite hav
ing numbers , equipment, or tactical skills inferior to those of the 

enemy. The success of this approach was evident in the Soviet defeat 

of German forces in 1944-45. It is also a major reason for the success 
Allied armies had in France againsl. the German army. 
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Excellence in the exercise of operational art requires much 
more than merely winning individual battles. A successful campaign 
ultimately depends on the commander's ability to exploit opportuni
ties created by battle. These opportunities must be used to provide 

more advantages, and thus more opportunities, which will eventua lly 
lead to achieving the campa ign's objective. An excellent example of 
how battlefield events can be exp loited to achieve campaign success 
was the German deep penetration after crossing the Meuse in May 

] 940. Thi s attack isolated French and British forces on the left flank, 
leading to their destruction, capture, or evacuation. 

Achieving a campaign's objective usually requi•·es combining 

aerospace and surface forces to achieve a synerg istic effect. Such 
synergies can occur by accident, but usually being unanticipated 
they are rarely exp loited fully. If a synergy is the product of an ac
cidental combination, its causes are not likely to be understood 

well enough for the synergy to be duplicated. 11 

The careful integration of aerospace and surface forces has 
the potential of magnif-ying the enemy's confusion. As Car l von 

Clausewitz pointed out, war is not "the action of a living force 
upon a lifeless mass ... but a lways the co llision of two Jiving 
forces." This collision produ ces a climate consisting of danger, ex
ertion, uncertainty, and chance. Clausewitz determined that "Fric

tion is the only concept that more or less corresponds to the fac
tors that distinguish real war from war on paper." 12 

A campa ign's success can easily depend on whether the 
amount of fog and frict ion the enemy faces is suffic ient to prevent 
him from a nti cipat ing friendly actions or from reacting well 
enough to counter them or to make them excess ively cost ly. A 
commander's ability to achieve success will also depend on 

whether his concept enab les him to gain and maintain the initia
tive. The initiative is important because it aJlows a commander to 
reduce, if only slightly, the uncertainties and friction involved in 

the execution of his concept, while at the same time magnifying 
tho e forces in the enemy camp . The role fog and ft-iction play in 
military success exp lains why knowledgeable military profess .ionals 
will usually try to avoid being predictable and instead will put 

great emphasis on achieving surpr ise. It also helps explain why 
they will usually prefer the offensive to the defensive. 13 

Fog and friction help explain why the maneuver of both sur

face and aerospace forces can be one of the most effective means 
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a commander can employ, especia lly if he can prevent the enemy 

from anticipating the speed, timing, or location of his strike 

forces. This explains why deception in the form of a feint or a fix

ing force is often a part of successfu l maneuver. FORTITUDE SOUTII, 

the Allies' deception operation supporting OVERLORD, the Allied 

invasion of Europe in 1944, is an outstanding example of a suc

cessful feint. Once the Allies had successful ly landed in France, 

Operations Gooowoon and BLUECOAT, while falling short of their 

goals, succeeded in fixing German panzer forces on the Allies' left 

flank, setting up condit ions for COBRA, the Allied attack that broke 

through the German defenses. 

A commande r who uses maneuver successfu lly will usually be 

able to concentrate supe rior force against the enemy, often 

against a position where the enemy is unprepared . Besides allow

ing a commander to create advantages that make success in battle 

more likely, maneuver allows a commander to better exp loit the 

opportunities resulting from battle, perhaps through a pursuit 01· 

enve lopment, either of which could lead to still more successes . 

These advantages explain why Napoleon sa id , "Marches are 

war .... Aptitude for war is aptitude for movement. ... Victory is 

to the armies which maneuver." "' 

Fog and friction also explain why a joint approach to war can 

be so effective. vVhen a commander employs forces with different 

capabilities-together, in the same area, at the same time, and 

often against the same enemy unit-he increases the comp lex ity 

of the problem the enemy must solve, and this in turn tends to 

magnify the enemy's fog and friction. ln add ition , the emp loy

mem of joint forces produces a powerful synergy because the 

strengths of the different forces can compensate for and sh ield 

the 01 her's limitations. "' 

The World War II Pacific campaigns fought by Admiral 

Chester W. Nimitz and General Douglas MacArthur provide excel

lent examples of neutralizing enemy surface forces while avoiding 

combat with the bulk of those forces. They did this by conducting 

campaigns that by-passed many islands occupied by large numbers 

of Japanese ground forces. However, before they could by-pass 

these islands, they first had to fight and defeat j apanese air and 
naval forces in order to gain control of the aerospace environ

ment over and around those islands. 
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A commander who appreciates the importance of reducing his 

own fog and friction, while at the same time magnifying the 

enemy's, will realize that control of the aerospace environment 

must be one of the first considerations in his concept of operations. 

To gain and maintain contro l of the aerospace environment a com

mander will not usually have the opLion of avoiding combat with 

the enemy's aerospace forces, as can be the case when he is employ

ing at least some or his surface forces. Instead, the nmgc and speed 

of the enemy's aerospace platforms often will make it necessary for 

a commander to destroy most, if not all, of the enemy's aerospace 

capability to prevent it from posing a serious tl1reat. 

If the enemy has the initiative and possesses powerful aero

space forces, it may be necessary for a commander to gain control 

in increments, beginning first with the aerospace environment 

over his own surface forces. IniLially, he may be able to achieve only 

temporary control. In any case, to achieve and maintain conU'Ol a 

commander must create advantages for his forces that enable them 

to inDict disproportionate losses on the enem} '· The magnitude of 

these losses must be sufficient to persuade the enemy that they 

cannot be sustained. Both the Japanese and German defeats in the 

air in World War II were due in large part w their inab ility, com

pared to the Allies, to sustain high pilot atu·ition. 11; 

Once a commander has gained the degree of comro l he needs 

in the aerospace environment above his own forces, he is likely to 

find it easier lO maintain if he makes a persistent effort to expand 

his control into the aerospace environment above the enemy's 

forces that are closest lO his own. Such an expansion of aerospace 

will usually be necessary in order to keep sufficient pressure on 

the enemy to deny him the opportunity to recover and rebuild his 

strength. There will be problems, however, if the enemy is allowed 

to operate his aerospace forces from a political sanctuary. A sanc

tuary gives the enemy Lhe opportunity to preserve his forces by re

fusing to fight, except under conditions of his own choosing. ln 

this circumstance, it may be difficult for a commander to pcnna

nently achieve the degree of control he desires over the aerospace 

environment in close proximity to the sanctuary, which would 

force him to modif)' his concept of operations accordingly. This 

was the case in the Korean War where achieving air superiority 

close to the Yalu proved difficult, resulting in limitations in the 

United Nations' abilit) ' to employ B-29s. 17 
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Gaining and maintaining conu·o l of the aerospace environment, 

let alone expand ing it, is rarely a task for aerospace forces alone. A 

commander is likely to find he has the best chance of success when 

he employs his surface forces so their maneuver comp lements his 

emp loyment of aerospace power. An examp le of such a concept 

would be one where a commander used his surface forces to seize 

air bases or locatio ns suitable for bases. The need to seize bases was 

emphasized in a lecture on World War II by Sir Arthur Tedder in 

which he slated "that in our discussions (dur ing the North African 

campaign) my naval co lleague was as insistent as I was in emp hasiz

ing to ow· army colleague the urgency of the recapture of the air

fields in the Be nghazi [Libya] bulge .... The land-war in the 

Mediterranean became, in fact, a battle for airfields. When we lost 

airfields we lost the initiative on land and at sea." 18 

Learning from the Allies' experience in North Mrica, the U.S. 

Ninth Air Force gave great attention to the subject of air base 

availab ility in its preparation for the invasion of Fran ce. After the 

war, its analysis noted that, "Mobi lity, closely analogous and sec

ond in importance only to flexibility, is anothe r prime requ isite. 

To a tactical air force mobility on the ground is what flexibility is 

in the air. Fundamental to the mobility of a tactical air force is the 

provision of air fields where, when, and of the types required by 

the tactical commands and administrative elements most effec 

tively to carry out their respective tasks." 19 

Despite these advantages, it is possible that a commander will 

make the aerospace forces more vulnerable if he moves his bases 

closer to the enemy . Actua l increases in base vuln erabi li ty, how

ever, may not always materialize. For example, improvements in 

the ability to operate effect ively may make it possible for a com

mander to gain or maintain the initiative and thus reduce or even 

prevent the enemy from exp loiting the opportunity provided by 

the location of his bases. Dw·ing the North African campaign Maj. 

Gen. j ames H. Doolittle noted that the lack of suitable bases 

within reasonable range of the enemy meant that he cou ld em

ploy at one time only about a third of the 600 aircraft at his dis

posal. 20 Increases in aircraft effectiveness resulling from having 

bases "as far forward as we could get them" was vital to General 

Kenney's success over ew Guinea in the fall of 1943.21 Along the 

same lines , Brig. Gen. Edward J. Timb erlake, deputy commander 

of Fifth Air Force in Korea, noted that "one F-51 adequately sup-
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ported and fought from Taegu Airfield is equiva lent to four F-80s 
based on Kyushu." 22 This was also the case with the forward bases 
Kenney built in the Pacific and those the Allies built in Normandy. 

If a commander possesses sufficient numbers of long-range air
craft his need for bases close to the enemy may be reduced, but 
not eliminated. This is because increasing the distance from a 

base to the fight reduces the numbers of sorties a commander can 
fly with a given force structure . Moreover, unless his aircraft loiter 
in the air close to the enemy, their responsiveness will be poor, a 
critical factor in a dynamic situat ion. During August 1944, for ex

ample, the U.S. VI Corps' unexpected exploitation north of the 
Rhone Valley quickly outran the ability of air units operating from 
Corsica and newly-opened bases on the Riviera coast to support it. 

Another problem is that aircraft capable of flying a great dis

tance without aerial refueling tend to be very large, which may re
duce their survivability and utility for air-to-air combat. Such air
craft are often much more expensive, which acts to decrease the 

number of available platforms, making losses less affordab le . 

Air refueling provides a commander with another important 
means for making his concept of operations feasible when he does 
not have either bases that are close to the enemy or large numb ers 

of long-range aircraft. Extensions in range from refue ling are 
likely to make it easier for a commander to achieve surprise and 
to more effectively concentrate his aerospace platforms. Exten

sions in endurance are likely to reduce his risk of losing platforms 
due to fuel exhaustion. This capability may be particularly valu
able when a commander is limited to using a small number of 
bases, and the availabil ity of these bases is uncertain due to 

weather or enemy action. But air refueling cannot change the im
pact the distance from a base to the enemy has on sortie rates and 
respons iveness. Moreover, air refueling may increase the complex

ity of achieving aerospace control, because air operations are 
more predictable to the enemy . In addition, air refueling may lead 
to increased risk in the concept or operat ions when refueling 
takes place within range of an enemy's aerospace forces. 

Adding to the number of available bases should allow a com
mander to better disperse his aerospace platforms, making each 
base a less concenu-ated and therefore less lucrative target. Disper

sal should also enable him to reduce the overall impact on his op
erational concept, including the risk or aircraft losses due to fuel 
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exhaustion during should enemy actions or poor weather 

prevent the use of a panicular base. inc reasing the 

number of available bases should make it easier for a commander 

to usc deception and concealment to increase the survivabil ity of 

his aerospace platforms. Concea lment and den·ption were essen

tial to General Kenn ey's ab ility to estab lish a base at Marilinan, 

New Guinea, which was closer to the enemy at Lac than his Dobo

dura bases. Umil Marilinan was available, his fighter-; could notre

main on•r Lae for more than half an 

Besides seizing bases, a commander may be able to increase the 

effectiveness of his aerospace forces in the battle lor control of the 

aerospace b) ncating a concept which uses the ma

n<·uvcr of his surface forces to auack the enemy's air 

defenses. Such attacks by surface forces can en hancc the effective 

ness of aerospace forces either by destroying the enemy's defenses 

or by degrading their operation through the denial of advanta

geous locations (which may simultaneous ly improve the effective

ness of friendly surface-based aerospace defenses) and disruption 

of their command and control and resuppl). Even the potential of 

such anacks may make an important contribution by the 

enemy to devote scarce resources to the protection of his air de

femes or causing him to relocate his defensive systems. Unfonu

nately, the impact of mobility on the effectivenes:-. of a surface

based air defense system is given little more consideration in many 

models that are attempting to simu late fluid rom bat conditions . 

Still another way a commander can usc his surface forces to en

hance the effectiveness of his aerospace platforms is bv their 

maneuver to create a dilemma for the enem). Such a dilemma 

would result if a commander crc·atcd a concept imoh ing a power

ful surprise surface offcnshc in an area where the enemy's surface 

defenses were weak. lcteally, this attack would occur where the com

mander had or could quickly concentrate a superior amount of 

aerospace power (perhaps because he possessed more nearby 

bases), while the enemy's aerospace forces did not possess similar 

advantages. This situ ation would force the enemy lo choose be

tw<.·cn allowing his surface forces to be defeated or throwing his 

aerospace forces into what could be a prohibith ·cl) attempt 

to bu) time for his reserve surface forces to react. nw Gcrrnans 

would have been faced with such a dilemma in 1944 at 1'\ormandy, 

if the Allies had not already achieved air superiority by the time 
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they landed. Before the invasion the Allies attacked and neutral

ized all German air bases within a 150-mile radius of Caen. Then, 

soon after the initial landings, they began building bases to ensure 

they could achieve and maintain a more powerful concentration of 

air power over Normandy than the Germans. By 24july 1944, Lhe 

Ninth Air Force had 18 fighter-bomber and reconnaissance groups 

(equivalent to today's wings) operating from 15 bases in Nor

mandy and bases for 5 more groups were under construction. 24 

To a limited degree the initial actions of the Egyptian and Syr

ian armed forces had this effect on the Israeli Air Force in their 

1973 war. However, neither the Egyptians nor the Syrians were 

able to capitalize on the situation . A better example is the British 

effort to recapture the Falklands. In his attempt to defeat the 

British naval maneuver the Argentine commander was forced to 

comm it his air forces to battle at such a distance from their bases 

that their effectiveness was severely compromised. The British 

took advantage of this situation and succeeded in inflicting losses 

that Argentine pilots could not sustain. As a resu lt, the Bri tish 

were able to gain and maintain the degree of control of the 

aerospace environment over the Falklands they needed for their 

cam paign to achieve its objective. Regard less of the concept a 

comma nder creates to gain air superiority, it is sure to provide 

early evidence of the caliber of his operational art . 

As he increases the degree of control he exercises over the 

aerospace environment, a commander will often be able to reduce 

his uncertainty and magnify that of the enemy. This is because he 

will be better able to exploit the elevation, speed , and range pos

sessed by aerospace platforms to gain information on the enemy 

and the environment that will allow him to employ all his forces 

more effect ive ly. At the same time, this control will deny the 

enemy similar opportunities .25 Moreover, besides providing a com

mander with vital information, contro l will also make it more fea

sible for his aerospace platforms to provide transportation, naviga

tion, and communications capabilities thal make it possible for 

him to emp loy maneuver and combined arms more effect ively. 

Should a commander choose to achieve success by depriving 

enemy military forces in the field of support they require, contro l 

of U1e aerospace environment may make it more feasible for him 

to employ his aerospace forces in a su·ategic offensive against the 

enemy's means for producing and sustaining military power. Such 
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an effort could, for example, interdict the lines of communications 
which an industrialized enemy depends on to move raw materials 
to his factories and finished products to his combat forces. Allied 

commanders in World War II demonstrated the effectiveness of 
this approach in the Paciiic when they conducted campaigns that 
employed air and naval power to destroy the J apanese merchant 

fleet Submarines destroyed 4,774,000 tons of merchant shipping, 
while land- and carrier-based air power destroyed 2,762,000 tons.26 

Control of the aerospace environment is likely to be essential to 

the success of a campaign designed to defeat enemy military forces 
in the field where air superiority makes air interdkt.ion and close air 
support feasible. The effectiveness of air interdiction and close air 

support depends, to a majo r degree, on whether a commander's 
concept of operations integrates these missions with the maneuver 
of his surface forces so they create a synergy by comp lementing 

each other in his pursuit of the campaign's objective. Integ rating air 
interdiction and surface force maneuver (sometimes just the possi
bility of their integration may be enough) can make it possible for a 

commander to create a dilemma for the enemy: if he attempts to 
counter surface maneuver by rapidly maneuvering his own surface 
forces and their support, he is likely to expose his forces and sup

port elements to unacceptable losses from air interdiction; yet if the 
enemy employs measures that are effective at reducing his losses, he 
is less likely to be able to maneuver his forces or the ir support fast 

enough to prevent friendly surface maneuver from achieving im
portant advantages . Thus, regard less of which choice the enemy 
makes, a commander may succeed in creating advantages that make 

it more likely that his surface forces will prevail in battle. 

During the BatLie of the Bismarck Sea , for example, General 

Kenney's land-based aircraft sank a convoy of eight transports car
rying the japanese 51st Division from Rabaul to New Guinea . This 
action created a dilemma for the Japanese Imperial General 

Headquarters by demonstrating that without air superiority the 
maneuver of major formations across large bodies of water in
volved great risks. Faced \vith this dilemma the j apanese chose not 

to attempt large-scale reinforcement or evacuation, making it pos
sible for the Allies to neutralize large numbers of Japanese u·oops 

by passing numerous occupied islands.27 

The Germans faced a similar dilemma in the battles for Stalin
grad and Tunisia. In both cases the desperate nature of the situa-
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tion caused the Germans to choose to use airlift for resupply with

ou t possessing air superiority. Both efforts proved futile, costing 

the Luflwaffe 495 aircraft , including 269 Ju-52 s at Stalingrad and 

371 more transports in Tunisia, includ ing on one day six Me-323 

"Giants" and 25 Ju-52s carrying a total of 800 u·oo ps.211 

To have the best chance of creating a dilemma through the inte

grat ion of surface maneuver and air interdiction , a commander 

must design his concept of operation to exploit the nature of the 

surface. The nature of land is charac terit.ed by its complexity. It pos

sesses infinite vadations in gradient and it.:; strength vaiies according 

to location, weather, and traflic; vegetation and man-made structure s 

add to this complexity.29 For exam ple, if his concep t in\'olves ligh ting 

on and over the land, a commander must base his design on how 

the surface's comp lexity will influence where various types of land 

units (mechanized, armored, light, air mobile, etc.) can maneuver, 

in what strength, and how quickly. He must also base his de ign on 

how this complexity influences the ability of his air crews performing 

air interdiction to find and destroy enemy land units or delay and 

disrupt their maneuver. By emp loying measures such as dispe rsal, 

concealment, and deception land units can take advantage of sur

face comp lexity to make it difficult for air interdiction to find and 

destroy them. This comp lex ity, however, also tends to make it easier 

for air crews to delay and disrupt the man euver of land units by de

stroying ucmsportation infrasu·ucture, such as bridges and tunnels, 

Lhat make rapid maneuver on the ground possible. 

Likewise, when a commande r' s concep t of operations involves 

fighting on and over the sea, he must consider the profound im

pact the nature of that medium has on maneuver and air interdic

tion. Due to its nature, the maneuver of naval forces across water 

is totally dependcnL on the availa bility of ships, the characteristics 

of those ships, and the infrastructure needed to transit between 

land and ship. The same fluid nature results in a lack of surface 

complexity which makes it relatively easy for air crews performing 

air interdiction to employ technologies like radar to locate ships. 

When an air attack sinks a ship , it comp lete !)' destroys both the 

ab ility to maneuver and, often, the forces relying on that ship for 

maneuver. Even when air crews do not detect ships, they can still 

have a significant impact on the enemy's ability to use water for 

maneu\er by destroring the facilities (such as docks and oil tenni

nals) needed for trans-shipment of materiel or by mining bodies 
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of water (such as harbors, canals, and straits) that limit where ma

neuver by water can take place. The success of mining was clearly 

evident in 1972 when the U.S. Navy mined Haiphong. The iraqi 

air attacks on Iran's Kargh Island oil terminal provides still an

other example of air power's abi lity to influence movement by sea. 

The same cause and effect relationships that apply to surface ma

neuver and air interdiction also apply to close air support. If enemy 

surface forces attempt to maneuver rapidly, they are less able to em

ploy measures IJ1at reduce the immense physical destruction close air 

support can cause. Yet, if the enemy attempt.'> to reduce the risk of 

high losses from close air support by dispersing <md hiding his sur

lace forces, they are less likely to have the strength (concentration) or 

speed needed to counter the maneuver of friendly surface forces. 

This was the case in 1950 when Chinese units attempted a rapid pur

suit of reu·eat.ing United Nations ground forces. By the middle of De

cember the Chinese decided they could no longer sustain the high 

losses caused by air attacks and broke off IJ1eir pursuit. !!I' 

Although enemy forces on land can take advantage of the sur

face's complexity to construct defensive positions that may reduce 

their losses from close air support, this does not necessarily mean 

that close air support will be ineffective. One reason is that the 

time and effort it. takes the enemy to build these positions may 

cause significant delays and disruption in other areas. Another is 

that, applied suddenly and in concentration, close air support has 

an immense physical and psychological impact that can temporar

ily suppress the enemy's ability t.o react effectively, even when the 

attacks inflict relatively fev• casualties. When friendly surface forces 

are prepared to exploit the opportunity provided by th is tempo

rary effect through rapid maneuver, they are likely to be able ei

ther to close with and destroy or to by-pass the enemy before he 

can recover. Many World War II German commanders believed 

close air support such as that provided during Operation COBRA 

was exu·emely effective, even though relatively few troops were lost. 

As they noted, such bombing produced "terrifYing immobility" be

cause troops were demoraJized, communications broke down, and 

tanks were immobilized by craters and debris. These effects, how

ever, were only temporary and an immed iate assault by ground 

forces was necessary to achieve the "maximum benefil." 31 

Similarly, a commander must also ensure his aerospace forces 

are prepared Lo exploit opportunities provided by the dynamics of 
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surface combat tht·ough the timely application of close air sup

port. For example, recogni;ing that bombing errors can have a 

debilitating impact out of all proportion to the physical damage 

caused, a commander must also ensure that the aerospace plat

forms, munitions, and tactics he uses to attack enemy surface 

forces in close proximity to friendly troops do not create unac

ceptable risks for those forces. He must judge these risks in terms 

of how such attacks can contribute to the success of his concept of 

operations, recognizing that at times significant risks not only will 

be acceptable, but required. For example, during COBRA Allied 

bombing inOicted numerous friendly casualties. Despite these 

losses, the air auacks were a major factor in the Allies' 

Besides creating adntntages ' 'ital for tactical success, a comman

der who integrates air interdiction and close air support with sur

face maneuver will also be better ab le to exp loit any opportunities 

that result from tactical victories. One way a commander might 

choose to exploit these opportunities is by maneuvering his own 

c;urface forces to envelop and desu ·oy large portions of the enemy's 

ground troops. A series or such envelopments could weaken the 

enemy to the point that he is unable to continue to resist. After the 

Allied break-out from their lodgment in Normandy, they missed 

-;uch opportunities at Falaisc, on the Seine, and on the Be,·cland 

Isthmus to envelop and destroy large portions of the retreating 

German Anny. Gennan forces during their invasion of Russia in 

1941 conducted several large envelopments and succeeded in cap

turing or destroying ma-;sive portions of the Smiet Army. 

Another way a commander might choose to exploit opportuni

ties resulting from tactical victories would be to have his surface 

forces penetrate deep into the enemy's rear area, where the infra

structure the enemy needs to control, move, and sustain his combat 

forces is located. Here surface and aerospace forces could wreak 

ha\'OC, causing such immense physical and psychological disruption 

that the coherence of the enemy's entire defense could collapse. 

The German invasion of France in 1940, for example, is seen by 

many as a classic example of psychological dislocation leading to a 

sudden collapse of effecti' e defense. Although this was clearly the 

result, it ma)' not have been the intent of the German leadership. 

A comma nder's ability lO successfully execute his concept of 

operations depends greatly on whether the organi;ation he uses 

to exercise command is capable of coping with the uncet ·tainties 
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inherent in the conduct of war by making it possible for him to 

make modifications quickly and effective ly. According to Marlin 

van Creveld, "From Plato to NATO, the history of command in 

war consists essenti ally of an endless quest for certainty-certainty 

about the manifold factors that together const itu te the environ

ment in which the war is from the weather and the terrain 

to radioactivity and the presence of chemical warfare agents; and, 

last but definitely not least, certainty about the state, intentions, 

and activities of one's own forces. [This cenaintyj is best under

stoo d as the product of two factors, the amoum of information 

available for decision making and the nature of the task to be per

formed .... £\'cryth ing else being equal, a larger and more com

plex task will demand more information to carry it out. ... In 

order to attain certainty, one must first of all have all the relevant 

information. The more the availab le information, however, the 

longer the time needed to process it, and the greater the danger 

of failing to distinguish between the relevant and the irrelevant, 

the important and the unimportant, the reliable and the unreli

able, the true and the false .... [This leads to) the realization that 

certainty is the product of time as well as of information, and the 

consequent willingness to do with less of the latt er in order to save 

the former .... "As a result, he sees two basic ways of coping with 

uncertainty: centra lization and 

Given the speed and range of his aerospace forces, a comman

der's ability to exploit their potential by acting rapidly depend 

upon whether he can exercise centralized control over his 

aerospace forces. For reasons of expertise, however, a commander 

should normally exercise this control through a subordinate air 

component commander. 

To make rapid action effective, the command organization 

must be able to integrate the employment of aerospace force s 

with the maneuver of surface forces so that each complements 

and reinforces the other in pursuit of the campaign's objective. To 

do this successfully in an environment characterized by great un

certainty, the commander's organizing principle must make it easy 

to decemralit.e authority for controlling the tactical employment 

of aerospace and stu-face forces to the subordinate echelons of his 

component commanders. Decentralized authority acts to reduce a 

commander's span of contro l limit ations while minimizing the 

time it takes to observe, oricn t, decide, and an. Still another ad-
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vantage of decentralizing authority is that it increases survivability 
by making control more redundant and, often, headquarters 
sma ller and easier to move and conceal. 

In conclusion, aerospace power has the potential to make an 
immense conu·ibution to success in conventional war. Realizing 
this potential, however, requires commanders and staffs who pos
sess a comprehensive understanding of what the exercise of opera
tional art involves and why-unlike tactical expenise which de
pends largely on training-understanding of operationa l art 
depends on being thoroughly educated in the study of war from a 
campaign perspective. Only education that has a campaign per
spective will reveal how and why aerospace power can make such a 

big contr ibution to the effectiveness of surface forces. Just as im
portant, such a perspective will show how and why surface forces 
arc often the key to making aerospace forces more effect ive. 
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The Air Campaign 

.John Warden 

An air campaign can be an immensely complex undertaking. 

The majority of air assets that take part in the campaign can move 

from one end of the theater to the other in a very short period of 

time, thereby presenting significant opportunities for concentra

tion of force, and can strike at the enemy in tactical through 

depths. To understand the air campaign, it is useful to di

vide it into three areas: the objectives of the air campaign, the air 

siwation confronting the commander, and the actual construc

tion of the air campaign. 

The objective of the theater campaign is to attain strategic 

goals that lead to the realintion of political aims. In basic terms, 

the political objectives will be realized when the enemy govern

ment is forced tO make concessions. But the enemy civil-military 

command structure must be the ultimate aim of all military opera

tions. Although every state and every military organization will 

have a unique set of centers of gravity, or vulnerabilities, it is possi

ble to create a general model for analysis. Some centers of gravity 

are more important than others and consequently can be laid out 
in the form of fiye concenu·ic circles, or rings, with the most im

portant element in the center. 

The most critical ring is the civil-military cornmand ring be

cause it is the only elcmem of the enemy which can make conces

sions. Wars throughout history ha,·e been fought to induce the 

command structure tO make concessions. Capturing or killing the 
state's leader has frequemly been decisive. In modern times, how

ever, it has become more d ifficull, but not impossible, to capture 

or kill the command element. Rather, the task becomes one of ap

plying sufficient indirect pressure o that the command elemem 

rationally concludes that concessions arc appropriate. The com

mand elemcm will normally reach these conclusions as a function 

of the degree of damage imposed on the surrounding rings. 

In an industrialized society the next most critical ring contains 

e<;sential indu try. lf a state's essential industries or its external ac-
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cess to industria l products or raw materials arc destroyed, the state 

becomes incapable of emp loying modern weapons and must 

make major concessions. Depend ing on the site of the state and 

lhe importance it attaches to its objectives, even minor damage to 

essential indusu·ies may lead the command elcmcm to make con

cessions. The concessions may come because damage to essential 

industry makes it physically impossible to fight, or it causes inter

nal political or economic repercussions too costly to bear. The 

number of key industrial targcLs in even a large state is reasonab ly 

small and the targets are relatively fragile.• 

The third most critical ring contains the cncmr state's trans

portation infrastructure. For both military and civil purposes it is 

necessary to move goods, services, and information from one 

point to another. If this movement becomes impossib le, the state 

ceases to function. Compared to key industrial targets, u·ansporta

tion facilities arc more diffuse, and thus a greater effort may be re

qu ired to do enough damage to have an effect. 

The fourth most critical ring holds the population and its food 

sources. Moral objections aside, it is difficult to auack lhe popula

tion d irect ly; there are too many targets and in many cases the 

population may be willing to suffer grievously before it will turn 

on its own go\'crnmenL. 

The last ring holds the ridded military forces of the state. Al

though we tend to think of militar)' forces as being the most vital 

in war, in faCl they are but a means to an end. Thei1· only function 

is to protect their own inner rings or to threaten those of an 

enemy. A state can certainly be induced to make concessions by 

severely downgrading its armed forces. If all of fielded forces 

are destroyed, it may have to surrender simply because the com

mand clement knows that its inner rings ha\'C become defenscks'> 

and liable to destruction. 

Viewing "fielded forces" as a means to an end and not an end in 

themselves is not a classical view, because the of tJ1c classi

cal writing and thinking on warfare has been done by continental 

soldiers who had no choice but to comend "'ith enemv armie . For 

example, Clausewitz \\TOte lhat the clash of armies was the essence 

of warfare, but this held u·ue onlr for his own time period. 

In most cases all the rings exist in the order presented, but it 

may not be possible to reach more than one or two of the outer 

ones. As an example, tJ1e Germans in World v\'ar II were incapable 
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of making a ser ious attack on anything but the fourth and fifth 

rings-the population and military forces-of their primary ene

mies. losing both the Battle of Britain and the ::.uhmari ne cam

paign because they lacked an effeCLh·e long-range attack capability. 

The Japanese cou ld attack only the fifth ring-military forces-of 

their primary enemies. Conversely, the United States and her allies 

C\'Cntually struck e\'ery German and japanese t·ing of ntlnerabilit). 

All aClions arc aimed against the mind of the enCill) command. 

An attack against indusu ·y or transportation infra structure not only 

has an effec t on the enemy's military for ces, but also influences na

tional leaders who must assess the cost of rebuilding the state's ceo

nomic position in the post-war period, and whether th e cost is 

worth the potential gain from contin uin g the war. The essence of 

war is applying pressure against the enemy's inncnno st strategic 

ring-its command structure. I t is pointless to deal with enemy mil

itary forces if the command ring ca n be influenced directly. 

Centers of gravity exbt not only at the su·ategic le, ·el but also at 

the operational level. At the operational level, the goal is still to in

duce the enemy commander to make such concessions as retreat

ing, surrendering, or giving up an ortcnsive. Lik e the civil-military 

command struClure the operational level commandct- has ring\ of 

Yulnerability-or cemcrs of gra,·ity-surround in g him. In fact, 

each clement of his command will also hm·c similar centers 

of gravity. 

At the operational level, the first ring or center of gravity is the 

commander himself. H e i'> the target of operations because he is 

the one who will decide to concede something to the enemy. In

cluded in his cente r ring is his comma nd , control, and communi

cations system; without the ability to collect information and issue 

orders to his subordinates, the commander-and his command

arc in peril. 

The next operational ring is the logistics ring that contains the 

ammunit ion , fuel, and food necessary to prosecute war. A cursory 

review of history quickly rc\ 'Cals the dire su·aits that operational 

lc\'CI commanders have encountered when their logistics ring su(:. 

fcred from enemy attack. Indeed, war in the SC\'Cntccnth and 

dghteenth centuries was in large measure designed around isolat

ing a commander from his logistics ring. 

The support infrastructure that moves the materiel found in 

the logistic., ring, as well as militat') forces them-;ehcs, constitute 
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th e third operational ring. It consists of roads, airways, seaways, 

rails, communication line s, pipelines, and the myriad other facili

ties required to satisfy the needs of the military forces. 

None of the three inner rings will function without personnel 

to man them, and these support personnel constitute the fourth 

operational ring. Like the population in the fourth strategic ring, 

however, these person ne l present difficult targets and will rarely 

be ap propriat e for direct attack. 

The fifth ring of the operational commander cons ists of his 

military forces-aircraft, ships, and troops. It is the toughest to re

duce, simpl y because it is designed to be tough. As a genera l rule, 

a campaign that focuses on the fifth ring is likely to be long and 

bloody. Nevertheless, it is somet imes appropriate to concentrate 

against the fifth ring, and somet imes it may be necessary to re

duce the fifth ring to some extent in order to reach inn er rings. 

Some air situations will severe ly limit which opera tional or 

stra tegic rings-or centers of gravity-the commander can attack 

or even defend. To simp lify anal ysis of the air si tuation and to es

tablish a framework for planning, most wat-s can be divided into 

one of three cases that are defined by the relationship between 

the opposing air forces. 

In Case I both sides have the capabilit y and will to strik e at 

eac h other's bases. This was the situation in the Pacific in th e first 

part of World War II when both Japane se and Allied forces cou ld, 

and did, str ike bases behind eac h other's lines. 

Case II occurs whe n one side is vulnerable to attack but is un

able to reach the other. This was the situation in which Britain 

found herself during the Battle of Britain. She did not believe she 

had the capability to strike th e Luftwaffe fields in France; thus, for 

practical purposes, German bases were safe during the two 

months of the battle. 2 By 1943 the situation was reversed, and tl1e 

Allied air forces were able to attack Germany without fear of mili

tarily significant ripostes by German air power. Th ere are ofte n 

phases in a war; a war that starts out with a particular air situat ion 

may not end with the same situatio n prevailing. 

Case III describes the situation where neither side can operate 

against the rear areas and air bases of the other, and where air ac

tion is therefore confined to the front. During War I, for 

example, air forces lacked the technical capabi lity to attack deep 

into each others territory effectively. But this cond ition is beuer il-
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lustrated by the Korean War where the United States imposed 

upon itself political constraints which prohibited operations 

against Chinese fields and infrastructure north of the Yalu River. 

The Communists, on the other hand, were unable to attack Amer

ican fields effectively. Such a situation could thus come about 

through muwally agreed political constraints or because of tech

nological limitations. For example, proxies of two great powers 

might meet in a place where neither power chose to provide com

bat aircraft. Clearly, either side could change the rules; thus, it 

would be useful for participants to anticipate that possibility. Simi

larly. in a war between two poor countries there might not be any 

significant air activity simply because neither side could afford it. 

The three cases discussed provide an overview of the situation 

prevailing at the start of a campaign or phase. The commander 

and planner must understand that the air sitUation confronting 

him will have a profound effect on every category of operations. As 

an example, if a commander uses his air assets defensively when he 

could be using them offensively, he tethers his most mobile opera

tional level tool and renounces the opportunit)· to attack anything 

but the enemy's outer ring, thus risking massive defeat for his front 

line fielded forces across the theater. The commander must under

stand that there are different air situations and that these a!Tect all 

of the operational options on the surface and in the air. 

The air campaign may be the primary or the supporting cffon 

in a theater. The air campaign plan should describe air centers of 

gravity, phasing operations, and resources. It must provide general 

guidelines for the division of effort among air superiority, interdic

tion, and close air support. It should explain how other arms will 

support or be supponccl, and, like the o,·erall theater operational 

plan, it must carry through to the conclusion of the war. Of first 

importance is the concept of air superiority. 

Air superiority means haYing sufficiem control of the air lO 

make air attacks on the enemy without serious opposition and, 

conversely, to be free from the danger of serious enemy air incur

sions. There arc variations of air superiorit) '· Local air superiority 

gives basic air freedom of movement over a limited area for a fi

nite period of time. Theater air superiority means that friendly air 

can operate any place within the entire combat theater. Air neu

trality suggests that neither side has won SLlf'ficicnt control of the 

air to operate without great. danger. 
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There is technological air superiority. For offcnshe opcnuions. 

it is possible to produce aircraft and weapons that enemy defenses 

cannot destroy. Protection of this sort could come from low-detec

tion, on-boa rd lethal self-defense weapons, clccu ·onic devices, or a 

cornbimu ion of speed and a ltitud e beyond the capability of enemy 

W<'apons. In the history of warfare, however, every weapons devel

opment has eventually led to a counter-weapon. 

The contention that air superiority is a necessit} to ensure \'ic

toq or a\'oid defeat is ba'>ed on theo1·y and on an analy ... is of the 

ltht half century Theory suggests that it i'> not possible 

to succeed if operational and strategic centers of gra\'it)' arc unde1· 

constant auack by encmr aircraft. In addition, it ic; hard to 

sion success e\'en for surface forces if they and their support arc 

under hcmy ene my air auack. Conversely, a ir superior ity is neces

sary for offensive operations if the commander intends to attack 

enemy strategic and operationa l level centers of gravity. Failure to 

anad. these centers of gravity means that the commander is left 

with little choice but to light a war of attrition at the front. 

rn Ca'ie I where both '>ides arc fully vulnerable to atlack and in 

Ca'ie II where only one side is ,·ulnerablc, the commander should 

norma lly go on the as soon as possibk to win that de

gree of air superiority needed to bring enemy strategic and opera

tional cemers of gravit)' under attack. To win air superiority under 

these cond itions, the comma nder must identify and attack appro

priate air centers of gravity and their associated targets. 

The enemy's air center or gra\'ity may lie at the command cen

ter with its attendant command and control apparatus (the lirst 

ring): in logistics (the second ring); in the infi·a'>tructurc ranging 

from air bases and their locations to roads and pipcline'i (t he 

third ring); in personnel including pilots (the fourth ring); and fi

nall) in combat forces such as planes or missiles (the fifth ring). 

Each or the 1·ings must be funhcr e\·aluatcd in tenns ol' position. It 

may not be possible to reach every pan of the aircraft chain from 

1.0 emp loyment. Refineries may be outside the opera

tional theater while pipt'lincs and storage tanks are within iL. A 

carcf'ul analysis of cncm\ doctrine ma} highlight significant 

strengths and weakne'>S('!'> to be exploited or avoided. 

There is a to a'sociaw air sttp(>riorit\ with destruc

tion of enemy aircraft. ,\Jthough a valid approach, it not the 

onh one. There is a powntiall) ntlnerable sequence of events that 
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must take place before an aircraft fires a missile or drops a bomb . 

Raw materiel must be assembled, formed, and moved by some 

method to a manufacturing plant. At the plant, power from some 

source ena bles workers to put the aircraft together. The aircraft 

must then be moved to an operational field where it must be pro

tected from enemy attack while it is being prepared for its mis

sion. Finally, it takes to the air. Theoretically, it is possible to elimi

nate an air force by successful attacks on any point in this chain. 

The most difficult and costly place to attack the aircraft chain is in 

the air. It takes one friendly plane to destroy one enemy plane. 3 

Going back down the chain from the air leads to aircraft on 

the ground. Under ideal circumstances, the results of airfield at

tack can be impressive . The Germans destroyed over 4,000 Rus

sian aircraft on the ground between 22 and 30June 1941 with less 

than 1400 bombers and fighters. 4 The Israelis had similar results 

from their attacks on Arab air in 1967 when, with 196 operational 

combat aircraft, they destroyed almost 400 Arab aircraft on the 

ground in two days.5 The historical experience has been that it is 

cheape r by far to destroy aircraft on the ground than in the air. 

Whether circumstances will permit such success, howevet -, is a 

function of surprise, the st.:1.te of enemy defenses, and the physical 

protection given aircraft on the field. It may also be possible to at

tain air superiority b)' methodically eliminating enemy air bases, 

although experience in the major wars of this century indicates 

airfields must be attacked persistent ly and heavily if they are to be 

destroyed. Single attacks will probably not eliminate an airfield, 

but may keep its aircraft on the ground for a limited period. 

The next step back in the aircraft chain-the movement of air

craft from the factory to their operationa l fields-does not nor

mally present much of an opportunicy. Ferry routes are general!)' 

on imernal lines that are not subject to attack. The shocking losses 

by the Japanese ferqring aircraft to forward bases was an exception.' ; 

The next significant step back in the chain is the factor y. T he 

production of aircraft may depend on a great many factories pro

ducing engines , ball bearings , airframes, munitions, and fire con

trol systems. Power and transportation facilities sencing such in

stallations are particularl y critical; interviews and studies after 

World '\1\iar ll indicated that these were the weakest points in Ger

man and J apanese war production. 7 The last step back is to the 

raw materiel that goes into aircraft building. The sites of raw rna-
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tcricl production them'>CI\('S arc not normally good targets, but 

transportation nets to the plants can be very ntlncrable, was the 

case of.Japan and Gennan) in World War II . 

Choosing a point at which to attack the aircraft chain is far 

from easy. Th e imponanl thin g to remember is that there are 

man) ' ways to attain an objective, and that th e most obvious 

choice-in th is case, auack on a ircraft in the air-may be the 

worst one. Circumstances will ,·ary with each conflict, hut the idea 

i'> to auack lO gain the grea test return. In some caM'S there may be 

a critical choke-point, '>liCh Gennany' oil industry in \\'oriel 

\\'ar II, a uu·get which could he cons tan t!) attack<.·d with vigor.s 

If production sources arc outside the operational theater, as 

they were for the United States in the Vietnam War and for the Is

raelis in their wars against the Arabs, then the problem or prevent

ing additional aircraf'l or missiles from entering the enemy's in

vcn tory changes. ln Vietnam, it was theoretically quite easy to 

keep the l\orth Vietnamese from acquiring new equipment, as al

most eYerything came b) -;ea and terminated in a limited number 

of pons. Once the United States decided to close the ports and 

put pres:.urc on the enemy. the :\'orth VieU1amcsc quickly ran olll 

of missiles .9 In the case of the Israel is, it was not feasible to block 

entry of aircraft and missiles into the Arab countries; co nse

quently, both had to be addressed closer to the front where the 

cost can be quite high. as the Israe lis discovered in the 1973 war. 

Enemy logistics may well constitute the real air center of grav

it). Aircraft cannot if thq lack fuel and they cannot accomplish 

<111}'thing if they lack weapons. Ground-based air defense S)Stems 

arc useless if they han· no missiles to fire, and ncitlwr gmuncl or 

air systems last \'ery long without spare parL'>. Auacks on logistics 

can pia)' a majOJ- role in winning air superiority and in winning sig

nificant advantages at the opnational and strategic level of the 

war. The commander needs to be careful with seq uen cing air at

tacks; if he goes for war-winning attacks on strategic logistic targets 

without first attaining an acceptable level or air supcriorit) '. he mar 

'\UfTet· catastrophic losses before the fruits of hi'> strategic anacks 

appear at the tactical k·H·I. Similarly. although he mav be success

ful with his attack!> on logistics. if he ha'> not won air supe

riorit y the enemy may be making his o,, . ., telling attacks at opera

tional and strategic depth'>. The result could be a bitarre strategic 
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war of attrition with the winner being the side which last runs out 

of a critical commodity. 

If the entire logistics chain is open to attack, the most promis

ing will almost certa inl y be petroleum. The who le petroleum 

cycle, from the initial collection points through the refineries to 

the end user, is except ionall y vulnerable. In World War II , the Al

lies did not concentrate on the petroleum cha in in Germany until 

May 1944. At that point they attacked every element of German 

petroleum processing, with specia l emphas is on th e refineries and 

synthetic fuel plants. Three months late r, Germany's ability to pro

duce aviation fue l had fallen about 98 percent, and by December 

the German military was in such dire stra its that it had to rel)' on 

the seizure of Allied fuel dumps to keep the panzer divisions 

rolling in the Ardennes offens ive.10 

Forwnately for the attacker, the movem ent of refined prod

ucts in any quantity is difficult to protect. Petroleum products 

must go by rail, by road, by sea, or by pipeline. All of these modes 

of transport can be str uck with grea t success from the a ir. Such at

tacks are most effective, ho wever, when the overall fuel situation is 

fairly tight. In other words, a particular airfield is not going to suf

fer from attacks on petro leum production or transponation until 

its own reserves are low. Pati ence is needed because there are nor

mally enough reserves to last for a lon g time. even after the source 

is complete ly destroyed. 

Other parts of the logistics base might be attacked if analysis in

dicates that the effort is worth the cost. For examp le, a sustained at

tack on plants producing spare parts or munitions may produce sat

isfactory results over an extended period of time. If tim e is 

important, however, it is probably an er ror to choo se a relatively 

rugged and probably dispersed part of the logistics base. Regard less 

of the way in which logistics are attacked, there will almost certain ly 

be a delay between successfu l attacks and observab le deterioration 

in the enemy's air efforts; patience and persistence are necessary. 

Targeting priorities are a function of perceived enemy air cen

ters of gravity. There may be defensive co nsideratio ns for str ikin g 

lirst at somelhing other than the fina l objcctjve . If the enemy has 

a dozen airfie lds that are especia lly well suit ed for offensive opera

tions these fields may not be imp ortant in the long term b\IL cou ld 

support damaging enemy strikes in the shon run. Attacking these 

fie lds might therefore be the first order of priority. Likewise, it 
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may be necessary to neutralize a portion of the enemy's ground

basecl defenses for the campaign to develop, since the route to the 

center of gravity may not be a straight line. 

To win air superiority in Cases I and II , the commander can at

tack enemy air centers of gravity. In Case III, however, he can only 

strike at enemy aircraft in the air, the most d ifficult of all environ

ments. The Case III situation can develop in a number of ways. 

Equipment, such as long-range aircraft, may not be available to 

carry the war to the enemy, or there may be a lack of will Lo carry 

out strikes against the enemy. Doctrine may influence or control 

the situation. Just as there were in the 1930s who were 

sure that the unescorted bomber would always get through, there 

are also those who think that current air defense systems will suf

fice and that offensive operations are futile. Even if doctrine pro

vides for offensive operations, it is quite possible that they have 

not been practiced in peacetime and that the force is conse

quently unprepared to take on such a complex and sophisticated 

operation. Finally, a variety of circumstances may prohibit an of

fense. An initial enemy onslaught may be so violent that it destroys 

the systems or personnel needed to support an attack. In any 

event, it should be clear that the lack of air power can be devastat

ing, as happened to Poland and France in World War II, to North 

Korea, to the Arab states in 1967 and 1973, and to Tonh Vietnam. 

A<> Clausewitz postulated, the defense in classical land warfare 

may well be stronger than the offense. In air war, however, Lhe op

posite seems to be the case: air forces have such tremendous mo

bility that they can attack from far more directions than can a land 

army; the rapidity with which air forces move makes concentra

tion against them more difficult than concentrating to defend 

against a land attack; the defender on land normally has prepared 

positions from which he can fire at an attacker who must by defi

nition move across open teiTitory where he is at a decided disad

vantage; and when air forces meet in the air, the difference be

tween attacker and defender tends to blur. 

Historically, it is clear that being on the pure defense in air 

matters is fraught with danger. The danger depends on what has 

to be defended. Easiest to defend is a reasonably tight complex 

where defenders can meet a challenger anyplace on the periph

ery, and where the defenders can provide each other mutual sup

port. Most d .ifficult to defend is a long narrow area where dis-
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tances preclude mutual support and where the auacker can 

choose a variety of targets. We are speaking here of theater-size 

operations, not defending a single airfield, factory, or city, and we 

are making the assumption that, for the foreseeable fuwre, the 

only really effective counter to an aircraft is another aircraft. This 

is not to suggest that ground-based defenses can be ignored or 

that they are not dangerous. They are so dangerous that one must 

assume that no one will commence an offensive air campaign un

less he is relatively sure that he will be able to neutralize ground 

defenses by one means or another . 

The relations of mass, or numbers, between the attacker and 

the defender make geography-or more specifically, the disposition 

of airfields--of prime importance for the air defender. For the at

tacker, it takes mass to do a reasonable amount of damage on a the

ater basis. It is true that a single aircraft with a guided weapon can 

take out a point target such as a bridge. On the other hand, a single 

aircraft cannot pUL an airfield, marshalling yard, or other significant 

military targets out of commission; only a mass of aircraft can do 

that. One must expect that any serious enemy will attack with strong 

forces. Strong forces must be met with su·ong forces. 

The history of air war, as shon as it is, has shown clearly that 

mass in the air can only be opposed by countet· mass. Attempts to 

defend with inferior numbers or to attack with inferior numbers 

have been notably unsuccessful. 11 The prob lem becomes one of 

producing mass at the appropriate rime. Mass is only importanL 

when it can be brought to bear against an enemy attack . Aircraft 

that cannot participate in an air battle are irrelevant. 

othing positive can be achieved from defense, although a 

successful defense may prepare the way for a subsequent offense. 

Fortunately, there is one advantage to being on the defensive; sim

ply, tJ1e enemy's motivation for offense, and thus his willingness to 

accept punishment, may be less than that of the defender. The at

tacker is hard!)' likely to throw his entire air force into the fray and 

lose it all before deciding tO give up the attack. Conversely, the de

fender might expend his entire force in an attempt to protect 

himself. This fact gives the defender a slight psychological edge 

tJ1at can be exploited. The key to not losing is to inflict enough 

damage on the enemy that he becomes unable or unwilling tO pay 

tJ1e price. It is necessary to think exactly what must be done to 

lead the enemy to give up his orfense. 
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On the defense, t.he only way lO hun the enemy is to knock down 

his aircraft and capture or kill his flyers. The numbers of aircrafl 

knocked down are important, but more important is the timing of 

their destruction. The enemy will certainly accept some level of 

losses and has probably determined that level in advance. One per

cent is an attrition level which most air forces could sustain without 

making drastic changes in their campaign plans. For illustrative pur

poses, assume an air force of a thousand aircraft suffers a 1 percent 

loss each clay for ten clays. Total losses would amount to just under 

one hundred planes. lf result'> had been good for that ten-day pe

riod, the commander would probably continue his operations. But 

the same total loss on a single clay would cause almost every com

mander to seriously reconsider his plans. First, he clearly can't ac

cept losses of that magnitude more l11an once or t'lvice. Second, 

losses of that size are almost certain to have hurt some units so badly 

that they would have to be withdrawn. Third, his flyers would suffer a 

blow to their morale and to their fee ling of invincibility. There is a 

difference between losing a little each day and losing a lot on a par

ticular day. The defense must inflict as many bad days on the offense 

as possible, even if that necessitates reduced activity on some days. 

A primary defensive goal is thus to impose very heavy losses on 

the enemy in the shortest time possible. There are two general 

principles which must be followed. The first is to concent rate 

forces, to confront the enemy with superior numbers in a particu

lar battle, secto1·, or time. The second is that it is not possible to 

defend everything everywhere. Accepting the fact that penetra

tions are going to take place makes it easier to concentrate forces 

to gain significant victories with acceptable defender losses. Loss 

rates vary with the ratio of forces involved. All things being equal, 

two forces equal in numbers will tend to have equal losses when 

they meet. Given the same cquipmem and personnel, as the force 

ratio goes against one side, that side will ha,·e greater loss rates 

than the changed ratio would suggest. Conversely, on the side for 

which force ratios become more favorable, loss rates will fall more 

than the ratios would indicate. The change in loss rates is geomet

ric. There seems to be no point of diminishing returns for the 

larger force; the larger it gets, the fewer losses it suffers, and the 

greater losses it imposes on iLs opponent. 12 

There is no good rule of thumb for how much superiority the 

defender should have over the attacker. A few example , however, 
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may give some ideas. The Japanese auackcd Midway with 108 

bombers and fighters. Midway's U.S. Marine Corps squadron of 26 

fighters suffered almost 100 percent losscs. 13 On J l January 19<!4, 

the American air force attacked a target deep in Germany with a 

force of 238 bombers and 49 escorting fighters. The Germans op

posed it with 207 fighters. Losses were 34 bombers. just over a 

month later, on 19 February, a force of 941 bombers escorted by 

700 fighters met German opposition of about 250 fighters. In this 

encounter, the Ame1·icans lost just 21 bombers-a lower absolme 

n LJmber and a lower percentage. Finally, in June 1982, an Israeli de

fending force of 90 fighters met a Syrian force of 60 fighters. The Is

raelis had no losses while the Syrians lost 23 of their aircraft. 11 

It might seem that modern weapons have invalidated the expe

riences of World War II and Korea and that the Israeli battle last 

cited was an anomaly, but it seems unlikely. Many aircraft target

ing fewer aircraft are bound to achieve better results than the 

other way around . This conclusion has nothing to do with the 

quality of the aircraft or their crews. Better airplanes are going to 

perform better than inferior ones-a fact noted by tl1e great Ger

man ace Manfred Von Richthofen in 1918 when he commented, 

"Besides better quality aircraft they [the British] have quantity. 

Our fighter pilots, though quite good, arc consequently lost." 1
" 

The emphasis on numbers may suggest that the outcome of 

the Case Jl air superiority campaign could be judged on the basis 

of relative prewar strengths, perhaps tempered by production 

rates after the war started . It might also suggest that the defending 

commander is doomed if he has fewer aircraft than the offense. 

Neither is u·ue. Static balances arc of i!llercst, but they don't hm·e 

much to do with how the wat· is likely to end unless the numbers 

arc absolutely overwhelming. 'What counts is the numbers when 

two forces meet in actual battle. The smaller defending air force 

has a chance to win if its aircraft are properly employed, and if 

they are concentrated so as to outnumber the attacker in any 

given engagement. It is imperative to achieve numerical superior

ity even if doing so leads to some attacks escaping without inter

ception. It is far more important and effective to impose heavy 

losses in one battle or on one day than it is to get a constant l or 2 

percent a clay. It is also important that the defending commander, 

especially the commander of a force which is overall inferior in 
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to the enem), rccogni;.c that his losses will be lower 

when he oumumbers the c•wmy in an engagement. 

When the rear areas of both sides are rclati, ·cly sal(: (Case III), ei

ther because of politkal restraints or because of physical inability to 

reach appropriate targets, the overall caJ11paign plan is easier to de

vise, although it may be harder to execute. In this case, air superiority 

is unlikely to be <m end in itself; rather, it is needed to prc\'cnt enemy 

air interference with ground operations over or ncar the front while 

permitting friendly air operations over corresponding parL-. of enemy 

tel ritory. \\l1en the enemy rear cannot be reached, the options are 

\cry limited. To achien : air superiolity, little can be done bC)Oncl the 

dimination of enemy aircrafl in the air and the suppression of enemy 

ground-based systems. Linder these circumstances, the commander 

must decide whether the ground-based system constitutes a threat 

that must be att.ackecl or whether it can be suppressed by electronic 

means while enemy aircrafl arc defeated in the air. 

When enem) air forces ra11not be attacked on their bases, they 

mu'>t be attacked in the air. The options depend on the enem) 's 

-.trength and doct1·ine. If the enemy considers comparati,·ely 

weak, he wi II attempt to m oid ac1ial combat wh i lc concen Lrat ing his 

cfforL<; against airnaft that may be harassing his ground troops or 

supply lines close to the front. One could even imaginC' a situation 

where waves of fighters arc sent over the lines to c11gagc enemy air, 

but always return without destroying an>' enemy aircraft because Lhe 

cnem) ' chose not to fight. Should this air superiority comes by 

and the next phase in the campaig n can begin. 

The distinguishing feature of Case II is the area sanctuary 

enjoyed by both sides. Given this sanctuary, the campaign is likely 

to turn into a long slugging match whe•·e it is difficult for either 

side 10 do anything more than wear the other down. This is espe

cially so when both sides have roughly equal numbers and support

ing production of weapons and personnel. Trone sick is notably in

ferior to the other in terms of either pilots or aircraft and missiles, 

that side can only play a careful game looking for opportunities to 

do damage to the opponent without large losses to itself. As long as 

it Lak<.'s this course, it can stay in the war for a long time. This is not 

to sa) that its ground force'> arc not going to suffer horribly in the 

procc.,.,, as did those ol \ 'iru1am after thc LTniwd States en

tcr<'d the war. This case is OIIC of the easiest to handle from the op

erational lc"el because ther<: arc so few options. Il is apt to be mad-
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dcning for all concerned, and significant difference" may arise 

with the political leadership if the restraints on attacking enemy 

rear bases arc politically moti\·atccl or milit.aJ;Jy unsouud. Should 

this happen, the operational commander must give his candid ad

vice as to likely costs with and without the constrainLs. 

In a Case III situation, wh('rC air power is not significant, a 

commander must still think about air power. A war without com

bat aircraft is most likely to occur when two relatively primiti, ·c 

force.., clash. Less likely, but '>till possible, might be a pha-;c in a 

war that took place after both sides lost the use of their air forces 

either because of combat attrition or because of maintenance 

problems. Regardless of how it comes about, air superiority \\ill 

not be a problem for either sick. The air superiority operation, 

whether it is an end in itself or a means to an end, should not be 

waged with air assets alone. Naval and ground forces should play a 

role wherever possible. TIH' more innovative their anions, the 

more likely they and the campaign arc to succeed. l listorical ex

amples of other components participating in the air supcriorit}' ef

fort include British dispatch of commandos to German 
airfield'> in North Africa, Hi and Kenney's employment 

of ground forces to seize airfields in the Pacific, and Israel's usc of 

naval and ground forces to knock holes in ground-based air de

fense systems in the 1973 war 17 and in the 1983 Lebanon incur

sions. If theater CINCs and component commanders understand 

the need for air superiority, they will work together to win il. 

Once air superiority is won or assured, the commander can 

begin his assault on other enemy centers of gra\ 'ity. In general, 

this means that he can begin an interdiction operation that at

tack<; enemy centers of gra\'il) at strategic and operational depths. 

The history of interdiction is as long as the history of battle. 

From the earliest recorded times, commanders have sought to 

place their forces between the enemy and his base. So serious can 

such an interposition be that there have been periods, nowbly in 

the eighteenth century, when this act a lone, without any battle 

taking place, was often sufficient to induce the interdicted side to 

make peace. The advent of the airplane simply added a IH.'w di

mension lO this form of warfare. 

Am operation designed to auack enemy centers of not 
located at 1 he front or w slow 01 in hi bit the flow of force'> or ma

teriel from their source to the front or laterally behind the front is 
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interdiction. We will not make any distinctions between opera

tions directed at the source and those targeted immediately be

hind the lines. Thus , an attack on a train carrying iron ore to the 

smelter is just as much interdiction as destroying a bridge a mile 

behind the front. Natural!) ', the time period required for the ef

fect of either to be felt at a ground front will vary. Even so, both 

arc interdiction in the commander's theater air campaign. 

The concept of combining an inLei·diction campaign with an 

offensive on the ground is of such importance as to merit an ex

ample. The Allied invasion of ormandy was planned with the full 

knowledge that German forces in northem France would greatly 

outnumber the invaders. The only way the invasion could succeed 

was to prevent the movement of German reinforcements into the 

Normandy area. AJlied planners depended on a massive interdic

tion campaign to accomplish that end. That part of the campaign 

depended primarily on air assets but integrated the actions of 

commandos and partisans into the overall effort. 

An interdiction campaign is most effective when the enemy 

needs to move major forces and equipment quickly such as during 

a retreat or pursuit or during a defense against a determined of:. 

fense. A simple three-level categorization based on relative distance 

from the fmnt gives us an ample framework for analysis and plan

ning. In this taxonomy, interdiction can be close, intermediate, or 

distant. Distant means the source of men and materiel, or in the 

case of a warring party which has no industry, the ports or fields 

where materiel provided from outside enters the country; interme

diate is halt\vay between the source and the front; and close is that 

area along the front where lateral movement takes place. Each cat

egory has iL<> own specific problems and opportuniLies. 

Distant interdiction has the capability of producing the most 

decisive effect, but it also has the greatest time lag between attack 

and discernible results at the front. For instance, if every oil refin

ery in the world blew up tomorrow, oil-based industry and trans

portation wouldn ' t be forced to shut down the following day. In 

some cases, they could continue to operate for weeks or even 

months. Eventually, though, they would stop if the refineries were 

not rebuilt. If the commander is sure that the war will be decided 

before there can be effect from a given action, Lhcn it is pointless 

to waste resources can·ying it out. He needs to be very careful in 

this assessment, however, for wars are inevitably much longer or 
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much shorter than anyone expect-;. Intermediate interdiction also 

has a time lag associated with it, but one that will probably be 

much less than that for distant interdiction. 

Close interdiction seems mos1 useful when a ground battle is 

in progress. Tt played a key role during the 1973 Arab-Israeli War. 

On Sunday, 7 October, the Syrians committed their armor rc

-;crvcs on the Golan Heights. Three hundred tanks drove to 

within five miles of the Benot Van)\' bridge. 1'\othing stood be

twet•n them and the plains below Golan except a handful of Israeli 

reser\'ists. But just as a serious setback to the Israelis seemed immi
nent, the Sp·ian ad,<HlCe "ran out of steam .. , As it turned out, the 

Syrians had run out of gas and ammunition because "the Israeli 

Air Force had destroyed it." The previous night the Israe lis had 

conducted night interdiction operations just behind the front 

against the Syrian ammunition and fuel trucks. This interdiction, 

concluned in lieu of close air support despite the desperate 

ground siLUation, had a impact on the 

Successful interdiction campaigns have generally been sus

tained, concenu·ated efrorl!>. It is futile to expect that one or two 

missions of a handful of planes each arc going to accomplish any

thing lasting. Imerdiction operations ine,itably lead to loss of air

craft and flyers; thus, it is necessary to ensure that something use

ful is gained for the loss. One modern aircraft and a highly 

trained pilot is a high price to pay for one truck. 

lnterclinion operations should not be done at the expense of 

something more important. That something more importaiH will 

almost certainly be air superiority since there will be many in

" 'hen a ground commander will demand interdiction be

fore air superiority has been won. ImerdiCLion missiom, except 

under unusual circumstances where the benefit clearly 

the risk, should not be auemptecl in the absence of air superiority. 

A commander does so at his p<:ril for he is likely to jcopardite his 

chanc<.·s of winning air superiority. 

Afwr interdiction, the next role for air power is close 

suppon. Close air suppon is <Ill)' air operation that theoretically 

could and ''ould be done by the ground forces on their own if 

fici<.•nt troops or artillery wen.' a\'ailablc. Air su·ikcs on attacking 

troops into this categor). ,\('rial bombardment of the enemy 
line preparatory to an offcnsiH' \\Otdd also fit bccaus<.' artillery 

could do that job. Using air to hold a nan k belongs uncln the 
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rubric of close air support because an extra division or corps 

could be assigned flank-holding duties. It does not, however, in

clude attacks on enemy troops moving laterally across the front , 

because ground forces have no realistic ·way to deal with that. An 

air action that docs not fall within this definition is either interdic

tion or <Ur superiority. This definition of close air support may or 

may not agree with the definition currently in use in any pal·ticu

Lar army or air force. but it is not especially important that it does. 

What is important is that air and ground commanders differenti

ate between close support and other air operations. 

Because of the ability to rapidly mass forces, close air support 

"rill normally be most useful supporting the employment of the op

erational ground reserve. If we think of close air support in terms of 

committing the operational ground reserve, \Ve tend to put proper 

value on a scarce and valuable commodity, and we put it in terms 

both the airman and the soldier can understand. We also make it 

easier to comprehend that close air support, Like the operational re

serve, is something to be used quickly and effectively and then re

constituted as soon as possible. The fact that some combatants have 

used close air support continually, as though it were unlimited or

ganic artillery, does not mean that it should be used in that manner. 

Like the operational ground reserve, it is a shock weapon that is 

most effective when concentrated in space and Lime. 

A commander should use close air support where he would 

like to use his operational ground reserve-if he cou ld move it 

there in time. This leads us to the nature of the airplane. It is fast, 

reacts quickly, and can deliver significant firepower in a short 

time. On the other hand, a single airplane normally can't stay on 

station very long, and there are rarely enough of them to main

tain around-the-clock coverage . 

We now have two ideas for where to use close air support: 

where an operational level commander would want to empiO)' his 

own operational reserve, and where bursts of powe1·-as opposed 

to the long-term power of ground forces-are required. Comman

ders have historically used their operational ground reserve to 

break through the enemy lines, to prevent an enemy break

through, or to cover a nank. Close air support has also accom

plished all these missions at one time or another. 

The Normandy invasion of 1944 was a big success due in part 

to the hea"y air support employed. evertheless, the cost for eli-
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\'erting the big bombers was a delay in the attacks on the German 

petroleum industry. Would the war have ended sooner if the Ger

mans had run out of fuel for their tanks and aircraft three momhs 

before they did? Or would the question be academic if the Allies 

had been unable to gain a suitable foothold on the Continent? 

There is no way to answer the question, but the point is that the 

Allies paid a definite price for diverting air away from Germany. 

The theory of reserves is not an easy one to grasp, especially 

on an emotional level. We are inclined to feel that a unit not com

mitted to the battle is somehow not pulling its weight. We think in 

terms of gathering our strength and charging the with 

everything we have. We accept, perhaps on a visceral level, the the

ory of concentration and mass, and interpret that to mean all of 

our resources. We calculate ratios and, never quite comfortable 

with our superiority, want to make them better by adding more, 

thinking that by so doing we are increasing our chance of success 

or at least decreasing our chance of failure. In a certain sense, 

none of these thoughts is entirely wrong; in fact, in a pedectly 

predictable ·world, each might be emirely right. But if the world 

were perfectly predictable, war would never happen as the amago

nists, knowing in advance the outcome, would sign the armistice 

terms before the first bullet £lew. vVar is, of course, an intensely 

human activity, and as such defies prediction. That is one of the 

key reasons why reserves came to be so important for land war

fare. Through them, the operational commander preserves his 

ability to maneuver ;mel retains the initiative. 

Clausewitz wrote of the fog. friction, and uncertainty of war. 

Nothing can eliminate these hindrances to perfect action, but re

serves can ameliorate their negative consequences in at least two 

ways. First, they provide a commander the whe1·ewithal to 

exploit an error or failing by the enemy. He can pour into 1he bat

tle masses of fresh troops who have the potential to break remain

ing enemy resistance and force a retreat or rout. On the other 

hand, reserves can be thrown against an enemy auempt to exploit 

a commander's own error. The arrival of strong, fresh forces may 

break the enemy attack and restore the defender's lines. 

There is a general feeling that aircraft should be nown as fre

quently as maintenance rcquircmems allow and thm there should 

always be a target for each sortie. These ideas produce a general 

belief that the concept of reserves does not apply to air opera-
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Lions. In fact, there are few historical instances where air was con

sciously kept in reserve. There arc, however, two fascinating illus

Lralions of the use of air reserves. The first occurred during the 

Battle of Britain in 1940 when Vice Air Marshal Sir Hugh Dowd

ing delibcratelr held forces in strategic and operationa l reserve 

until 15 September when he judged the battle had reached a criti

cal juncture for both sides. The sudden appearance of forces 

which the Germans did not believe ex isted const itmed a powerful 

shock that demoralized the German flvers and convinced I litk r 
' 

that he should abandon the invasion of Britain. 1\1 

The second example did not occur, but it almost did. Late in 

1943 and in 1944, General Ado lf Galland, Inspector of Fighter 

Forces for the Luftwaffe, asked Hill er for permission to build a re

serve of fighters which would be cornmilled against American 

bombers in such a manner as to ensure a three- or four-to-one 

rali.o and lead to the destruction in a sing le clay of up to five hun

dred American bombers-a 25 to 50 percent loss rate. For various 

reasons, Hitl er reneged on his promise to allow Galland to exe

cute this Whether it would have worked is mool. In retro

spect, a loss of this magnitude, with its accompany ing shock and 

demoralization of Oyer and commander alike, would almost cer

tainly have forced the Americans to stop the bombing campaign 

for some period. Tn the interim, the Germans might have been 

able to rebuild tl1eir air forces into a more potent opponent. 

These two examples from 'World War li suggest that air re

serves might be of extraordinary importance. They also show that 

the theory of reserves can be applicable to air operations. The 

U.S. Air Force has never kept a reserve-although in a sense, iL'> 

production capacity gave it a strategic reserve in World War IT

and one could say that its su·ing of victories since 1943 suggests 

that it did not need a reserve. Of course, in every conOict since 

then it has been on the offensive, even if highly circumscribed in 

Korea and Vietnam, and it has had overwhelming muncdcal supe

riority. The two air forces in our examples were on the defensive 

and were numerically inferior. Reverting to our theoretical discus

sion, we rccallthatJ·eserves seem to be most useful when the situa

tion is unstable and susceptible LO being unbalanced by the addi

tion of a new force. These observations would lead us to suspect 

that air reserves are most needed when the enemy is equal to or 

somewhat su·onger than our own forces. 
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Another way to look at resern·s is through sonie allocation. For 

the sake of simplicity, let us loot... on I) at close suppon operations. 

The -;tandard assumption, based on current doctrine, is that there 

will be as many close air suppon sonics flown as possible on the 

first day of a war. Thereafter, there will be a decreasing number 

due to aurition. Several alternative methods of using sorties are 

possible. First, no sorties could be nown until clay two or three. Ig

rwring po!->siblc destruction of aircraft on the ground, this would 

mean that the full weight of close air wpport would hit the enemy 

on hi., .,econd or third day of operations. One can imagine that this 

could be more disrupth ·e than would the same weight of elTon ap

plied on day one. On the other hand, sorties could be kept con

stant by deciding on some kvcl of sorties that could be maintained 

over tim<·. That level would clcari) ' be much less than the maxi

mum surge capab ility bill would he higher at the end of the period 

than if a standard approach were used. The last theoretically possi

ble nu iation is to start out on day one at a \'ery low lev('( and in

over time. It is not possible for olwious reasons lO auain the 

ame number of sorties on the last day as could be achie,ed on the 

fin>L da\ with a maximum effort. It is possible, however, to fly more 

on the la!>t da) than would be a\'ailable using a standard plan. 

One benefit from varying the sortie pattern comes from the 

prediction that not every day of baulc is equally important. In 

fact, effort in war comes in spurts and surges rather than some in

exorable pressure like a flowing river. The lulls between enemy 

surges offer opportunities to be exploited. The theater Cl 1C 

would like to be able to conccntrcllc ground and air power to take 

advantage of' these opponunitic'i, but he can't if close air ha., been 

e'pcnclcd in some mcchanistir way. Thus, sorties mav be more 

,·ahrabk on one day than on another. 

So far we have discussed producing air reserves h) rearranging 

sonic production patterns. The same can be done by holding 

out of the bauJe, as the British did and the Germans almost 

did, until the time is right to usc them. One counter argument is 

that air, because of its mobility, can be shifted quickly !'rom one 

chore to another and thus constitutes its own rcscrn·. In theory, 

that lll<l) be true but in pranice, at least when the 

been t<.·mc, no one has been \\illing to relinquish an) air support. 

The commander with numerical superiorit) has a better 

chance of shifting effort than th<' commander who is strapped to 
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do the minimum things that need doing. The of an air re

serve, cont rolled by Lhe air component and theater commander, is 

that it can be thrown in without taking anything away from any

one. Lastly. there can be great advantage, as the Bl"itish discov

ered, if some system allows the rotation of battle weary units off 

the front to allow them to rest and rejuvenate. 

I laving selected or been assigned a military the the

ater C1 'C must determine the center of grm·ity against which his 

campaign should be directed. Each level of operations-and pos

.,ibly even each phase of the war-has a center of gravit) that may 

or tna) not be related lO the lc\'el or phase above and below. This 

not an easy concept to grasp because it almost self-conu ·a

diCLory. To help understand it, let us use the World War n Pacific 

campaign as a model. To ideali;e it, we will make certain assump

tions that were not the case but could have been. 

Let us assume that the American J oint Chief<; of Staff and the 

Pacific commanders had met the clay before Pearl l larbor and 

had agreed that the japanc<>c center of gravit) ' \\CIS war produc

tion- the second strategic: ring-in the home i"lanch, that war 

production was best attacked from the air, and that air superiority 

mer .Japan was a prerequisite. Given the aircraft available, it would 

be necessary to acquire bases from which to launch air auacks. To 

acquire appropr iate bases, it would be necessary to prevent or 

c li111inate .Japanese ground occupation of those bases. Thus. the 

second-level objective becomes territory. To secure the second

level objective, however, it would be necessaq to position men 

and materiel at the right places which in turn demands control of 

requisite sea lanes. The third-level objeCLiYe is now .Japanese sea 

power. Sea power, though. cannot suni, ·e agaimt land-ba'>ed air. 

Thus. the founh-le"cl objective is again air 

There are many centers of graYity in a theater campaign. 1 ev

erthc:lcss, there should be a unifying theme, a central center of 

gravity, and an accompanying central instrument to reach it. In 

the hypothetical case of.Japan, it was essential industry that cou ld 

best he attacked by air which in turn created a requirement for air 

-.upcriorit}'. and everything \\as subordinated to that central 

theme. Imagine how much different the campaign would han· 

))(•en had destruction or the .Japanese armed force'> been the goal. 

In that e\cnt, the bypa.,.., approach would have been inappropri

ate, ground forces would hm e been predominant, and ('\Cry othc1· 
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arm would have bee n in support of ground action. It should now 

be apparent why identification of a thematic cente r of gravity is 

vital. Without its identification, there is nothing to direct the cam

paign and the campaign risks wandering down back roads that, al

though exciting and breathtaking, may lead nowhere. For any 

campaign, there are three possible themes which will lead to the 

most important enemy centers of gravity: air superiority, sea supe

riority, and ground superiority. 

The easiest of the three themes to choose or is sea superi

ority. It is clearly not appropriate if the campaign is against a conti

nental power which has little sea commerce and where t11e area of 

hostilities is not bordered by oceans. On the other hand, it may be 

enti rely appropriate if the campaign is against an island power which 

can be isolated and starved into submission if its sea lines are cuL lf 

sea superiority is chosen as the theme for tl1e campaign, air may still 

be crucial to allow appropdate sea operations and ground forces to 

take or occupy land formations controlling key sea passages. 

Choosing between ground and air superiority as the campaign 

theme is far more difficult because given enough time, money, 

and blood either can theoretically accomplish what the other can 

do. That is, it is theoretically possible to kill every enemy ground 

soldier by air attack, and it is obviously possible to capture and 

control all enemy means of production with ground fo1·ces. 

Ground superiority must be the theme if air can nor make a sub

sta ntial or timely contribution to the campaign effort. Air is of 

marginal value in a fight against guerrillas where the guerrillas 

merge with the population , and outside support is not crucial. In 

t11is case, there is no useful target for air attack. Ground superiority 

must be the theme if short-term occupation of limited pieces of ter

ritory is tl1e military objective for either side and will in iLself end 

the war. In the shon term, air cannot stop large bodies of men; in

terdiction takes time to work, and attacks on war production take 

even more. Lastly, ground superiol'ity must be the theme if time is 

of the essence and it is agreed that. ground action can lead to tl1e 

political objective significantly faster tl1an could air action. To some 

extent, time drove British and American strategy against Germany. 

It was quite conceivable that Germany could have been defeated 

through air attack and blockade but Lhe certainty or her defeat with 

t11ese means alone decreased if the Soviet. Union mad e a separate 

peace with Germany. Since the Sov;ets intimated that possibility if a 
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<;econd from in were not opened expeditiously. the ground 

instead of the air approach appeared more appropriate. 

Territory is a dangerous ('nchan tress in war. Serious wars arc 

rar('(y won by capturing tc:rritory unless that terdLOry includes the 

enemy's vital cemer of gravity, 1 he loss of which precludes continuing 

the war. Territory may well b<' the political objective of a campaign, 

but it should rarely be the military objecth·e. It will be disposed of at 

the peace conference as a function of the militarr and economic itu

ation of the loser. about time are apt L<> be wrong and 

dangerous because few things are more difficult lO predict than how 

long a war or a campaign will last. Germany planned for a short war 

and was unable to handle a long one. Outside obseners were almost 

unanimous in prediCLing that the Soviets would by Christmas 

1941. MacArthur talked about sending u·oops home f(>r Christmas 

from Korea in 1950. The "light at the end or the tunnel" prediction 

was hopelessly wrong in Vietnam. On the other side:, British and 

American forces covered more ground after 'ormandr in three 

months than they had planned to cover in a year.21 Territory is beguil

ing, and time is decei,;ng; the commander must beware or both. 

Air superiority must be the campaign theme when ground or 

sea forces are incapable or doing the job because of insufficient 

numbers or inability to reach the enemy militarr center or gravity. 

A<; an examp le, the German campaign theme against Britain after 

Dunkirk was air superiority bccaLISC the army and navy cou ld not 

come to grips with Lhe British home forces; this is slightly simplified 

because there was a submarine campaign going on against Britain 

while the Baulc of Britain was in progress. It ma} be the theme 

"hen enemy ground forces can be isolated or delayed ,,•hile air 

work!> directly against political or economic center!.. Similarly , it 

could be the theme if enemy power was confined to a relatively 

small area such as an island. Pantclleria, an island between Malta 

and Tunisia, surrendered after intensive air attack 22 and British

held Malta was on the verge of doing so . Air superiority may be the 

theme fot· a phase of a campaign that is leading to a point where sea 

or land becomes predominant. It should be the theme if the mili

tar) of the war is destruction of the enemy\ war economy. 

Lao;tly, it may be appropriate to select air superiorit\ under an e,·en 

wider \tlrict y of circumMancc<; if time is not a significant constraint. 

The last severaJ pat ·agraphs ha\'C suggested guidelin(·s f(>r deter

mining what the unit)ring lhcmc ora campaign should be. i\laking 
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th e decis ion will freq uent! )' be difli cult , but it is a task that cannot 

be shirk ed. Once decided, eac h panicipating com pon ent can sec 

what its role i'> and how it fits. When these things arc known, there 

il> less likely to be the jealousy and suspic io n that a re pan and par

ce l of suc h an imen sc human activity as war . .Jus! as one cannot 

imagine a n orc hestra pla r ing a th e me, one should be un

able to imagine a war withou t one. l lowcve t·, there ha\'C been many 

wars without a score. and ma ny where the conducto r used one 

sheet of mu sic and his players another. When his philosophy is un

derstood and his th emes established, the comm ander can plan and 

execu te the air campaign, whether it be the movement or a 

accompa nim ent. Onl ) by doing o can air power make 

its greatest poss ible co ntribution to winning the war in its totalit y. 

Conce ntration is probabl y the mos1 important prin ciple of air 

war. Therefore, the air comm a nder should make e\'e r y effort LO 

con\'i.nce his ground componem com ma nde r cou nterp art a nd the 

th eater CINC that th ey shou ld a ll choose some missio n which a 

concen traLCd application of air power co uld bring to fruition. In 

thi s decision pro cess, the command e r must re member how dan 

gerous it is to auempt o th er mission s befo re a ir su perior ity is won. 

It will also be worth emphasizing that ait· power has been more 

u'ieful in int erdict ion then in close support. Th e German artn) ' de

cide d too lat e on th e Russian front that it should have asked the 

Luftwaff e f(>r int e rdi ctio n rather than c lose air suppon. Given the 

crit ical importance of air super io rit ). and the hist<>rical succes:-. of 

interdictio n , it may be possib le to propose a comp romi se so lution 

to demands 1 ha t all three missio ns be carri e d ou1 simultane o usly. 

ll seems c lear th at air superiorit) ' must be th e first a ir priority 

because so much e lse-gro und operations, close suppon, a nd in

te rdi ction-is hea\'il) d ependent o n it. An interd ic tion effort 

shou ld not begin before the air superiority cam paign is obv io usly 

on the road to success. There is, howe ver, a n area for logica l co m

prom ise, an area that will be nefit both missions. There are systems 

which support both e nemy lan d a nd air operations. Their pt·ec isc 

ident ity will \'ary from war to war. hut lo r the foreseeable future 

th e petroleum ne t will be a strong candidate , as will the tra ns

ponation net if it can be hit behind the enemy airlields it is sup

porting. Ano ther potential target is the e ne m} 's theater command 

and contro l '>)'Stem. To the exten t that systems mutu a lly suppo rt-
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ing air and ground can be identified and struck, it makes good 

sense to mix imerdiction and air superiol'ity. 

Before undertaking any operation, the commander must make 

decisions about reserves. He must decide whether he is going to 

have them and when he is going to commit them. His assessment 

of the length of the war is importam to this decision. If the war 

will most likely end in one or two days or with one very short deci

sive battle, reserves may not be useful. If the war is going to last 

beyond a few days, then the commander probably should hold re

serves for the reasons previously enumerated. Once the decision 
is made to maintain reserves, the commander must then adopt a 

principle for comm itment. If the commander is going to commit 
the reserve, he should do it in mass to capitalize on shock and sur

prise. As to where he commits it, he has two choices: he can rein

force his own success or reinforce against an enemy success. ln 
ground war, the general American approach has been the latter 

and the Soviet approach the former. The Soviet approach is par

ticularly well suited for fast offensives while the American ap

proach has been the product of a more conservative defensive ori

entation and even as part of an offensive. 

Finally, air should play an enormously important role in most 

wars, but can only do so when it is employed as part of an inte

grated air campaign focused against the enemy centers of gravity 

identified by the theater commander as the most lucrative and 

whose destruction will most surely lead to atta inment of political 

and military objectives. 
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The Air Commander's View 

Charles L. Donnelly, F 

The operational level of war has been with us in various forms 

since the beginning of military history. However, in my experience 

there is not a wide understanding of this particular an. There are 

many reasons for this, the primary one being that the operational 

level is difficult to express unless there is a war in progress. In time of 

peace, military leaders are deep!)' involved in the Uaining of their peo

ple for the eventuality of war. Given the comp licated equipment mili

tary people now use and maintain and the inherem capabil ities of 

those weapon systems, training and readiness is a full time job. Also, it 

is not until the milit:.-'lry officer au.ains high rank that he is assigned to 

an operational level of command. 1t i at this point, however, when the 

reality of responsibility for this level of command has to be faced. 

Some years ago when I first took command of the Fiftl1 Air Force 

in Japan I was thinking strictly as a tactical commander, deciding 

where and how I would operate in today's battle, planning for tomor

row's battle, and maybe even giving some t11ought to the day after to

morrow's battle. Soon, however, it became obvious that minking t11is 

way simply would not work. For me to try to fighttoday's battle would 

be fatal because the people who a1·e tighting that battle in the 

squadrons and tl1e wings <u·e well trained and highly qualified to do 

their jobs. They are t11e ones in charge of daily tactical operations, so 

for me to sit back in t11e command center and try to move flights of 
airplanes around t11e battlefield would be counterproductive. 

The responsib ilities of command at the operational level really 

came home to me when I arrived in Europe. As commander of U.S. 

Air Forces in Europe (USAFE), I was also tl1e NATO commander for 

Allied Air Forces, Cenu-al Europe (COMAAFCE). This forced me to 

readjust my thinking to accommodate t11e fact that t11cre were two 
tactical air forces under my command and a var-iety of national air 

forces in t11e Central Region. Wit11 forces of t11at size and the accom

panying comma nd and control complexity, I really cou ld nol inter

fere with today's war or even tomorrow's war. As a sen ior comman

der at the operational level of war I had to look well into the future. 
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The senior commander at the operational lcH'I must always 

look at the larger picture. I k is not only responsible ror prosecm

ing the campaign in his area of responsibility. but he also must 

have a working knowledge of the political factors which affect and 

impact on the conduct of the war. He must be conscious of the 

goals and problems of the theater commander and be able to ad

just campaign plans accordingly. The operational level comman

der simply does not have all the details of intelligence and com

munications to let him know what a squadron, fo1 example, is 

doing. This is not the business of operational art. The operational 

le\'d commander must be able to guide his staff in such a way that 

they operate at his le\'el of responsibility and make no attempt to 

micro-manage the lower echelons of command. 

NATO's Cenu ·al Region is perhaps the best example of the var

ious levels of command responsibilities. CINCENT (the Comman

ckr-in-Chicf of AJlied Forces in the Central Region) is the opera

tional le\'el commander reporting to the theater commander, the 

Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR). com

mands two army groups: Central Army Group (CE0:TAG) and 

Northern Army Group (:--JORTJ lAG). The Allied Air Forces Cen

tral Europe (AAFCE) is air component. The two anny groups 

have four coJ-ps each and CO.MAAFCE has two allied tactical air 

forces (ATAF), the 2d and the 4th, under his command. Echelons 

below these commands arc the army divisions and the air tactical 

operations centers (ATOC). 

One can now sec the enormity of tJ1e tasks at hand in NATO's 

Central Region. The di,·isions and the ATOCs prosecute today's 

battle, mancm·ering tJ1cir forces for the best effect. The corps are 

following wday's balt ic while at the same time planning and 

preparing for tomorrow's battle. Their need for support such as 

air, intelligence, and logistics arc all considered and prioritized by 

the army group and ATAF siLting together, trying to their 

resources for the most telling effect on the enemy. CINCENT, hav

ing allocated forces for today's and tomorrow's battle, is making 

plans and establishing priorities for the baules which will occur 

days or e,·en weeks imo the future. 

Thi!> planning takes many forms. \\11crc best to US(' ground re

scr\'CS and where and how lO dcla) and disrupt th<' ('ncmy·s sec
ond echelon forces arc two of the most important considerations. 

CINCENT approYes or disapproves recommendations for counter-
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attacks considering the commitmelll of scarce resources necessary 

for the attack, decides the best missions for air and establishes pri

Olities accordingly, and ascertains the region 's logistic status . He 

must ask himself if he has adequate intelligence on enemy forma

Lions to make timely decisions and how the predicted weather will 

impact on futm-e plans. CJNCENT has all of this information avail

able, but to bring it all together so his decisions can be made and 

his gu idance sent to his subordinates is a large task. But he cannot 

possibly try to effect today's or tomorrow's battle through detailed 

instructions and directives from his level of command. 

Throughout all these events, COMAAFCE, the air component 

comma nder in the Cenu ·al Region, is developing plans to support 

CINCENT's guidance and issuing air directives to the ATAF com

manders. In the air directive, COMAAFCE moves air power be

tween the ATAFs, redirects critica l logistics and weapons and estab

lishes priorities for the future air effort such as air defense, 

offens ive counter air, and air interdiction. COMAAFCE must be 

ever mindl'ul that air power is a support element, and that air units 

must be in the right place at the right Lime to affect the land battle. 

Air intelligence must be collected, analyzed, and disseminated in 

such a way that a synergy exists with the ground intelligence and 

provides a complete picture of the battle CINCENT's forces will 

have to fight. Air command and control must understand events as 

they unfold and translate them into effective use of ait· power. Fi

nally, COMAAFCE must ensure that he does not interfer e with the 

ATAFs and their ATOCs as they fly and fight their battles. 

Collocated with Cl CE T, COMAAFCE has minute-by-minute 

access to the d iscussions, planning, and intelligence which go into 

CINCE T's guidance . His recommendations on air support will 

influence the decisions for future battles and campaigns . Thus, 

this air component commander must have all the attributes of an 

operationa l level commander in his thought process and in his ac

tions. Both headquarter s will be waiting for the movement of the 

ene my reserve forces forward. They will want the intelligence 

which can tell them where the choke points are so that air can 

slow the enemy second echelon by disrupting and destroying 

them. Air power genera lly cannot do everything at the same time 

on the same mission, but it is possible with intelligence to locate 

potential cho ke points. Air power is about the only thing that has 

the capabil ity to reach and hit choke points deeper than about 
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thirL} kilometers, generally the maximum range of field anHlerr 

There will be plcnt) of targets, but the actual selection of specific 

targets must be left to the tactical level 

lnLClligence agencies generally like to have about a 90 or 95 

percent assurance that they arc correct. Unfortwwtcl) '• comman

ders cannot a lways afford th<ll luxury. A commanckr might have 

to accept a 60 percent assurance, for example, and then evaluate 

the risk. Even with the significant intelligence capabilities avail

able today, gathering enough information for the command LO 

make a decision with 90 percent assurance takes too long. In spite 

of t lw fact that there is very rapid, almost inMan tancou'>, collec

tion , it still takes humans lO collate and anal)7c the information. 

There is virtually no system that can show an enemy l(>rce with 100 

percent accuracy. Other things associated with intelligence have LO 

be assessed before the commander can mak<' a proper decision. If 

the intelligence S}'Stcm can gi\'e a 50 to 60 percent assurance that 

an air auack delayed and clisnq)led the enemy, then thaL may be 

enough. We cannot afford to keep going back to one target just to 

be sure that it has been reduced by 80 percent. It il> a wal.tC of sor

ties going after that target again just to u-y and get it up to an arbi

trary goal of 80 percent or h ighcr destruction. 

I cannot su-ess enough that the operational level commander 

cannot worry about today's battle. H e can be conc<:rned about it 

but he shou ld not try to make any decisions about it. The informa

tion will simply not be available at the operational level to make 

timely decisions on todar's bauk. An operational level command 

center simply docs not have the kind of de tailed information that 

the ATOC and the army group will h<l\·e. That is by dc'>ign since a 

headquarter can flood it-.df with so much information that it "ill 

drown. There is no need w have a large staff when 1 he people to 

whom you ha,·e given the tactical responsibility arc the ones who 

arc going to make the critical and timely tactical decisions. 

At the tactical level commanders have well-ddinccl problems, 

but at the openujonal level such matters arc less clear. Revelation of 

the diHcrcnce con1es by being in an operational level headquarters 

and comparing the enormity of its job with that of" a tactical unit 

commander. Operational levd headquaners stafT arc tqing 

to set up priolilie and the) arr just as dcdinttt·d as tactical com

manders LO successf"ully completing the mission. As \\'C progress in 

rank and command we all trr to keep the higher h<'adquartcrs peo-
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pic off our back so we can do our job. All of a sudden, howe\'('r, 

when , <HI arc the higher headquaneri> person you can begin to rcc

ognite the pressures of the opcrmionallevel heaclquarte• ·s. 

Up LO this point, I have used the NATO battle to describe the an 

of the operat iona l level of war. But any confl ict, from low-imcnsity 

conflict to a strateg ic nuclear exchange, will a lways have a senior 

level commander who must operate at the higher level of thinking 

and planning. Certainly the Grenada operation had such a com

mander as did £L DOR.\DO C\ '\YO'\, the joint Air Force and 'my air 

raid on Libya. To bling w thb operational le,·cl of responsibility the 

kind of tactical thinking better 'lllitcd to wing or air division com

mand would be a disservice resulting in a fractured command struc

ture, confusion in mission execution, and perhaps most impor

tantly, lost battles. The operat ional level of war will never change, 

because there will always be a senior operationa l commander to co

ordinate the activities or ,·arious military forces in the campaign. 

The onl) thing the operational level commander can do is look at 

the big picture and give guidance. lie cannot give specific tactical 

order'> e'en though he may making such decisions. 

From the time you are a lieutenant until you are a three- or 

fow'-star general, being with the troops and learning how to employ 

them is the enjoyable pan of the military. But when you g('t to the 

operational level of war it is more like playing chess. You have to ob

sen ·e, and sometimes you have to bite your tongue and understand 

that wctical level commanders have their problems, too. Certainly 

you can help them, but they must a lso learn b)' them<;dves. I have 

alwar<; been a ,·cry heavy reader of World War II and that 

was Ill\ education to command at the operational level. There was 

no for mal education. but rather an accumulation of experience 

throughout the There i:, no \\'a) in peacetime you can ever 

simulate war totally. However. ) ou can get your troops and your air

men much better prepared than we hm·e ever been prepared be

fore to go to battle. But until that first shot is fired, no one will know 

how he or she will react once the battk has been joined. 



Operational Art in a Continental Theater 

/lans Henning von Sandrart 

.\ popula1· topic for discussion in military circles, the term "op

erationa l le\'el of war" has rabcd the question of whether th<.'rC J·e

ally is a n<.'cd to identify the domain that interrelates stJ'atcgy and 

Lactics and if so, what exactly is its focus? But perhaps a more im
portant question is whether it is necessary to re\'itali;c operational 

art in a climate of rapprochement and arms control in Europe. 

I believe strongly in the development of operational an that 

translates the objeCLi\'cS of our NATO strategy of maintaining peace 

and stability into operational concepts. These conc<·pts then scn·c 

to guick the course of militarr action during times of peace. In 

times or crisis and acLUal conflict they frame our <lcpi0)1mcnt prepa

rations and movements and, ultimate!). our tactical engagements 

and supporting operations under the same unificd, go\'erning oper

ational idea. The application of operationa l an is 1 imcless and is as 

important in peace and crisis as in war, especia lly if we arc no 

longer limited mcmallv fixation on a confromational 'olratcgic 
!>ituation. For example, in the rapidly devclopu1g :-.ecurit)• em iron

ment since the breakdown of the Berlin Wall in November 1989 the 

exercise of" this art was essential in translating a revised NATO su·at

into new ecmit) concepts for the purpose of protecting peace. 
Carl \On Claul>e,,iu included a chapter on 'The An of"\\'ar·· in 

his book. The principles he outli ned are still applicable w mod
ern warfare. Il owcvcr, Clau'lewitt. did not know how technical and 

invoh·ed war would become. Since lw did not liw· in the nuclear 

age, the concept of deterrence, or dissuasion in its present f(>rm, 

was unknown to him. His writing did not analyze the role of mili

tary force'> in maintaining peace and stabilit}' or the range or grad

uated militar) re ... ponscs which could be provided to political lead

ers as options for crisis managemcn t. These aspects also lend 

themselves naturallr to the app lication or operationa l an. 

Far from being something new or n·,·olutionan. examples or the 

usc of operational an can be f(>und throughout histOr). lt has always 

been the task of operational leaders to link the principles and con-
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ccpts for the usc of militar\' force'> to the political and technological 

nmd i Lions of the period, and CttJTCn t times arc no exception. 

For se\'eral years, discus.,iom. have been held on the app<u·ent 

op<.'rational gap between NATO's strategic on the one 

hand and its tactical doctrines on the othc1 ·. The operational level 

is not a new phenomenon, but in recent times it has been largely 

ignored in formal Western publications and when it has been ad

dressed, it has not been approachedjoimly. 

As the only 'joint" rommanclcr in the Central lkgion, I am 

particularly keen about operational an being practiced in peace

time as part of TO's peace-keeping strategy. The prcn•mion of 

war is the only possible strat<.'gic objecth·c in the nuckar age, in 

the context of competition between highly dc\'eloped industrial 

nations or coalitions which have nuclear capabi litic:-.. In addition 

to war prcYention. stability must be sought, and we rnu-;t also pre

pare to assist in the political management of crise<;. (lHap 1) 

The operational kvd of command IXo,·idcs llw link between 

the '>trategic and the tactical Jc, cis. headquarters at this 

lev(') com·ert military goals into an on·rall operational 

ronc<.'pt which then form'> the basis for the cmploymem of forces. 

In ))('ace and war an operational level headquarters should coordi

nate and direct all large-scale acli\'ities, to include high-le, ·e l 

peacetime training, planning of graduated options for political 

use in crisis management, preparing for the build-up and clcploy

mc•H of forces, and planning for the execution of joint and 

combined operations -,hould hostilities occur. 1 his k\'el is respon

-;iblc for integrating the \'arious functions in support of its concept 

of operations. The operational le,·c l of command -.tJ·i,·es to 

achieve the best bknd of the operational factor'> of time. space, 

and fo•·ce capabilities to achicn· operational objcctin·s within the 

parameters of the O\'Crall stratcf:,') as agreed by the NATO goYern

mcnts in a process of mutual harmonization. The understanding 

of operational principles and ronscquenccs is also th<.· basis from 

which to design and negotiate sensib le and realistic arms control 

options. including ,·cri lication and l-tabilizing measure:-.. 

The ope.-ationallc\'cl of war scn·es as the link betw<.·cn strategy 

and tactics. But the compkxit) of operational len:! functions un

ckrlinc the requirement fm maintaining a multinational, inte

grated command and -.wiT '>tructure even in a changing cm·iron

mcnt. As long as there is the political will to maintain :'\Sf() and 
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its integrated military cornponem this need will exist. To manage 

such complex operations as deployment, movement, and opera

tional maneuver in a coalition structure, both in planning and es

pecially in execution-which increasingly will rely on force gener

ation-trained multinational, integrated staffs must exist. Their 

members must know each other as ind ividuals and understand 

each other's national peculiarities and sensitivities. To attempt 
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creating or reconstituting such staffs during a crisis demanding a 

range of military options b a formula for operational disaster. 

We arc all familiar with the fundamental principles of war. 

J lowever, less well understood is that the imaginative application 

of these principles is at the core of operational art. Dogmatic 

thinking, narrow adherence to genera l defense plan perspectives, 

and sticking rigidly to a pre-planned sequence of operations must 

be avoided. The principles of war must guide the basis of opera

tional planning. but nexibility, initiative, and concentration of 

forces arc also vital; these Iauer aspects also apply in peace and 

war. Gaining the initiati\'C is almost always a precondition for suc

cess. The opponent be forced into a situation where he has 

to react. It is just as important for crisis management as for cam

paign planning to preserve freedom of action, or room to maneu

ver, and to keep availab le reserves in the form of alternative op

tions, resources, time, and space. 

In war, the tactical level controls engagemenLs and battles. The 

operational level aims at conducting campaigns successfully. Tac

tics aim at destroying enemr forces with fire and manCU\'Cr. The 

primary emphasis of the operational le\'el goes be)ond this and 

aims at disrupting the plans of enemy higher commands. \Vhereas 

the tactical level deals with current and short-term enemy capabil

ities, the operational level is interested in the mid- and long-term 

theater-wide enemy intentions and environment. 

If we accept that operational an is something between the tac

tical and strategic levels and that the operational principles at 

both levels are basicall) similar, it is very difficuh to pro,ide a clear 

definition of the operational level. As a consequence, there is a 

particularly area bet\\een tactics and operational art. In my 

mind, the opcrationaJJe, ·el is indicated by a situation in which fac

wrs outside the purely military framework strongly inOuence the 

commander's decisions. This creates a somewhat controversial de

bate about the operational levels of command. Is the corps at the 

operational or tactical level? Under certain circumstances, a corps 

may be involved at the operational level, especially in a coalition 

environment like r ATO, where the corps currenlly represents the 

highest national command Jc,el in the Central Region. As can be 

seen in the '·layer cake'' deployment of the national corps in Lhe 
old imerpretation of forward defense, the corp'> io; the linchpin 

between the operational and tactical levels. It is my personal belief 
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that, in certain circum stances, the corps represents the lowest op

erational level in the Central Regio n, even if it very often acts tac

tically. This is espec ially true in times where we get away from rigid 

general defense plan thinking and begin preparing for emergen

cies which may come from many directions. 

There is often a tendency to think of operational art on too nar

row a basis. Either one thinks of the classic definition of the move

rnem of large forces in the wider dimensions of time and space or, 

more often now, to identify operational art with decisive counterat

tacks by army group or regional reserves. Both are examples where 

operational art should be applied, bm they do not alone encompa ss 

it. The dimensions and geograph ical features of the Central Re

gion, the forces available at a critical moment, the availability of re

serves, and the overall logistical situation will determine how forces 

will be deployed, whether they are spread out or concentrated. 

More impor tam, such factors as the full integration of land 

and air, the integration of highly technical supporting opera

tions-such as wide-ranging surveillance and reconnaissance, elec

tronic warfare, and suppress ion of enemy air defenses-as well as 

cover and deception, on ly develop their full meaning at the opera

tional level. The fact that these cruc ial areas have been somewhat 

neglected for so lon g is partially rooted in a lack of attention at 

the operational level. These factors do not make much sense at 

the brigade or divisional level. 

In addition, mobilization, deployment, logistics in its widest 

sense, and civil and military cooperation under coa lition warfare 

conditions, can only be properly assessed and integrated at the op

eratio nal level. In an ever-shr inkin g and progressively media-influ

enced world, public information is also a factor of rnajot· opera

tional significance in peace and crisis as well as in war. National 

positions, capabi lities, and sensitivities have to be cons idered as 

well as the impact of operat ions on the psychology of allies and 

neutral neighbors. Examine your own thoughtS of Vietnam. the 

Falklands, Northern Ireland, Beirut, South Africa, the Iran-Iraq 

War, Panama, and the 1990 invasion of Kuwait by Iraq. Almost cer

tainly you will conjure up images derived from television or news

papers. Virtua lly every major disturbance and conflict comes into 

the focus of press camera lenses and is thereby directly trans 

ported into peoples' homes throughout the world. The manage

ment of this impact becomes more and more a part of operat ional 
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arl. Another aspect of our relations with the public is the need to 

carefully choose the right definitions and professional wording 

when describing our act ions and expressing our thoug hts to the 

media. For example, as the so-ca lled Cold War winds down it is 

particularly imp ortant to avoid too much warrior terminology, as 

at the wrong time this can have an adverse effect on the percep

tions of our citizens and undermine the support being sought. 

Obviously, more than just military factors influ ence the com

mander's decisions in the planning and conduct of campa igns at 

the operationa l le"el of command . The refo re, it is important to 

bear in mind that the operational leve l can usually be identified 

more clear ly by the kinds of decisions to be taken rather than by 

relating them to any spec ific command level. It is virtu ally imp ossi

ble simpl y to link a spec ific type of headqu arters to the app lica

tion of operational an. 

The joint nature of exercises and operationa l planning in the 

Centra l Region is the hallmark of our successfu l secur ity arrange

ments. To this end my joint hcadquaners, Allied Forces Central 

Europe (AFCENT) and my air component headq uarte rs, Allied 

Ajr Forces Centra l Europe (AAFCE) arc always collocated for ex

ercises , and wou ld be in the event of direct defence of the region. 

Only in this way is it possible LO make the necessary operat iona l 

level decisions. 

The effective int egratio n of land and air operations is an es

sent ial operationa l principle. Effective integration does no t re

qu ire all Centra l Reg ion air forces to be continua lly emp loyed in 

direct support of ground forces, nor docs it mean that joint com

mands are needed at a ll eche lons, bm it does require the phi loso

phy ofjo int planning to be app lied at all le,·els of command . This 

focuses both services' efforts on the operationa l object i,·es. Be

cause of their inherent characterisLics of speed, range, and !1exi

bility, the air forces are essent ial resources for the operat io nal 

commander. These character istics allow the rapid appl ication of 

concentrated firepower over gr·eat distances to produce a wide 

range of effects . They also permit the ac hievement of region-wide 

operational objectives in a matter of hours. compared to the clays 

required for the emp loyment of large land formations. 

The main goa ls of the Janel and air campaign arc to nculralizc 

or destroy an opponent's combat capab ility, to limit his freedom 

of action, and to disrupt his scheme of operations while. at the 
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same Lime, enhancing our own capabilities and providing friendly 

f(>I'CCS with the opportunity to seize the initiati\'c. Air forces would 

be employed acros the spectrum of conflict in both offensi, ·c and 

clefensi"e counter-air operations to allow friendly forces freedom 

to operate; and in offensive air support and air interdiction to de

feat the leading echelon and to delay, disrupt, and dcstmy enemy 

follow-on forces. \'\'hich follow-on forces will be attacked. and 

"hen and where to attacl.. them, must be decided at the appropri

ate lc,·cls of command. 

It must be cmphasit.ecl that fol low-on forces allack, FO FA, 

should not be considered as an independent operational concept. 

On the contrary, tactical cngagemenL'> by land forces and FO F.\ 

would be go\'crncd by one operational campaign plan. The FOFA 

battle, as part of the general interdiction battle, requires close co

ordination and cooperation between land and air forces at all lev

els. FOFA is the direct application of force against specified 

ground forces and their supporting structure. Therefore. the k<.·y 

role in determining the operational FOFA objectives in the con

text of the land forces scheme of maneuver rests with the land 

force commander, mainly at army group level, but in close coordi

nation with the appropriate allied tactical air force (ATAF) com

mander. Howe, ·er, our FOFA capabilities, especially our air attack 

assets, arc scarce; therefore, the operational FOFA requirements 

have to be balanced aga inst other opera tiona l tasks in the mission 

framework of offensive air support, air inLcrdiction, and most im

portantly, offensi\ ·e counter-air. The balancing of these competing 

requirements as pan of a coordinated region-wick land and air 

campaign plan is my main task as the joint commander. 

There arc many sources of information of military interest. At 

the operational level. all information systems must be integrated 

not only with our combat troops but also with other rlectronic syo;

tcms in the CC'ntral Region. In this way a loop is established which 

provides the commander with the right son of information to en

able him to decide the best course of action. The information

gather -ing can pro\'iclc an enormous amount of' material; 

howe\'cr, what is relevant £or the tactical commander is not neces

sarily relevant for the openuional commander, each having his 

own inlelligcncc requirement. T herefore, defining this require
ment is an imponant pan of operational an. T he operational 

commander must concentrate on hi'> opponent's future intention'> 
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while keeping one eye on current activiLies, and his supporting in

telligence systems have to be configured accordingly. 

Maintaining effective surveillance and reconnaissance systems in 

peacetime is, for me asCI CENT, one of the most priori

ties. The systems must be able to warn of any evenrs which threaten 

peace and stability, details of intentions and capabilities as 

early as possible. This becomes even more important in light of the 

current arms reduction proposals which, when implemented , will 

markedly reduce force levels and thereby render the earliest possible 

warning critical to IATO's preparation of an appropriate response. 

In times of crisis, it is vital to find out as early as possible about 

a potential adversary's military preparations. Information systems 

must provide the political leadership with the information neces

sary for crisis management to enable Limely and soundly based po

litical decisions for the implementation of appropriate measures, 

including military measures. The military contribution to crisis 

management can help maintain dissuasion and deterrence. A well 

informed poliLicaJ and military leadership with a range of gradu

ated military options wou.ld not only be better prepared militarily, 

but would also be more flexible and therefore more able to re

spond to evenrs at a critical moment. 

During a transition to war we must be able to identif)' the prin

cipal characteristics of the expected aggression. We cannot expect 

an opponent to concentrate all his forces close to a border, be

cause his operationa l flexibility •.vould be lost if he did. In addition, 

a high concentration of forces would present a lucrative target 

array. The early assumptions regarding enemy acLivity and proba

ble courses of action must be verified as quickly as possible to en

able plans to be made and to deny the enemy the chance of opera

tional surprise. A surveillance system for use by, or in support of, 

NATO in this situation must therefore have wide-ranging coverage, 

and must be able to identify reliably the areas and nawre of 

enemy effort. This will assist in the efficient use of NATO forces. 

The distinction between situation intelligence and target ac

quisition should also be noted. Situation intelligence is formed 

from general surveillance, detailed reconnaissance, and careful 

collation and interpretation; it provides the relevant intelligence 

for an accurate commander's evaluation of the situation. Target 

acquisition is real-time intelligence linked into the command and 

control and fire systems to enable identified targets to be engaged 
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rapidh and successfull). At the operational level, the big picture 

resulting from situation intelligence is used, as an example , to de

termine which of se,·eral follow-on forces is most dangcroul- to our 

own plans or most critical to the enemy's and therefore to cswb

lish objectives for FOFA. At the tactical level, target acquisi1ion is 

used to locate the specific critical clements of the designated fol

low-on force which, when attacked, will accomplish the opera

tional objectives. Both types arc necessary, bm each may hm·e dif

ferent system requirements working at different speeds. Situation 

intelligence and target acquisition complement and support one 

another. SiLUation intelligence ma) be used, for example, to focus 

target acquisition sensors on a panicular location to find a specific 

target. In turn, target acquisition information conu·ibmcs to and 

updates the larger intelligence picture. 

[n times of crisis and war, deception will be an important part 

of planning any aggressive action against NATO territory. By mis

leading NATO as to his own intentions, preparations, and capabil

ities. the opponent's surprise would be assured. Exu·acting the in

formation of' itaJ intelligence interest from the huge \'Oiume of 

information being collected, both deliberate disinformation and 

information which is real but not relevant, is a task which must 

not be underestimated. Three different sorts of intelligence arc 

needed at the operational level. First, in peacetime, NATO com

manders need to know what a potential opponent is doing-in 

terms of political intentions, military capabilities, cxc·t·ciscs, and 

deployments-and to have early warning of any indicators which 

might show a concealed build-up of offensive capabilities. Second. 

in of crisis, near real-time situation intelligence and anal) sis 

about changes from the peacetime -;ituation become the main pri

ority. Third, as has been !)CCn, the accurate identification of 

encm) formations and positions is required so that NATO can 

conc cmrate its own forces to deal with the Lhreat; this <'xtcnsion 

ofsituation intelligence is itsrlf"a form of target acquisition. 

Consequently, any NAT O strategic or operational surveillance 

system of the 1990s must he geared to accommodate a n•,·ised 

NATO strategy for peace, CJ·bb. and conflict; new operational con

C<' pL'>; and th e e\'emual force <;trucwres resulting from arm-. con

trol negotiations and AATO defence planning. Apart from its op

erational \'alue. such a system would also increase )';,\TO's 

contt ibution lO \'eriftcation and confidence-building measures. 
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With the rapid ad\'ance of technology, speed of reaction and 

reliable communications become ever more important. fn the 

event of armed connict, the effective defense of the Central Re

gion would depend on timely political decisions. This, in turn , is 

linked to identifying the indicators of a potential aggressor's in

tentions and then conveying their interpretation to political lead

ers . This process will become even more significant as arms con

trol measures, demographic trends, and reduced defense budgets 

lead to a growing reliance on mobilizable forces and external re

inforcements, in 01·der to form an operationally viable defense 

posLUre. The trust and confidence built up in peacetime between 

the military and political establishments, in both national and in

ternational communities, will innuence the political perspective of 

the credib ility of the military assessment. It is therefore important 

to have a regular and wide-ranging dialogue between the milita1·y 

leadership and the governments of the Central Region. This is a 

classical aspect of operationa l art. 

Modern weapon systems are very powerful but they can con

sume enormous quantities of ammunition and fuel. Personnel 

need water and food. A huge range of defense stores and other 

materiel is needed for the successfu l conduct of defensive opera

tions. Supplies and reinforcements from the United States, the 

United Kingdom, and other Centra l Region nations require close 

coordination and channelling a long designated supp ly routes on 

a very large scale . At the operational level, a long-term perspective 

on logistics suppon is essent ia l to ensure that highly soph isticated 

equipment and scarce but critical reserves can be used ro the best 

effect. In this context we must be aware of our cont inuin g need 

for greate r imeroperability and better standardization . Our new 

systems must al l follow existing ATO standards, and new stan

dards shou ld be created for areas not yet covered. To have options 

for the employment of forces reduced because of a lack of inter

operability detracts from the conduct of operational art. There

fore. in the search for the best technological systems for our na

tional forces we must not lose sight of the operational level logistic 

implications in their widest sense. 

Greater multinational integration within l ATO, as called for 

by U1e NATO Summit in j uly 1990, will extend the need for higher 
Jc,·els of interoperability and standardization beyond the crucia l 

areas of equipment and logislic suppon. For the effective exercise 
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of operational an. forces must have common concepts, doctrine, 

and tactics; standardized operating procedures; and effeCLive in

terpersonal communicat ion , which is best achieved by a common 

language at and above the level where different nationalities have 

to operate together. These aspects have far-reaching training im

plications. For NATO to be ready to fulfill its mission in the Cen

tral Region, the training of high-level multinational headquarters 

is already a \·ita! task at echelons above corps. As mult.inationaliza

tion is pursued, these aspects of training will have to be applied 

down to multinational corps headquarters. 

Hosr nation support, the care and contro l of refugees in case 

of armed conHict, casua lty evacuation, traffic contro l, access to 

local resources, and the maintenance of communication networks 

and main supply routes are all part of civil military cooperation . 

In this context, frequent operational level coord ination with the 

various national commands and organizations produces the best 

results. The opera tional level commander shou ld be aware of the 

wide impli cations of his decisions in political, socia l, environmen 

tal, and financial terms, in peace, crisis, and war. Such considera 

tions are an integral part of operationa l art in our successful coa li

tion of free nations. 

To maintain peace and stabi lity and to deter any aggression, we 

are taSked by our political authorities to maintain a credible defense 

posture at lower lc,·els. We are also tasked with being ab le to react 

to any kind of military aggression and to sustain ope rations as nec

essary. In this way we provide the capability to restore deterrence if 

aggression occurs, as well as providing the time and the necessary 

platform for our governmentS to terminate a wa1· on political terms. 

In peacetime we must demonstrate vigi lanc e, determination, 

and cohesion, and in times of conflict we must retain the capabil

ity to conduct large-scale, comb ined land and air operations after 

sufficient preparations. These requirements call for a minimum 

but credible and ready multinational peacetime presence in the 

Central Region. They also necessitate the ability to contribute LO 

crisis management and reconstitute our main defensive capab ili

ties in time of war and the abi lity to conduct two interrelated cam

paigns from lhc outset of hostilit ies: the comb ined land and air 

campaign and the related counter-a ir campaign . Finally, provision 

must be made for de-escalation and conflict termination. 
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The imaginaLiw • applic<Hion of the principle!> of war is the core 

of operational art. S) nchronit.ation of the operational factors of 

Lime, space, and force capabilities, consistent with the operational 

is the goal to be achieved. Operational an is much more 

than a bundle of plans in secure containers. To plan only to 

counter potential cncm) ' actions at the brigade, division, corps, or 

air sortie level is to mi-;unclcrstand the NATO mission. Our mis

-;ion exists in peace, cri..,i-;, and war. To be able to react appropri

ately to any challenge requires an imaginati\'e, educated, 

and 11exible memality. 

The security challenges of the future ma) be quite diffe1·ent 

from those for which :'\ATO has been preparing during its first 

fort) )'Cars. The Iraqi im·asion of Kuwait in August 1990 and tJ1e 

cons<..·quences of that act of blatant aggression, have gi\'Cn early 

signs that, as the balance of forces in the Central Region is im

pro\'Ccl by an agn .:cmcnt on cOll\'CnLional fo rces in Europe, NATO 

force.., assigned w the Central Region may have to pla n , for the 

first time, deployment optiom to NATO's 11anks. This will be a de

manding requi1·ement, one that will require many improvements 

within the forces and. above all, commanders with the right mcn

talit) and a firm grasp of the principles of operational an. 

Looking witJ1 hope towards a fuwre European environment of 

peace, sectllit) ', stability, reduced political tensions, and solely defen

sive military clocu·ines, there is the notion that operational an is su

perfluous. In some circles, tlw revived emphasis on operational an 
in the military arena is considered inappropriate. Such thinking 

ran only arise if operational an is taken as mom with offen

-.i\'c military docu ·ine; however, this is clearly not the case. The exer

ci<;c of operational an is every bit as important in p<.'ace and crisis as 

it is in war, for military defense planning as well a!> for arms conu·ol. 

£\·en in an en\'ironmcnt of conventional military parity a t re

duced levels, : ATO's mission will remain the same. We must con

tinue to maintain ::;ecurit)' and stability in peace and freedom, and to 

prevent any political imimiclation by military power. The composi

tion and structure of l'\ATO'-; military forces will change to reflect 

the dc\'cloping senwity em ironmcm, as stated by the I\: ATO Summit 

in 1990. Howc\'er. tht· operational dimension-; of the Central Re

gion mbsion will not change, although the influence of political and 

-;tratcgic factors on military opcraLions \\ill increase. It therefore be

romt•s more imponam to develop the right militar) assessment of 
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the security environment and of operational capabilities so that 
NATO can formulate the appropriate force requirements. 

Agreement on conventional forces in Europe and other arms
conu·ol negotiations will increase mutual secwity. A progressive insti
tutionalization of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe process and an increased involvement of the European Eco
nomic Community in security perspectives will have the same effect. 

NATO has a role to play in all these processes, acting as the expres
sion of the cohes ion and common purpose of the alliance members , 
while linking North Amedca-necessary for the maintenanc e of a 
balance of power in Europe-into European security arrangements. 

However, beyond a first agreement on conventional forces in Eu
rope , future negotiations should concentrate on force-generation 
capabilities and the establishment of confidence-building measures . 
These are classic ingredients of operarjonal art. Therefore, it is not a 
conu·adiction to revitalize and develop operational art in moving to
wards a more stable and safer Europe . lL is the duty of the military 
leadership to do this to fulfill I ATO's mission and to ensure that 
the lengthy peace and stability in Western Europe is maintained and 

by the entire European communit y. 



Operat ional Art in a Maritime Theater 

William Small 

Although the concept of operational an grew out of continental 

it applies to maritime thea ters as well. The Southern Re

gion of the 1\onh Atlanti c Treaty Organization han excel

lent examp le of an established maritime theater which can provide 

useful practical lessons in the application of operationa l an. The 

Commander- in-Chi ef, Allied Forces Sou th (CINCSOUT I I), must 

prepare for war from the operational perspective with a wide variety 

ofjoint an d comb ined forces. 

Th e sou thern flank of ATO is large. This theater, or area of 

responsibi lit y, encompasses the and Black Seas, 
Italy, Greece, Turker, and some military facilitie ebcwhcr<.' in the 

region, as Gibraltar, which arc committed to 1\ATO in time of 

war. There a1·e twenty-three countries within and immediate!) abut

ting tlw C l1 CSOUTH area of two-thirds of which 

belong to neither NATO nor the Warsaw Pact. T his is important 

since NATO docs not p lan or rationalit.e force requirements for 

con tingenc ies involving other than Warsaw Pact threats, although a 
prudent com mander must keep such possibilities clear!)' in mind 

in developing a concept of operatio ns for the theater. 

The Som hern Region '><>nw significam differences when 

compared to the usual :'\ATO per-;pecti\'e of Centra l Europe. (,\lap 

2) Since the land area::. are not comiguous, it is clear!) a maritime 

thc<Hcr. For example. the clefcnsi\'e area of northern llal) is sepa
rated from that of Greece by Yugoslmia and Albania. while the land 

areas in Thrace an d eastern Turkey arc even farther apart. The link 

between these national lan d areas is the internati ona l sea lanes. An

other factor in which the Sout hern Regio n differs from Central Eu
rope i'> that on I) small areas of the lt\TO counu·ies and portions of 

their forces arc commiueclto the alliance in Lime ofw<u·. In Italy, for 

example, the NATO-defended area only that territor> northeast 

of the Po \'alley; the remainder of the counu·y. including the 

l'\ATO headquarters at 1\aplc'> and the major C .S. and NAfO facili

ties in Sicil). is within the Italian national area of responsibility. 
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Traditionally, the Mediterranean Sea has been the glue that holds 

this ti-agmentecl NATO command Maintenance of the sea 

of communication (SLOC)-on which reinforcement and re

supply of the region depend-is vital. Should Allied dominance of 

the Mediterranean fail, the land and air concept of opcnu.ion for de

fending continental Europe would eventually fail. NATO sea control 

of the Mediterranean is the cornerstone of t.'he CI C's theater con

cept of operations, and it is presumably the recognition of this prior

ity that causes CINCSOUTH to be a naval officer. 

The traditional view of the Mediterranean's importance also 

high lights changes affecLing current perspectives of this sea. First, 

the completion of oil pipelines from Iran and iraq thmugh Syria 

and Turkey to the eastern Mediterranean and across Saudi Arabia 

to the Red Sea, have dramatically re-directed the now of oil. Com

pletion of second phase of the Suez Canal improvement program, 

which straightened out the kinks and increased its depth to 53 feet, 

has also altered the rouLing of other strategic materials throughout 

the region. The dominant sea line of commun ication from Asia to 

Europe no longer rounds the Cape of Good Hope, and it is the 

eastern Mediterranean, rather than the Straits of Gibraltar, to 

which European nations now look when concerned about the mar

itime security and tbe price stability of essential goods. Second, the 

Turkish Straits ha,·e become more important in the expansion of 

Soviet world trade; almost 60 percent of Soviet non-bloc exports 

and imports flow through the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles. 

The traditional view of maritime strategy for the Mediter

ranean Sea held that NATO naval forces cou ld fall back into the 

Western bastions in the ear ly days of war, defending the ap

proaches to Gibraltar and fighting their way eastward to extend 

the sea lines of communicaLion as the COtTelation of forces and lo

gistics ''tail" permitted. Thi s concept of naval operations is no 

longer viable, if it ever was. NATO navies must remain in control 

of the entire sea from the first indications of war. To do this, 
1ATO ground and air forces must maintain control of the exit 

from the Black Sea. Defense of the Turkish Straits is therefore the 

second linchpin of Southern Region dcfensi,·e plans. From the 

naval perspective sea control must receive high priority across the 

region, and there must be early air support provided to Thracc. 

The basic concept of operations lor the land campaigns in the 

theater is to hold those points where the terrain favors the defender. 
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This historic concept explains why national borders so often con

form to natural barriers. In Italy, the northeast invasion routes are 

limited by the Alpine ranges . The Gorizia Cap immediately north 

and west of Trieste is the most vulnerable pass, since the fe-w passes 

fan.hcr north generally turn the im·ader in to Germany in the Cen

tntl Region of ATO. Immediately west of this coastal pass lie a se

ries of major rivers, each of which provides a line of defense. Sea

sonal raiJ1S and AJpinc drainage make invasion even more difficult, 

and a defender-to-attacker ral.io of one to three has a good chance of 

containing the current Warsaw Pact threat within a short distance of 

the lu:uian border. The likelihood of success in this area increases as 

Italy conLinues to modernize forces in comparison to Warsaw Pact 

regional counterparts. The probable success of the Italian campaign 

has been heightened as well by politica l events within Yugoslavia, 

which clearly act aga_inst any invader, including a request for mil

itary assistance from the Italians if a V\'arsaw Pact invasion occurs. 

ln eastern Greece, the mountain range forming the border 

with Bulgaria is formidab le. Although NATO maneuver space to 

the south is severely limited, the h istor ic invasion routes, such as 

Roupel Pass, are well defended, and in recent wars the invaders 

ha,·e had to go west through southern Yugoslavia to penetrate 

these mountains and reach the Grecian plains. As elsewhere, local 

air superiority is of critical importance lO the ability of the NATO 

armies to hold important ground. 

In Turkish Thrace, which abuts the area defended by Greece, 

the terrain is less char itable. Rolling hills dominate the region and 

the high ground is generally to the north. It is ideal tank coumry 

for invading forces, and the Turkish defenders must be mobile to 

react to maneuver tactics. But Thrace is absolutely essemial for the 

defense of the Turkish Straits and to block the Soviet rOLlle into 

the Mediterranean. Additional threats to the defenders arc posed 

by the possibility or amphibious operations along the Black Sea 

coast near the mouth of the Bosphorus and by airborne assaults 

along the Marmara liuoral. 

Finally, in eastern Turkey, one of two places where NATO 

forces directly confront those or the SO\·iet Union, the terrain is 

mountainons with vast. high, unpopulated plains. Here territory 

c<m be traded for time in orde1· to stretch an invader's logistical 

support. This strategy has worked in sixteen past wars, and previ

ous invaders have never made it west of Erzurum in east central 
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Turkey. This i LOugh land-more than 50,000 Turkish troops 

once died here in a week from cold alone. II is also isolated

there arc few roads and c•,·cn fewer POL pipelines. 

The nominal threat in all these areas is about three division 

equivalents to each defending one. This is a manageable ratio if 

the lorces are comparably equipped. Such comparability has not 

historically been the case, but the polilical and economic 

strengths of TATO and corresponding weaknesses on the other 

side arc clearly evening the disparity and in some cases tilting the 

balance in our favor. These trends are paniculady important to 

the CINC in the Southern Region, because he must increasingly 

base his theater concept of operations on the premise that a gen

eral war with the Warsaw Pact nations will remain conventional

initial stockpiles and logistical sustainability must be based on an 

extended campaign. (Chart 3) 

In the Southern Region, if not in all of Europe, nuclear weapons 

arc more a political than a military force. Tactical nuclear weapons 

arc of short range, gencrall) artillery, and when emplo)'ed will usu

ally fall on NATO soil. Longer range theater nuclear weapons are 

generally targeted beyond the areas of tactical concern. Possible re

quests from tactical commanders for the use of such weapons would 

probably result more from anxiety or frustration rather than from 

valid tactical needs. Theater nuclear weapons arc clearly deterrents, 

but we would do well to minimize their use as a remedy lor conven

tional deficiencies. Some will not agree, but 1 believe thm one ele

ment of operational an the CI TC in lhis theater must apply is the 

recognition lhat theater nuclear weapons are not a solution to tacti

cal problems. The political clamor about the pre ·cncc and potential 

usc of such weapons is almost totally lacking in the Southern Re

gion. E\'en in Greece under Papandreau, agitation b)' a few for nu

clear-free-zone agreements was largely ignored. But that apparent 

lack of political interest docs not make it a military solution. 

ln theater campaign planning, the importance of air power is 

vital. COwWRSOUTH, the ATO regional air commander whose 

headquarters is collocated with CINCSOUTH in Naples, has re

sponsibilit)' for standardi/.ing air crew training and maimenance 

procedures, qualif}'ing personnel and certifying aircraft, logistic 

and infrastructure planning, and force readiness. lie is not an op

erational commander in thc sense of directing employment or ex

ercising tactical comrol, and he has liule opportunity to affect in-
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dividual campaign tactics. These funcLions are performed by the 

allied tactical air force (ATAF) commanders, co llocated with the 

regional ground commanders at Verona in Italy, Larissa in Greece, 

and lzmir in Turkey. 

Every Cl C, based upon his personal experiences with tactical 

air, has an opinion regarding how such forces arc best employed. 

My own view is that of a naval aviator whose background has been 

in attack aircraft. l concluded during my tenure as CINCSOUT H 

that the primary importance of tactical air in the Southern Region, 

particularly in the early days oF war, is lO achieve and maintain a de

gree of air superiority over the critica l battle areas, with a secondary 

object ive of selective deep interdiction against follow-on forces and 

lines of logisLic supply. My own assessment of close air support and 

similar evo luti ons in which free-fall ordnance rnust be dropped 

within the Forward tactica l area is that technology has changed the 

risk-to-reward ratio for high performance aircraft so much that 

ground commanders are genera lly better served through a greater 

commitment to air superior ity. Man-portable surface-to-a ir missiles 

have become more cost effect ive than air-dropped rnunilions, and 

whatever morale value may have been historically derived by 

gro und (orces from close air support by high-performance tactical 

aircraft is out·weighed by projected attr ition rates which must be re

alistica lly calcu lated at 3 to 5 percent per day. 

The management of such dual-mission aircraft is an import ant 

issue in this theater because land and air commanders are collo

cated in t.heir NATO war headquart.ers. The army commander is al

ways one rank senior to the air commander, and there is inevitable 

pressure to change the role of dual-mission aircraft from air superi

ority and interdiction to the support of tactical ground forces. The 

proper emp loyment of aircraft in such a construct is trulr a crucia l 

element of operat ional art, and the CINC can contribme through 

frank discussion of these issues, listening carefully to his local com

manders and accommodating their views in the allocation of forces 

and reconciliation or regional pl<tns. In such discussions, it is criti

cal to consider regional air as a maneuver force which potentially 

u·anscencls individual tactical areas; it is an operationa l asset which 

must be played in the larger game or overall theater defense. 

Tn this general discussion of air employment, it is imponant lO 

outline another CI C concern. The ATAFs have traditionally 

been based on national borders, which makes littl e sense in time 
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of a NATO war. Fighters at Izm ir, Turkey, for example, under 

Commander Sixth ATAF amhority, arc only a mi le and a half from 

the former Greek (Seventh ATAF) air boundary. the ten·ito

rial limilS of these countries by imcrnational law coincide with the 

midpoint hetween the Turkish coast and the Greek islands imme

diately offshot ·e. The Greek insistence on the continuation of 

these national bordero; as boundarie'i for the ATAFs has been a 

m<uor cause for the dcla) in the formal reintegration of Gn·ek 

forces into the NATO structure. 

Of equal concern is the proximity of Warsaw Pact airfie lds to 

1 ATO borders. A Soviet Backfire bomber, for example, tak ing off 

from a Crimean airfield (one of the more distant cases) would be 

over the Turkish border before the NAT O radar warning S)'Stcm 

could provide enough warning time to put an intcrceplOr on the 

<;ccne. This is no secret; it's a simple matter of time and distance 

Oown when normal detection, reporting, and command and con

trol dela)S arc considered. To t.his must be added the problem of 

transiem air control of, for example, Greek ai rcraft trying to cross 

Turkish airspace, carr ier-based aircraft overf lying for interdiction 

purposes, o1· cruise missiles launched from a variet}' of places and 

platforms moving through the area. Even with a :-\ATO-wick IFF 

(identification friend or foe) system, the de-conniction problem is 

serious, and without constant practice it is imposs ible to so lve in 

the carl) ' days of war. 

Fortunately, technology and commitment have prov ided a par

tial answer. NATO AWACS (the NATO ,·crsion of an airborne warn

ing and control system) is a godsend to the Southern Region. In

stead of a mountain-top radar reporting to a command post via 

fragile land lines about the appmaching Backfire and the subse

quent relays to base and pilot, AWACS can see the Backfire take orr 

in time to scramble and vector an akn lighter directly; it matters not 

to the AWACS airborne battle manager whether the alert fighter is 

on a Greek or Turkish airfield, or on a catapult at sea. A\VACS brings 

great relief to both military and political problems in regional air de

fense and pro, ·icle a logical basis for eliminating the artificialities 

that have so long constrain<'d effective usc of airspace and aircraft. It 

is a perfect case in which employment doctrines can be adjusted to 

the reality of C\Oiving technology, at least if t.he difficult problems as

'iOciated \\ith relinquishment oflocal command can be resolved. 
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With respect to sea-based air, I continue to believe that the pri

mary role of the carrier is to support the land campaign. This can 

often be done by moving in close, allowing the air superiority com

ponents of the carrier battle group to be integrated into those of 

the supporti ng ATAF. The needed coordination of suike forces is 

thus simp lified, and the synergism of support functions, often resi

dent only in the carr ier air wing (e.g., standoff jammers) is magni

fied. V/hile the top naval p1iority remains sea control, this is large ly 

a matter of antisubmarine warfare, and carrier aircraft are not well 

suited to that task beyond the initial necessity of local defense. 

The use of sea- and land-based NATO air power in the context 

of operational art is complex; it is difficult to conduct appropriate 

training , and in some respects it defies the plann ing process. As 

has been noted, one must create a se t of regional plans in which it 

becomes clear to local commanders that tactical initiatives must 

be seized by tl1em, based upon their evolving comprehension of 

the course of their campa ign, within a broader concept of opera

tions. A menu of forces and capabilities can be provided, but tl1e 

choice s often cannot be predetermined. One will never know the 

magnitude of the threat until it materializes. In the Southern Re

gion tact ical com manders will thus never be sure of the availability 

of reinforcements until they actua lly arrive. 

I believe it shou ld be clear by now that CINCSOUT H is not a 

tactical commander; he is an operat iona l commander in peace 

and a memor for the plans that serve 1ATO's political object ives 

and yet assure a coherent, unified response to hostile events . He 

has an operationa l perspective of war. In the Southern Reg ion na

tional forces committed to NATO will largely conform to national 

war-fighting policies and will coordinate their actions with other 

national forces in the sur roundi ng areas. CINCSOUTH's relations 

with the various national ministers of defense and ch iefs of de

fense staffs must therefore be as good as those of the Supreme Al

lied Commander , Europe (SACEU R) . During the period I was 

CINCSOUTH, the minister of defense in Greece was also the 

prime minister , and the chief of tl1e Turkjsh genera l staff was also 

the president of Turkey, which help ed a lot. 

Only at sea does CINCSOUTH have an opportunity to direct 

forces itl ttaditio11al \vays, but here too the problem is comp licated 
by organizatio nal realities. There a1·e two subord inate naval com

manders in the Mediterranean. On reporting to NATO conu·ol, 
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Commander U.S. Sixth Fleet (CO.\ lSIXTHFLT) becomes Cormmm

dcr, Suiking Forces, Southern Europe (STRIKEFOR SOUT IJ ). Com

mander, Na\'al Forces Southern Europe (COM J AVSOUTH). an 

Itali an admiral, commands the remainder of JATO naval units, 

which arc principally suitable for sea conLro l (anti-ship and antisub

marine warfare). At the time of this transition, COMSlXT I IFLT re

linquishes his submarines and maritime palrol aircraft to COMNAV

SOUTI I, recognizing that those forces mar be critical to the defense 

of the can·icr battle groups and amphib ious forces as they take their 

powe r projection positions. \ 'cry close liaison is required during this 

critical pc,;od by these commanders, and in 111) opinion the com

mands shou ld be m01·e closely unified before Ll1e onset of war. In 

any eYcnt, th e responsibilities for clay-to-day direction of forces afloat 

pass to th ese commanders, even though logistic support of the incli

vidual units remains a national responsibility. 

This is an appropriate place to comment on Ll1c contribut ion of 

france and Spain to the Southern Region's operationa l concept, 

since the forces im·olved arc primarily na\'al in character. French 

land-based air on the Rhiera and in Corsica can support Lhc Itali an 

land campa ign . bul the dominant forces arc French n;,wal units 

based at Toulon and Spanish na,·al forces at CadiL and Cartagena. 

French naval forces in the Mediterranea n are well versed in NATO 

doctrine and integrated into NATO operations. Although Pari s re

se rves their overall direction, th e French admiral at Toulon who 

commands French naval forces in the Mediterranean has a great 

deal of discretionary latitud e in their operational emp lovment, in

cluding full integration of the carriers Foch and Clemencerw inlO 

STRJKfORSOUTH battle group<> and the emp loyment of French 

nuclear -;ubma rin es in coordi n ation and with the ckarance of 

COMNAVSOUT H . To impr o\'e intcroperability, French and U.S. 

naYal airc r-aft often conduct ·'cross-deck" exe rcises in which planes 

take oiT from one carrier and land on the deck of another, an espe

cially noteworthy achievement when the planes and ship s arc from 

difrcrcnt counu ·ies. 

The Spanish Na\'y significant !)' augments British Royal Air 

force (R.AF) aircraft at Gibraltar for survei llance and comro l of 

the approac hes to the Straits. While th e status of Gibraltar rc

maim a thorn) political issue between the two there has 

been little adverse impact on the coordination and control of 

combined naval forces operating in the area. Spanish vessels are 
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good at the type of ant isubmarine warfare required in the straits. 

The collective sea power of NATO Mediterranean allies is truly 

overwhelming. The difficulty is in employing it effectively at the 

earliest possible time to thwart Soviet initiatives. 

Sea power is the one discretionary element of military power 

available to the theater CINC of a maritime thearer. Il can be com

mitted where the need is greatest if the forces are made available 

in a timely fashion. Since employment concepts are discretionary 

and must be based on the opponent's own concept of operations, 

a specific discussion of any plan is not possible. It has already been 

noted that the "fall-back-West, fight-East" theory for the Southern 

Region is outmoded and that control of the Turkish Straits is the 

key to sea control; thus car rier support to the Thrace campaign is 

a likely priorit) '· But specifical ly how the sea campaign will actually 

play out depends on reinforcements, and it is time to briefly sum

marize that plan. 

The U.S. commitment to NATO in terms of land reinforce

ments is currently the rapid reinforcement plan. This plan puts 

U.S. Army troops in Italy and Thrace and U.S. Marines in Greece; 

when and how they will arrive depends on the scenario develop

ment. In all cases, it must be assumed that the arrivals take place 

in friendly territory and that the reinforcemems are assimilated 

into the existing chain of command. This poses a unique problem 

for the Marines, who are organized and trained to fight as an au

tonomous air-ground team; their capab ilities could well be dimin

ished if this hard-earned teamwork were broken up through as

signments to the separate NATO gaining commands. 

NATO policy does not coumenance formal planning for "out

of-area" threats. \tVhile awareness that Libya, Syria, or some other re

gional state could become a co-belligerent exists, NATO planning 

for such eventualities must first take place at the nationa l levels. Pre

sumably, in time of real crisis these will be overtly accommodated in 

NATO planning, but in the imerim the CINC must take a public 

position that out-of-area (non-,t\Tarsaw Pact) threat<; do not exist in 

de cribing his concept of military operations . NATO strategy is sim

ply to defend NATO territory without a war; because NATO 

is a defensive alliance, attacking imo Warsaw Pact terriLOry is not a 

strategic option. ll is reassuring that such a defensive orientation is 

increasingly re£1ected as well in Warsaw Pact planning. 
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1 ATO responds to clear member needs wiLhin ATO territory. 

Allacks on members outside the defined area, and hostile acLS which 

are not clearly of Warsaw Pact origin are less forthrightly considered . 

It is important to note that an overt ·warsaw Pact attack on NATO is 

the least likely scenario. A political eruption within a NATO cow1try 

in which a Warsaw Pact member is pet·ipherally involved is the far 

more likely genesis for a confrontation in which real hostilities might 

break out. This is important because it suggests that a war will 

not start with a coordinated preempti, ·e suike of classic proportions: 

it is more likely to be a series of ragged volleys increasing 

numbers of people over a substantial period of time. In any evcm, 

time and technology are on the side of increased warning. This fa\'or

ablc u·end is heightened by the increasing disarray of Warsaw Pact 

leaders and forces immediately confronting the Southern Region na

tions. ln Europe on bOLh sides, the monolithic nature of national au

thorities is breaking clown. Bulgadans watch Turkish television, and 

smuggling knows no borders. The distinction between "stay-behind 

forces" a11d foreign labor is increasingly less clear. These are impor

tantruld encouraging events, because they increase the probabi lity of 

warning and decrease the possibility of a NATO war. 

Before we shifl to a discussion of operations, it is worthwhile to 

mention the problem of rules of engagement (ROE). ROE bridge 

an almost irreconcilable gap bel\veen 1 he desires of the politica l au

thorities to avoid war and the needs of a un it commander to defend 

his force against a hostile act. The basic peacetime ROE for most 

national forces is that "Every commander and individual has both 

the right and the responsibi lity to defend his command and himself 

against a hostile act." This ROE has no direct application for CINC

SOUTH in most peacetime situations, because ATO forces do not 

exist until Lime of war. As forces change operatjonal command to 

l ATO following lhe appropriate degree of alert, they generally en

counter ATO ROE which are generally more resu·ictive than the 

national rules they relinquish . This accounts for some of the delays 

in changing operational cormmmd imposed b)' 'ATO member na

tions. In Italy, for example, troops which may have taken defensive 

border positions under national standards for readiness may have 

to be recalled to their garrisons when the ATO ROE for the same 

condition of readiness are put into effect. Any NATO theater CINC 

must understand such nuances relating lo changes of command 
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and operationa l control and reach understandings (oflen informal) 
with those concerned well in advance of their need . 

Maritime ROE are particularly troublesome, because unlike 
ashore, the open sea belongs to no nation. Troops can commit a hos
tile act simply by crossing a border; ships arc free to threaten one an

other by rnaneuveting close to each other without regard to location , 
if outside nationaltenitoriallimits (usually 6 to 12 miles in the South
ern Region). Naval commanders often want authotity to preempt an 

attack on the basis of hostile intent; that is, freedom to shoot first 
when they believe an attack on them is imminent. This authotity is 
certain ly preferable from the unit comrnander's tactical perspective 

to the alternative of always absorbing the first blow, but it tends to as
sure that the side with the loosest ROE will stan the war. It is impor

tant to think ROE out ahead of time and have them clearly under
stood at all levels; in many cases it is also a good idea for the enemy to 
know and fully understand your ROE, so that actions will not be 

taken as a result of misread intent. But NATO ROE are cumbersome 
from a management and review perspective, and it is often difficult to 
see how effective action can be approved in the time available. 

SACEUR is the key to this system, and percepti,·e ROE management 
is a major one of the arts he must employ in his dealings with the 
NATO secretary general and the Defense Policy Council. 

To ensure that all these issues are well understood, the South
ern Region commanders meet frequently with CINCSOUTH. Be

sides the discussions at the Naples headquarters, the CINC spends 
at least a third of his time in the field. Visits to the armies and air 
squadrons committed to JATO are useful in assessing the degree 

to which NATO views and policies have trickled down into na
tional doctrine-the answer is often "not rar!" Opposing views 

about the use of air and a better understanding of defensive pos.i
tions are gained, and the Allied Command Europe perspective on 
larger events shared. I always felt that NATO commanders 
a special intimacy in this regard; national information was shared 

through such associations that was never available through the na
tional chains of command. NATO forces are proud of their com

mitment and proficiency and pleased to let others share their 
pride. Often an assessment of true capability is best gained in this 

way. In t.he case of nationallogisLics, no other source exists. 

NATO exercises are surrogates for war. Although they reflect 
actual war plans , they are conducted sequentially across the 
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Mediterranean from Gibraltar to Saros Bay to allow na\'al forces to 

operate in each of the theaters of operations in the Southern Re

gion. Such exercises have repeatedly demonstrated the inade

quacy of NATO ROE and Southern Region communic<llions; if 

ground and sea commanders had to await approval of every re

quest, NATO would be doomed. UNODI R is a ploy learned early 

in na,·al careers often used to circumvent communications delays. 

It means "unless otherwise direclCd I intend to ... " and is a diplo

matic way of taking an initiative during crisis that is normally re

sened to a higher authorit). 

Campaign guidance is provided by the CINC in terms of prior

itized such as: clestrO) the Soviet .Mediterranean Squad

ron, support the land campaign, give first priority to defense of 

Thrace, conventional strike target list "A" approved, and so forth. 

There arc no surprises in such guidance for anyone, since most in

structions have been reviewed in Brussels, London, Rome, 

Ankara, Washington, and Athens. This guidance is routinely ex

changed between naval forces a they relieve each other in the 

.Mediterranean, as are NATO ROE. target lists, intelligence infor

mation, and items of theater supplr 

Logistics is seldom realistically played in these NATO exer

cises, and for obvious reasons; only limited consumption rates are 

generated and thus local supplies arc not exhausted. In tra-theater 

and inter-theater air lift demands and transhipment requirements 

arc noted artificia lly, but the resultant stress is never applied to 

the real movement system. In an actual war, it is clear that the 

CI 'CSOUTI I must compete with other NATO and national com

manders for a share of both supplies and lift, and prospect for ei

ther arc not particularly rosy. This lack of logistic mobility makes 

an understanding of regional national stocks \'Cry important. Nei

ther Greece nor Turkey, however, report their munitions and 

other war reserve status to NATO, so visits and informal discus

sions arc the key to appraisals. Reinforcements, unlike the U.S. 

prepositioned stocks in the Central Region of NATO. must bring 

their own supplies. For U.S. Air Force and U.S. Marine Corps air 

units, these stocks are often repositioned afloat to reduce delays. 

Logistics readiness within the Southern Region has itnpi'Ovcd m·er 

time. and we need not be as worried about logistic asvmmctries as 

we once were. In wartime the key to correcting any logistic imbal

ance is through destruction of the Warsaw Pact resupply train. 
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This would be accomplished in the Southern Region by interdic

tion of the Black Sea lines of communication from the Crimea to 

Bulgarian and Rumanian ports of entry. 

This overview perhaps finishes appropriately with a discussion 

of the Black Sea itself. If one looks out to the West from Moscow, 

perhaps toward the lberi;m peninsula, there is some solace to be 

taken from the layered Warsaw Pact defense. The Soviets have their 

client states on the initi al battle line, supported by deployed Soviet 

units. There are layers of defense to the Russian border itself; even 

at sea, the imaginary lines of defense arc drawn, at which changing 

military postures and tactics increasingly confront the intruder. 

Only to the viewer's center left is there an anomaly in this Sm·iet 

defensive perimeter-the Black Sea across which ATO and the 

very heanland of Russia confront each other directly. 

There is a valid reason for the dramatic size of the Soviet Black 

Sea Fleet. More than 100 naYal combatants are stalioned here, 

under the umbrella of hundreds of tactical aircraft ringing the lit

toral. Vital as is the sea line of communication from Russia to the 

Balkans, the dominam reason for this fleet is to ensure contro l of 

the Black Sea against transgressors, since loss of Soviet contro l 

would open a potential sofl nnderbelly to the motherland. An 

iron y in this respect is that NATO and the \1\'arsaw Pact have simi

lar plans to mine the Bosphorus to prevent its perceived use by 

the naval forces of the other. 

We have discussed the Southern Region from the operat iona l 

perspective of the CJNC with respect to overall how the 

theater is viewed as a political and military entity, the broad con

cept of operations, maneuver plans to the extent such plans are 

relevant to the small, reasonably independent engageinent areas, 

the imegration of forces and reinforcements. the problems of re

serves and logistics, and considerations relating to delegation of 

command . It is now appropriate to summarize the more imp or

tant issues in philosophical terms, because philosophy is perhaps 

what separates strategy from operaliona l an, or perhaps more ac

curate!) ', it is the philosophy-or operational an-that separates 

strategy from tactics and doctrine. 

The work of the CINC starts with the need to convince an ever

changing chain or command, often imerspersccl with young offi

cers whose military career goa ls arc subordinated to political and 

economic that national views and objectives must be 
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subordinated, at least in the- military sense, to those of the al

liance. This is not normally a \'<.'r) difficult task, since the political 

posture of the Somhern R<.·gion nations is strongly supporti\'e of 

the need for common defense. E.ven in Greece, where military ca

reers were for a period heavily influenced by political concerns, 

support for full reintegration inlo the NATO military structure re

mains ali\'C and well. The growth of Europe into a common mar

ket and -;upra-state is highly supportive. 

\'\'ar planning is less important than haYing a war plan, C\'<'11 

though the Iauer is more a te<;timonial to alliance solidarity than a 

real game plan for the anual conduct of war. At least the principal 

objectives arc laid out, and the skeleton for execution, in terms of 

common doctrines, communications, rules of engagement, lan

guage, and standardization are in place. The planning process, in

volving all levels of the Southern Region chain of command, 

ser\'es mainly as a tutorial for the legions of young people who 

serve their countries in uniform for a few years and pass on into 

their ci\'ilian careers. In such a process, their democratic ideals arc 

strengthened and their underswnding of, and reliance on, politi

cal solutions to social and economic problems, expanded. 

The Cll'\C, while conforming to strict interpretations of the 

1 ATO charter, must consider the realities of life in a complex re

gion. Out-of-area threats definitely exist, and how to deal with 

them must be discussed off line with the Allies involved. National 

policies and contingenC) ' plans operative outside IATO must be 

understood and accommodated. National forces of NATO nations 

not integrated into regional plans must ne, ·enheless be consid

ered, if only through side-letters and memoranda of agreement 

and understanding. 

At the tactics and doctrine !<.'vel, real work must be done to en

sur<.· regional standardi .. mtion. Forces must be able to operate to

gether on call, using joint l()rcc employment procedures, such as an

Lisubmarinc search taclics and submarine movement clearances and 

coordination, to minimize communications and confusion. Two 

annual NATO exercises within the region and a myriad of 

smaller bilateral and u·iiateral training e\'Cnts prmicle the basis for 

this clitical element of alliance unit training and Ioree readiness. 

Th(· Cll'\C must finesse the muional character or logistic-; 

through achocacy of a regional logistics plan, to which member 

nations contribute stockpiles for redistribution based on NATO 
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demands. St.ill in its infancy, such a plan is very important to the 

Southern Region, where sustainability and readiness budgets are 
often subordinated to other national needs. 

The CINC must keep in mind the dua lity of the chain of com

mand, recognizing that in this region, the campaigns will be essen
tially national in character and forces. Close ties with the national 
ministries of defense in the region and an understanding of na

tional plans will do much to ease this burden and add confidence 
regarding the viability of overall campaign planning in the theater. 

Finally, Lhe CINC must keep abreast of the real nature of the 

threat. Technology can accelerate the rate of change in subliminal 
ways. Today, the factors that change the threat- economic, social, 
and technological events-are working in our favor. They can be 

exploited even further to enhance the alliance's strength and de
terrence value. 

I have discussed the comp lexities of the Southern Region and 

the role of the CI rcSOUTH in planning for its defense. Since the 
deterrent value of NATO depends to a significant degree on the 
credibility of its military forces , the CTNC must exercise his opera

tional art to rationalize regional objectives in the context of as
signed forces and probable tht·eats. The Southern Region is only a 
part of a larger whole, and the importance of achieving local goals 

can only be appreciated through understanding the situation in 
the entire European region. Holding the Turkish Straits, fot· exam
ple, exerts tremendous strategic leverage on the Central Front, and 
achieving sea control in the Black Sea exposes the Soviet heartland 

directly to devastating attacks. War is ultimately the battl e of logis
tics, and maintenance of the Mediterranean Sea lines of communi

cation enables the alliance to fight on at a far more eticctive level. 

Convincing ATO forces that a conventional defense can suc
ceed is an important first step in persuading any threatening force it 
cannot win. Bringing superior technology to Lhc region, as in the 

case of NATO AWACS, is an important element of operational art, 
because the improvements it btings in the correlation of forces can
not be denied. I am convinced that the dedication NATO has 

demonstrated over the last decade in the improvement of force ca
pabilities, together with the articulation and demonstration of how 

they can best be employed, are largely responsible for the clearly dis

cernible disintegration of the Warsaw Pact commitment in both po
litical and military terms. Ten years ago it would have been unthink-
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able that NATO could ";n a convemional war in Europe. Toda). that 

eventual it) has been openly discussed by the Soviet general stalT. 
I low these planning will pay off in the event they must 

be implemented is uncertain, but the main ingredients have been 

exercised, and the importance of operational goals have been un

derlined. A dedicated corps of intelligent, committed personnel

more than one million strong-arc constantly replenished and 

arc surprisingly well ,·ersed in the mmters discussed in this paper. 



Operational Art in a Low Intensity Theater 

Paul F. Gorman 

The term operational art, when applied to the commander in 

chief (Cl C) of a unified command, remains ill-defined, despite 

the outpouring of manuals and articles trying to clarify the defini

tion. lt is parlicularly elusive when the CI C is operating in cir

cumstances amorphously labeled "low in tensity conflict," peaceful 

competition, or a situation short of war. Such was my lot as the 

CINC of the U.S. Southern Command (USSOUT HCOM ) during 

the second half of President Reagan's first term. 

ll does not help much to compare my undertakings as a CINC 

with the Army's three levels of war-tactical, operational, and 

strategic-because on any given clay I dealt with matters which 

were tactical in focus and I could rely on someone in Washington 

to involve me in strategy as well. As for the theater-that too was 

blurred . I had a substantja l intelligence staff in the Pentagon. and l 

spent almost as much time in Washington as I did in my headquar

ters in Central America .' Nonetheless, I herewith apply for credit 

from the U.S. Army War College by conte ndin g that from time to 

time I did practice operationa l art : I disposed of forces within my 

theater, selected objectives and provided guidance for subordinate 

and supporting commanders, and influenced allies and adversaries 

Lo act in ways conducive LO achie\'emcnt of my strategic 

The substance of that mission, taken from my prepared state

ment to the Senate Armed Services Committee, was to: 

Exercise operational command over U.S. forces on 
the land mass of South America and Central America 
less Mexico, and act therein as the principal agent of the 
Department of Defense for implementing national secu
rity policy and military strategy. Prepare strategic assess
ments and contingency plans, and conduct training or 
operations as directed by the Joint of Staff to in
clude coordinating the activities of service components 
and supporting maritime forces; supporting other uni
fied and specified commands: disaster relief, search and 
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rescue, or cvacualion of U.S. citizens from endangered 
areas; strategic and tactical coumering 
international terrorism, and illcgal traffic of 
at ms and and fulfilling provi1.ion-. of the Inter
American Treaty of Reciprocal .\ssistance and other mu
tual security pacts. 

Support and assist U.S. Country Teams in the theatcr. 

Monitor 'ecurity assistance programs in South and 
Ccnu-al America , including .\texico, and command tlw 

.\1ilitaq A'>si<.tancc AdYisorr Groups, .\-lilitaq Liaison Of
fices, and Office of Defenst· Cooperation. 

Promote mutual security among the nations in the 
theater and develop operations to maintain peace , 
strengthen democracy, and advance economic and social 
"ell-being; counter the Soviet and Cuban militar) build 
up and other d<•-stabiliting undertakings; t>ncourage stan
dardization and rationalization among prospective allies 
of the region; provide to, or acquin• as needed for 
L'.S. forces, facilitiel>, communications systcrm, 
and operating, transit or overnight rights; and safeguard 
U.S. access to raw mater·ial., and energy 

Provide for the defense of the Panama Canal and for 
other Department of Defense obligaLions per the 
Panama Canal Treaty of 

\\'hen l undenook those myriad responsibilities, [ had th(' dis

tinct advantage of having been the assistant Lo the chairman of the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff for two years, a back-bencher in the highest 

councils of the government. As a result of that experience l had a 

firsthand appreciation of ho" the president and his principal coun

'iewed Latin America and their intentions in the area. They 

were gr<\\'ely concerned over the deterioration of democracy in 

Central America. i'] Salvador's weak interim government and inef

fective army was about to crumble before the attacks of Communist 

guerrillas being aided by 7'\icaragua and Cuba. 7'\icaragua, sup

ported b) l<wish Sm iet military and economic aid, was rapidly being 

transformed into a Communist garrison state in which thousands of 

Cuban military personnel occupied key positions under a regime 

determined to surround itself with other Communist governments. 

To their north , the Sandinistas were stepping up militar) attacks 
along the Honduran border both to intimidate the government in 

Tegucigalpa, and to curtail the activities of lhc rapid!)' growing 

Nicaraguan resistance movement. To thei•· south, [he Sandinistas 

menaced the defemcless Costa Ricans with Sodet tanks and armed 
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helicopters. The shaky democracy in Honduras was threatened 

from wiLhin both by radical leftist terrorists and by a nationalist mili

tary. Costa Rica seemed unable to cope with hundreds of thousands 

of Nicaraguan refugees, and was vulnerable to mounting terrorism. 

Guatemala's repressive military government was internationally iso

lated, and under attack from Communist-aided guerrillas. Cuba's 

Castro, having succeeded after two decades of failures in gaining a 

foothold on the continent, had spurned U.S. overtures and warn

ings. Therefore, Nicaragua had to be contained, and the Soviet

Cuban su·ategic design for the region frustrated. If there were dif:. 

ferences among the president's advisers on these matters, they 

probably were mainly over the degree to which the situation in Cen

tral America should be understood and addressed in East-West 

terms, as opposed to treating it as a regional crisis in which Soviet 

involvement was but one, not necessarily the decisive, factor. 

After I took command, I quickly determined that the situation 

in the theater had to be treated as a regiona l crisis. Many Central 

American leaders I talked to in my initial visits evidently wanted 

the United States to announce that the u·oubles of their country 

were manufactured in Moscow and to intervene directly and mas

sively to foil the Russians. But it became clear to me that most of 

those troubles stemmed from indigenous failures, especially the 

unwillingness of those very leaders to recognize their imernal 

weakness and to accept the need for reform. Thereafter, I deliber

ately down-played the Soviet role, and in dealing with Washington 

and -.vith Latins 1 stressed the necessity for vigorous responses by 

the Centra l Americans. 

In preparing a strategy for implementing U.S. policr in Cen

tral America I was not allowed much time to form or present my 
estimate of the siLUation because events simply moved too quick ly. 

A few days after I assumed command, an American journalist was 

killed in Honduras on the Nicaraguan border, bringing the media 

out in full cry. ln a rapid series of secure voice conferences and 

face-to-face meetings in Washington a strategy was adopted which 

I haYc subsequently described as "discriminate deterrence." It was 

predicated upon a substantial increase in U.S. invoiYement in 

Central America to forestall regional conflict. USSOUTHCOl\tt 

was to act toward two goals: inducing a heightened awareness of 

the risks and costs of continued aggression in Managua, Hm·ana. 

and Moscow; and strengthening the democratic governments in 
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El Salvad01·, H onduras, Costa Rica, and Guatemala. U.S. forces 

would conduct a of exercises in the region to con\'ey our 

military strength to all obsen ·cr:-., while at tlw same time through 

diplomacy and security assistance the l' .S. would bolster the 

democracies there aga inst internal and external enemies. 

Once strategic decisions had been made in Washington to in

crease U.S. military acti,·ities in Central America, I, as the theater 

Ci t C, practiced operational an in proposing how, where, and 

when LO pro\'icle military support for the strategy . I had to syn

chronize operat ions with schcdt tlecl elections in El Salvador, Costa 

Rica, the United States, and I londuras with schedules for Soviet 

reconnaissance satellites, and with public affairs acti\'ities. To illus

u·atc some aspects of operational an in a low intensity theater J 

have selected three examples: intelligence, training exercises and 

security assistance, and comb ined planning. 

foremost concern was providing the strategic and tactical re

connaissance required in my mission. In 1983 the USSOUT I I I 

t.heater was virtually unde,·clopc>d as far as coherent collection or 

dissemination of useful inlCIIigence was concerned, and I knew 

from Ill)' previous assignment that the intelligence on Central 

America prO\'idecl to top officials of the U.S. go\'ernment was both 

scant) and um·cliable. Yet key strategic decisions concerning 

whether it was in the U.S. interest to act, and if so, when and how, 

depended crucially upon the cogency of that intelligence. More

over, the credibility of U.S. intelligence would innuence how well 

the kaders of American opinion, members of Congress, the public. 

and allies or friends abroad, could be persuaded to support initial 

commitmenLs and to sustain policies over the longer term. 

Since strategic intelligence provides early warning of impend

ing thrcaLs and enables reappraisals of American poliq in the con

text of all our worldwide, the C.S. intelligence community 

should hm·e been able to provide such strategic intelligence on 

Cen tral America from its day-to-day posture. That region, however, 

had not been \'ery high among its worldwide priorities. The Cen

tral In telligence Agency encouraged some of foremost experts 

on Ct•ntra l A.n1e1·ica to accept early retirenwnt during the 1970s, 

and in 1979 closcd its station in San Sal\'ador. In 1981 the chair

man of the joint Chiefs of StafT had asked me to survey the capabil

ity ol' U.S. intelligence to assess what was going on in Central Amer

ica, and I disco, ·ercd each of the intelligence agencies invoh'ccl was 
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constrained by a shortage of qualified personnel. \'\1ith the chair

man's backing an interagency recruiting and training program had 

improved that position, but intelligence capabilities were still far 

from robust when I assumed command in 1983. 

Tactical intelligence required new collectors and new commu

nications in the theater. The U.S. Atlantic Command had help

fully maintained a ship off the Salvadoran coast since 1982, sup

ported from USSOUT HCOM's minuscule nava l component in 

Panama. But the extensive, time ly, precise information r sought 

could not be provided from such a platform alone. I was deter

mined to acquire a capability to illuminate aJl the principal actors 

in Central American political ,·iolence , their operalional methods 

and means , their capabilities, and their plans. I asked the chiefs of 

each of the services and the secretary of defense to approve diver

sion of military collection systems-aircraft, ships, computers, 

communications equipment, and personnel-from other missions 

and to redirect analytical resources from other target'> to exploit 

the resulting data. The cries of pain from my fellow CINCs were 

bean-wrenching, but by and large I got what I asked fot·, and ulti

mately USSOUT I !COM was able to produce tactical intelligence 

products useful for each U.S. country team it was supporting and 

for its host government and its sccurit)' forces. 

Unfortunately, some of the intelligence assets dispatched to 

the theater had to be positioned extremely close to 111)' areas of in

terest. For example, certain of the collection systems most useful 

to me were mounted, by inter-service agreement, on short-range 

aircraft-they still arc as far as l know. Others functioned on line

of-sigln. 1 decided that I Ionduras was the piYotal territory for such 

purposes and pero;onally selected the sites for each collector. Then 

I had to persuade the Honduran government to allow us to sta

tion a sizeable contingent or U.S. troops in their country - to 

build cantonments, to erect microwave cornmunications sites, and 

to operate helicopters at low level throughout the coumry. But·

dcning President Roberto Suazo Cordoba with such a politically 

onerous American presence was a distinct risk. but Ambassador 

j ohn ;-.Jegt·oponte charted a cour:,e through the reefs of Hon

duran politic , and I obtained su·ong support from the I londuran 

high command by promising them-and, more importantly, actu

ally delivering-much enhanced intelligence on their neighbors.' 
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Some U.S. practitioners of human intelligence (HUMINT ) 

worked assiduously in Washington to poru·ay the whole USSOUTH

COM undertaking as futile, asserting that no intelligence worth 

gathering on insurgents or terrorists was likely to proceed from a 

technology-based collection effort. This canard caused me unneces

sary delays and occasioned several bothersome trips to Washington , 

but ultimately all the high-technology collectors I sought were de

ployed to the theater. Once in place, we were able to cross-cue col

lectors of various types, which, together with an appropriate n1ass

ing of interpretative talent, promptly produced a new, tactically 

significant understanding of what was happening in the theater. 

While I was entirely supportive of HUMI T, I was not con

'rinced that its quality was high enough or its quantity so satisfac

tory that added U.S. technological collection would have been su

perfluous. Moreover , I was wary about information from the 

intelligence serv ices of our beleaguered regional friends; their 

plight was attributable to a combination of inabilities of those ser

vices to collect and analyze information concerning internal and 

external enemies, their defective view of the effectiveness of their 

own government, and their armed forces. Most importantly , my 

tactical intelligence requirements extended to both friend and 

foe; that is, I directed that USSOUT HCOM collect information on 

all the protagon ists, for otherwise I cou ld not assess risk or detect 

vulnerabil ities. In both the short term and the long term, I be

lieved that U.S. tactical imelligence was essential to assess the situ

ation and make decisions from the operational perspective. Events 

in the theater proved me right. 

El Salvador provides a useful example of the relationship of tac

tical imelligence to operational art. From the outset of his adminis

trat ion , President Reagan faced daunting obstacles in El Salvador. 

The Sandinista-backed guerrillas seemed to have military viCLory in 

their grasp; most analysts in Washington believed it likely that the 

Salvadoran Army would collapse within one )'ear. American opin

ion-makers saw the violence as a local matter , accepted the view 

that the Salvadoran government was beyond help, and expected 

the Salvadorans running the interim government to go the way of 

Somosa. The American public, to the extem it was even aware of El 

Salvador, opposed U.S. involvement. Congress reflected these opin 

ions, and doled out aid in driblets , hamstringing the ability of the 

U.S. counLry team and USSOUTHCOM to work with the Salvado-
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on a long-range national plan for counte1ing the imurgcncy. 

In two )Cars, however, rhe situation was transformed. By 1985 there 

was a constitutional goYernment in place, \\ith a popular president 

elected unde1· dramatic circumstances. Moreover, there was sup

port within the U.S. Congress lor broad, mu lti-year assistance to 

defend 1 hat fledgling democracy. The major d ifference between 

1983 and 1985 was the contribution of tacticaJ intelligence. ·· 

USSOUTIICOYI, with plenty of outside help. put together a 

system which collected, analyn·d. and distributed timely tactical in

telligence. It was a system capable of storing, sorting. rctri<.·' ing, 

and collating large amounu. of precise information concerning 

personalities, organizations, locus. time, and actjvitr; maintaining 

surveillance over large areas day or nigh 1, regardless of weather or 

terrain; performing in-theater all-source intell igence management, 

including tasking of collectors, first-order interpreLation of results, 

and timely cross-cuing of other collectors; exploiting, minute-by

minute, the sources of national intelligence in \Vashington, D.C., 

as well as theater inteUigence. utiliting a combination of uncon\'cn

tional organizations and communications responsive to the needs 

of L'SSOL'THC0:\1 and the country teams it supported; and pro

ducing imelligence undcr<;tandablc by lay persons for usc in infor

mational programs. For rural insurgency-classic guerrilla warfare 

by organitcd bands using terrain and vegetation to conceal their 

base of operations-obtaining usefu l tactical intelligence meant 

not only adroit use of human intelligence, but broad usc of im

agery, elc..•cJ ronic inteJligencc , unattended sensors of various t} pes, 

and unobtrusi, ·e collection platforms. Urban terrorism or in.,ur

gence-conspiratorial paramilitar\' groups, often clandestine, 

which operate in cities and towm-required a dii1crcnt approach 

which featured hyper-efficient , police-type intelligence to obtain 

large-scale daLa collection by human and electronic means. sifted 

frequently for indications of presence and warning of auack. 

Tactical intelligence provided bOLh a prod for Salvadoran polit

ical and mililaf) ' action and assurance that the Salvadorans, when 

they acted, did so prudently, with due respect for human rights. lL 

furnished the country team and L'SSOUTHCOM important ratio

nale for our entire aid program, helping to underwrite a o;ignifi

cant :,hift of opinion in Congrcs'l in faYor of aiel. To hr stilT. there 

were othcJ factors, such as the fa,orable impression of Pn.·-,idcm 

jose Napoleon Duarte !'armed b) members of Congress aflcr his 
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meetings with them. Yet Duarte used talking papers based on 

USSOUTHCOM intelligence in those meetings. Other USSOUTH

COM intelligence products presented to Congress in mid-1984 

played an important role in convincing members on both sides of 

the aisle to support the administration's proposa l for a long-term 

aiel program underwriting the Salvadoran national plan. 

I suppose that some readers will react to the foregoing with 

the conviction that intelligence planning is not a proper focus for 

a Cl C's efforts and might better be left to his J-2 intelligence 

staff or to intelligence agencies in ' "'ashington. To them I say sim

ply that intelligence underwrote my personal relations \Vith am

bassadors, with my supe1·iors in "''ashington, and with members of 

Congress. It was central to my exercise planning and provided the 

basis for combined planning with allies. 1 simply could not leave 

so important an activity to the staff, let alone to Washington agen

cies-although I believe I used my .J-2 and the intelligence com

munity to advantage. Intelligence may well be the single most im

portant element of operational art in a low intensity theater. 

The next example of how I practiced operational art in a low 

intensity theater is the use of exercises and secur ·it)' assistance. Per

haps the most controversial aspect or USSOUTHCOM's opera

tions under my command was using exercises for U.S. military 

forces as legitimate occasion for them to deploy to the theater and 

to perform useful missions. One of the difficulties I faced is that 

USSOUT H COM had virtually no resources of its own, and re

sponding to the requirements of the national strategy meant that I 

had to use forces from other commands. I believed that U.S. mil i

tary exercises were a quick, direct, cost-effective way to provide 

economic, humanitarian, and military assistance to allies and 

friends I n Central America. At the same time, I knew that the ex

ercises would give very valuable, virtually irrep laceable, training to 

the U.S. forces involved. But almost immediately I ran afoul of bu

reaucratic resistance , as well as laws and regulations, in making 

good use of this tool. 

The bureaucratic resistance came chief1y from within the 

Anny, and mainly from senior personnel who viewed my requests 

for the use of Army forces as an unprogrammed, unapproved in

trusion into their domain. Some or that opposition no doubt in

cluded concerns that the Reagan administration was skirting the 

provisions of the War Powers Resolution, or that forces were being 
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divcnecl into a theater of tertiary importance. There were few 

precedents for what I proposed, and there was some risk. But I 

acted with confidence that l was following the guidance of the 

president and the secretary of defense, and that mr requests had 

all been properly submitted thmugh the j oint Chief.-; or Starr. 

The m::lior legal constraint I faced was the so-called anti-dcfi

ciencr prO\;sions of law that mealll that Security Assistance could 

not be funded from money approp1 ·iated for U.S. military opera

tions and training exercises. " The law has been interpreted to mean 

that .. armed forces could provide assistance to a foreign nation 

in the course of a training exercise on I)' if that assistance were inci

dental to the original purpose for which the exercise was funded. 

Disputes arose about whm constituted assistance, about the defini

tion of inciclent.-'11, and about how much the host nation should be 

charged for assistance that was considered a marginal addition to 

the exercise. The controversy extended to whether a country's par

ticipation in combined exercisec; with U.S. forces should be paid for 

b)' U.S. exercise funds, or b)' the counu ·y's Security Assistance funds, 

or-as was often the case-by some combination of both. 

One such heated discussion arose over an exercise in " 'hich a 

light artillerr battalion of the IOlst Airborne Division (Airmobile) de

ployed from Kentucky to Honduras and conducted combined train

ing with a I Ionduran artillery batlalion. On the USSOUT I ICOM side 

of the l<'dgcr the H ondurans were provided a superb role model of a 

who II)' professional American out!ilt hat cou ld mo,•e, shoot, and com

municate nawlessly and, more importantly, conduct its activities 

e prit, discipline, and cohesivene . s. On the other side of the issue the 

l londurans, who had been equipped with mortars, had not yet 

ccin·d the howiLLers they had purchased ";th U.S. Securit) t\.<.,si!>tance 

funds, and in u-aining with the U.S. unit they used the C.S. guns, am

munition, and other materiel. I found out that new howiucrs were 

available in the U.S. for issue to the lOlst Airborne Division, so I or

dered the Americans to turn over some of their howitzers to the I Ion

clurans, rather than wait for the Security Assistance system to fill their 

order. But ultimately the l lonclurans had to pay for mr expedient 

through deductions from their Security Assistance funds. 

I argued vainly that such legalisms confuse bean counting and 

and I told a congressional committee that anr exercise I 

conducted was designed to meet th1·ee criteria: the exercise must 

provide sound training fo1· all U.S. participants. advancing their 
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readiness for their assigned missions better than any other uses of 

the same u·aining time and dollars; the exercise must meet the re

quirements of the host country-after all, they provide the territory, 

airspace and waters upon which the exercise takes place, it is the ir 

populace who must suffer the inconveniences and dangers inherent 

in all military maneuvers, and it is their government who must bear 

the political con equences of accepting a U.S. military presence

and the exercise should conuibute to U.S. theater su·ategy. If the ex

ercise met the first and second criteria, then any benefit which ac

crued to the host government ought to be considered incidental. In 

fact, little of tl1e cost of exercises so planned underwrote foreign par

ticipation, but tl1e effectiveness of the training was often crucially de

termined by the extem of the non-U.S. part.icipation. 

There was another major furor surrounding landing strips for 

C-130 cargo aircraft scraped out of fields and forests in Central 

America by U.S. Army engineers. U.S. accountants held tl1.at these 

were airfields usable by the host nation after U.S. forces departed, 

and therefore chargeable as Security Assistance. The fact is that the 

engineer units participating had wartime missions of constructing 

exactly such emergency strips for another U.S. theater CI C, and 

that the Environmental Protection Agency and otl1er constraints on 

training in the United States foreclosed practicing for such missions 

there. USSOUTHCOM had a contingent need for C-130 crews and 

logistic forces trained to use a simil<u· hast) ' infrastructure. The 

CINC's training requirements neatly matched requests from the 

host country that tl1.e exercises u·ain its forces in strategic re-deploy

ments ti·om one section of the country to another, using fixed-wing 

aircraft. Far from the United States charging the host counu-y's Se

nn·ity Assistance account for the airsu"ips, which were usable only a 

few weeks at best witl1.out engineering maintenance, the host coun

try might well have submitted a maneuver-damage claim against tl1e 

United States for the physical disruption of, and noise pollution in, 

its counu·yside, or charge us for the usc of its airspace. 7 

The armed forces of Central America learned a great deal by 

participating in combined exercises with U.S. military forces. The 

exercises did much to dispel ghosts of the gringo invaders of 

yesteryear. Central American military forces acquired the attitudes 

and demeanor of' military professionals, as well as specific rnilit.ary 
skills. But there can be little doubt that U.S. troops usually benefit

ted far more than host nation forces, receiving realistic training 
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under cond ition s that would be impossible to duplicate in the 

United States. Exercises rewarding for both parties were designed 

for U.S. combat service support units as well as combat support 

and combat units; combat service support units could both train 

with corresponding units of the host country military and, as an in

cidenta l by-product, they together cou ld provide politically remu

nerative humanitarian assistance to the people of the host country. 

Part of operational art for a Cl C in a low intensity theater is 

coordinating military act ivities to attain politically useful goals, and 

combined exercises accomplished that. I directed four types or ex

erc ises in the theater: interoperabi lity exercises, train ing for special 

operations forces, medical exerc ises, and construction exercises. At 

times all four types of exercise were going on concu rrently . 

Since one of my missions was to ensure that the United States 

and its allies are prepared to fight as coord inated partners in the 

event of war, imeroperability exercises were critical. We needed to 

evaluate host nation forces in the field so we knew how to tailor Se

curity Assistance for them, and we needed to teach them tech

niques which would enable them to take advantage of our help in 

an emergency, such as using airlift or ingesting tactical i!1lclligcnce. 

Training non-U.S. forces in unconventional warfare is a speci

fied mission of U.S. Army Special Forces, and one wartime mission 

of U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy Special Operations Forces (SOF). 

The Central Americans well understood that U.S. SOF could im

part a wide variety of military skills, and they were therefore sought 

after as trainers particularly knowledgeable in subjects of interest. 

By actua lly training foreign troops, U.S. SOF participants were re

quired to work through .lingu istic barriers and past cu ltur al inhibi

tions to communicate skills and knowledge. They thereby prac

ticed in a realistic environment the very skills they would be called 

upon to use in a wartime emergency . U.S. SOF personnel operat

ing as trainers were totally immersed in the host culture-an expe

rience impossible to replicate in the United States. 11 

U.S. military medics with firsthand experience wilh battlefield 

u·auma, or indeed with tropical medicine, have all but passed 

from the ranks of our armed services. Exercises in Ccn tral Amer

ica provided unparalleled training opportunities for U.S. military 

medical personnel and units. Most counu·ies found it easier to ac
cept combined training with medical units than any other type. In 

U.S. efforts to help Guatemala back into the Centra l American 
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mainstream, only medical exercises were initially permincd by our 

go\ernmenL. but these provided opponunities to 

assess tlw situation in Guatemala and to contact key militar) lead

ers. Invariably, the people of the countryside enjoyed having U.S. 

medics in their midst, because for many. being treated by a medi

cal professional is a once-in-a-lifetime experience. In one com

bined medical exercise in Honduras, for example, U.S. helicopter

borne medics, in all instances accompanied b)' officials of the 

Ministry of Health, inoculated over 100,000 children against five 

basic eli. cases. In any country (acing an active insurgency, military 

medical training can provide immediate vital benefits. Usually the 

entire system of combat medical support needs to be revamped, 

and there are few ea!-.y fixes. U.S. Security Assistance in training 

medics, aidmen, nurses, surgeons, and medical administrato1 ·s, 

and in improving the evacuation system, demonstrably made a 

difTc1·ence in El Salvador, and soon other Cemral Ameri

cans began to seck !-.imilar u·aining. '' USSOL'T I IC0\ 1 found that 

the El Salvadoran Army did not have a military medical service 

system that could provide early care and evacuation for com bat ca

sualties. The result was veqr high combat mortality, which greatly 

reduced morale and combat effectiveness. and which imposed 

grave political and economic cosL<> on the go\'crnment in raising 

and training replacements. In 1983, Salvadoran rnortalil) ' from in

juries sustained in combat was above 45 percent. The problem wa 

neither the lack of good doctors, nor of excellent hospitals, but 

the absence of a military medical service corps to p1·ovide first aiel, 

stabilit.e the wounded, and move them rapid!) ' by helicopter to 

professional medica l treatment. After the U.S. introduced a Scett

rity Assistance program to train companr-le\'cl aidmen and to de

\'elop a baulefield C\'acuation chain. combat mortality was t·e

duced to 5 percent of overall casualties, a proportion comp<ll·able 

to U.S. results in Vietnam . In effect, U.S. aid presented President 

Duarte with a brigade's wonh of trained troops. 

In Central America, U.S. military engineers obtained training 

otherwise denied tht•m by building roads and airstrip , digging wells, 

assessing and upgrading water supplies, and controlling llooding. 

Each such exercise was responsive to the host govcrnmem's interests 

and consistent with the country's Ame1·ican ambassador's general 

plan for developmcmal assistance. The legal thickets surrounding 
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such exercises included the numerous laws and regulations bearing 

on military construction, as well as the Security Assistance system. 

It is possible that the exercises I directed would have occasioned 

less debate had USSOUTHCOM not nsed units from the reserve 

components of the U.S. armed forces. Re liance on reservists was 

nothing new to USSOUTHC OM. For years, the bulk of its inter-the

ater and intra-theater airlift had been tlown very com petently by re

servists on two-week annual training tours. Over the past decades 

force-structure decisions have allocate d to the reserve compone nt.•; 

a progressively larger portion of comba t eng ineers, construct ion 

battalions, medical service units , and civil affairs detachments-the 

very son ofun iLs which fit well into my exercise plans. Hence, it was 

to be expected that the armed ser vices would task reservists tO meet 

USSOUTHCOM exercise requir e ments. But since President Rea

gan's Central Amer ican policies were not universally popular, in a 

few states object ion s arose to sendin g reservists into what some 

termed a war zone, others an incipient As a result I 

found myself dealing with governors to reassure them that, shou ld 

they concur in the deploymem of their guardsmen to my com 

mand , the units would be well and secure ly emp loyed. As an exam

ple, I directed my Army compone nt commander to devise an exer

cise with the Hondur an Army designed to raise their competence 

and confidence in anti arm or tactics and techniques. The trouble 

was the Hondurans had no tanks, at least no vehicle which could 

simu late the Soviet T-55 tanks arrayed across the border to their 

south. To show the Hondur ans what a comparab le tank looked like, 

how it operated, its strengt hs, and its vulnerabi liLies, I wanted the 

exercise to includ e, as an oppos ing force, a cont ingent of M48 

tanks. The Army selected the Texas at iona l Gua,·d for the mission, 

and I ended up having to assure personally the governor of Texas 

that his guardsmen would not be used to attack Nicaragua, or to de

fend Honduras, but only as a training aid to insu·uct Hondurans to 

defend themselves. T told the governor that I thoug ht the 

Nicaraguans would leave the unit strict ly alone, but I also pointed 

out that they would be very respectfully watchful to see whether any 

of those M48A5 tanks rema ined behind in the hands of Hondurans. 

The Texans came, accomp lished the ir mission with style, and took 
all their tanks home with them. 

A feature of operationa l art in a low intens ity theater is com

bined planning. A concomitant of combin ed exerc ises was close , 
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continuous interaction between USSOUT HCOM staffs and the 

comma nders and staff officers of Central American a1·mies in plan

ning and conducting the exercises. Beyond that, in Hondura s and 

in El Salvador, we organized periodic meetings in which the ambas

sador and I, with a few key subord inat es, would meet with the min

ister of defense and his subordinates. On occasion, the pre sident 

himself would join us. These meetings usually had an agenda set in 

advance, with a combined staff study of some significant problem 

set for presentation. But the real value of the meetings were in the 

discussions which ensued-frank, pointed, comments and ques

tions were the norm, and both sides welcomed the meetings as an 

opportunity to raise tough issues. lt was in suc h a meeting that T 

could present my critique of operations, training, or force struc

ture, and recommend ameliorative action, or that the ambassador 

could ana lyze regional political developments, or discuss reactions 

in Congress and the American media to recent events . Our hosts 

could vent their ire at this or that aspect of our policies, or this or 

that American visitor. Those meetings showed our hosts how the 

ambassador and I related to one anotl1er, providing an examp le of 

U.S. civil-military relations which we felt was beneficial for the local 

military. Moreover, the meetings led to our planning together, 

thinking ahead, fashioning strategy, allocating resomces, and pro

ducing answers to tl10rny questions. For me tl1e payoff was being 

able to el icit feedback on tl1e overall effect of my operational art 

on specific strategic objectives. They conv in ced me that '"'e 

achieved much of what we set out to accomplish in both counu· ies. 

My ability to assess the impa ct of our operations on the Salvado

ran guerril las or the Sandinistas was one adva ntag e of our im

proved intelligence. Ernesto Sandino won his fame in warfare 

against U.S. Marines in the 1920s; many Central Americans, and 

more 1 han a few U.S. experts, had been convinced that there 

would be a major pol itical convu lsion when aga in Marine boots 

trod Central American soi l. 11 The Sandinistas of the mid-1980s 

were, 1 had reason to believe, more than a little disquieted over the 

reappearance of the U.S. Marines in Honduras . In one exerc ise in 

1983, a Marine battalion landing team and a Honduran infantry 

battalion rnade a combined landing on the north coast of Hon

duras, and the commandant of the Marine Corps visited one U.S. 

Marine position within sight of Nicaragua. The Sandinistas were 

even more dismayed, knowing the deep-seated enmity between 
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Hondurans and Salvadorans since the Soccer War of 1969, to wit

ness Honduras acceding to training Salvadoran Army units at the 

Regional Military Training Center in northern Honduras, a Hon

duran military facility manned in part by U.S. SOF trainers. And 

when Costa Ricans and Guatemalans, as well as Salvadorans, took 

part in combined exerc ises with U.S. and Honduran u·oops, they 

complained of a regional conspiracy aimed at invading Nicaragua. 

USSOUTHCOM's operations during the years 1983 lo 1985 
met the U.S. policy in the theater by giving the Sandin

isras pause, and buying Lime for the Salvadorans, Hondurans, and 

Costa Ricans. In closing allow me to quote at some length from a 

judgment published elsewhere on what transpired in Centra l 

America during those years. 

In early summer of 1983, amid doubts about the very 
surviYal of fragile democracies [in Central America] , 
many Cemral American leaders-and a number of U.S. 
observers as well-had concluded that a regional war 
was possible. Cubans and East Europeans were pressing 

construction night and day on a laTge new air fie ld at 
Punta Huete , Nicaragua , a very long concrete runway 
capable of landing the heaviest Soviet aircraft, with ex
tensive fuel storage, and revetments for a squadron of 
jet fighters. The Sandinista Arm}' was bombarding Hon
duras with 1 22mm. Soviet-made arti llery and rockets, 
and had positioned forward Soviet-supplied tanks and 
armored personnel carriers. One Honduran general ex
pressed the fear that, literally in hours , the Sandinistas 

could drive along the Pan Amer ican Highway through 
Honduras into El Salvador to link up wi1h an antici
pated fina l offensive by the guerrillas-a replay of 
Giap·s final offensive in South Vietnam. 'v\l1ile U.S. esti
mates assigned a low probability to such an aggression, 
it is true that such a thrust would have had a decisive 
strategic impact on Honduras: it would cut that nation 

off from the Pacific , and position the icaraguans to 
dictate the end of Honduran support for "Contras" and 
to resolve in its favor long-standing border quarrels. 
Honduras was on the verge of national mobilization, 
and the Salvadoran ATmy was torn between prosecuting 

its internal war against increasing!) ' powerful guerrilla 
units and readying itself to defend against a Nicaraguan 
armo1·ed onslaught ftom the south. 

In that circumstance. the Uni1ed States adopted a de
terre nt su·ategy aimed at bolster ing our friends and in-
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stilling caution in their foes: a warning was repeated that 
the United States would not tOlerate advanced aircraft 
in Nicaragua. A U.S. carrier battle group appeared off 
the Pacific coast, and U.S. Air force aircraft, specialized 
for top-clown attack of armored vehicles, landed in Hon
duras. U.S. troops were sent to train Hondurans in con
structing anti-armor defenses along the Pan American 
Highwar and to participate in a newly built, regional 
military training center on the nonh coast of Honduras. 
At the highest level, the United Stated provided strong 
reassurances to both Salvadoran and Honduran leaders, 
urging on them priority for internal defense and devel
opment rather than preparations for regional conflict. 

A')sessing deterrence is difficult at best, f()r claims that 
the strategy succeeded must skin the fallacr post hoc, 
ergo propter hoc. But in this case, the Salvadorans turn ed 
their attention from the feared invasion by Sanclinista 
armor back to their real war and to the National Plan 
they had drawn up with U.S. assistance. The Hondurans 
pulled back li·om the border and commenced construc
tive training exercises wilh U.S. forces. Punt a Hu ete air
field remained unused, and the Sanclinista armor with
drew southward. Deterrence, then, seems w have had the 
effect of limiting the connict in terms or intensity, :.tnd, by 
narrowing the options for a would-be aggressor, created a 
context within which U.S. allies could pursue their own 
su·ategic objecLiYes-offensive in the case of the Salvado
rans, defensive in the case of the Hondurans. Whether or 
not U.S.actions intimidated the Sanclinistas and their 
communist backers, they had the effect or heartening 
democratic ftiends throughout the region .12 

One of the primary characterist ics of operational art is that il 

attains strategic objectives which support. policy. My experience as 

the CJNC in the Central America theater from 1983 to 1985 pro

vides a clear example of some of the cons iderations for practicing 
opera tion al an in a low intensity theater. 
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Educating and Training for 

Theater Warfare 

L. D. Holder 

The armed ser vices projected adopt ion of operational art as a 
separate division of military studies is potentiaUy one of the most sig

nificant theoretical changes since the formation of the Depanmem 

of Defense. Adding operational art to joim doctrine will not only 

represent a unique dep arture in Ame1·ican military thought but will 

also align it with joint operations at the theate r level. The change will 

on ly have real effect, however, when the services and tJ1e 

joint force as a whole actually put the theory into practice. 

The trans lation of theory into practice always involves a prosaic 

but vital education effon. It lies with military educationa l institu

tions to teach the principles of operat ional art to their leade rs and 

staff.<; and integrate operationa l thinking into their established train

ing programs and planning ac tivities. To compli cate this acljust

ment, they will have to accomp lish the change men and meth

ods developed in the forty years of the immediat e past when theater 

ope rations were largely ignored and reputations were made e lse

where. Only by making basic change in professional education and 

u·aining can the discipline of operational art really enter into Amer

ican militarr pr-actice and contribute to national security. 

The U.S. Arm y and Air Force appear to be committed to this 

change. But they will only succeed through conscious , compe

tently directed changes to their professional education and train

ing programs. Moreover, their efforts will only succeed if they are 

paralleled by simi lar initiatives in the joint education and training 

su·ucture in the Navy. 

Inexperience is one of the greatest difficulties to be overcome. 

The senior leaders of all services, the men who must train the 

forces and change the inter-o;crvice tructure, arc tested tratcgists 

and tacticians, but they arc as inexperienced and untrained as 

anyone else on active sen·ice in the operational level of war. The 

middle-grade officers who must perform operational staff dmics 
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and eventually grow into positions of theater leadership have also 

studied and practiced tactical operations throughout their service, 

but unless they have clone it for themselves, they have not been 

taught or trained for theater operations. 

This situation arose from a period of inattention LO theater op

erations that followed World War II. As theater armies and sup

port commands withered away and unified commands became ei

ther .inactive allied headquarters or service-dominated activities 

such as the Pacific and Atlantic Commands, the services gradually 

lost all doctrinal and theoretical focus where theater operations 

were concerned. 

Military men of the 1950s tended to discount the importance 

of what we now call operational art. Their World War II experi

ence saw them through Korea which they generally regarded as an 

anomalous local conflict in the nuclear world. Their successors in 

Vietnam may have operated under extraordinary political con

straints but they also deliberate ly resisted the idea of joim or com

bined campaign planning. ln other words, commanders, force de

signers, trainers, and military educators allowed training and 

education for theater operat ions to slip almost out of existence . 

And the services generally belittled the value of joint training or 

education in favor of tactical training in the Army, Oeet exercises 

in the avy, and strategic studies in the Air Force. 

ln supporting those prioriLies the service schools did not trou

ble themselves much with campaign studies. Nor did they make 

lime for or even encourage professional reading in joim or large 

unit operations. As a result , the services must now recover a lot of 

ground if they are serious about converting the ideals of joint doc

trine for theater operations-the main subject of operational 

art-into a real military capability. 

Awareness of these shortcomings began in the early J 980s and 

grew quickly. In 1986 the Army publish ed a "second edition" of its 

AirLand Battle doctrine. Earlier Army docttine-the 1982 version of 

FM 100-5 , Ojm(llions:--introduced the operational level of war into 

American usage but did not elaborate the idea in any detail. The 

1986 version of the manual was deliberately written to address the 

topic more fully. It described the nature of operational art and gave 

Army commanders and staff officers some general, rather basic guid

ance on tJ1e subject. None of those ideas were coordinated with or 

accepted by the other or by the joint Chiefs of Staff. 
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1 onetheless, that doctrina l innovation coincided efforts in 

the Army schools and at the aLional Defense University to restore 

campaign planning and operatjonal subjects Lo their curricula 

after a forty-year absence. This broad awakening of interest did not 

notably affect the training efforts of the services, but it did prompt 

a flurry of articles in and journals. 1 Congressional 

dissatisfaction with the joint operations in Iran and Grenada fur

ther sharpened this interest within the military, particularly when it 

resulted in reform legislation which dictated closer inter-service 

connections, although that legislation, the Coldwater-Nichols Act, 

said nothing about operational art as a manifestation of inter

service coordination. 

Since l 986 the Congress and the services themselves have 

noted deficiencies in our approach to theater operations. 

writers, officers of several services, and a few intluential foreign 

military writers have sketched the theoretical outlines of opera

tional art. The NATO allies and the British and German armies 

have followed the U.S. Army in putting the principal considera

tions of operational an into their doctrines. The problem remain

ing is to prepare joint forces and their service or functional subor

dinates to conduct theater operations. How should the services, 

separately and together, u·ain and educate their leaders and units 

for effec tive practice of operational art? 

Both education and training will be necessary. Education--dis

seminating knowledge through formal 01· informal study-is neces

sary to explain the basic concepts of operational an, to foster an ap

preciation of its technique and practice, and to promote informed 

discussion of related subjects. Training- practicing central 

and conducting exercises designed to improve performance of rec

ognized tasks-must accompany education as the means of preserv

ing and the skills necessary to sound theater operations. 

Training and education together build the vicarious expe1·ience that 

leaders of the future will rely on in the early stages of future con

Oicts. In developing an advanced military capability the two are in

terdependent, interactive, and of about equal importance. 

The services have not for a long time educated their officers 

for theater operations-that is, for the planning, conduct and sup

port of campaigns to achieve strategic objectives in a theater of 
war. Th e services last treated the subject systematically in the 

1930s when the Army's Command and General Staff College 
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taught theater operations as "military strategy." In the intervening 

years the Army focused mainly on tactics. The Air Force, having 

gone its own way, concentrated almost as strongly on strategy. The 

Navy, with its emphasis on sea conu·ol operations, has dealt more 

closely with the essence of theater warfare Lhan the other services 

but has at the same time maintained a strong single-service focus. 

Fortunately, the structure of U.S. military schoo ls has not 

changed much over the years. Their arrangement of basic, interme

diate, and senior schools supplemented by special courses would 

certain ly support instTuction in operational an as it once did in tJ1e 

field of theater su·ategy.2 Il is the content of general curricula and 

Lhe need for specialization of some students that require attention. 

In view of fony years of neg lect, it is not surprising that tJ1e body 

of knowledge that constitutes operational studies is ill-defined and 

unorganized in the military schools. Although the Army has commit

ted itself doctr inally to the operational level of war, its current doc

trine approaches the subject at only the most general level. While 

the Army's capstone operations rnanuaJ sets general guides for oper

ations at the theater level, its instructional usefulness is limited by its 

failure to discuss techniques or organizations in any detail. 

The rest of the material available to military teachers consists of 

the military classics, outdated American texts, Soviet writings that 

spring from a different set of assumptions and experiences, raw 

historical data, and the spate of recent writings on the subject in 

western professional journals. Some first-draft allied w1·iting also 

exists such as the theater guidance written for NATO's Allied 

Forces Cemral Region by German General Hans Henning von San

drart. :l But most western military texts and histories are written 

from tactical or strategic points of view and the field of western op

erational theory is barren. 

The teaching problem is complex in any case, because theater 

operations fall more clearly into the domain of art than that of sci

ence. Below rJ1e level of broad principles, each situation varies so 

strongly in personal, geographical, demographic, historical, and 

economics details that the teaching of operational art will resemble 

political science more than small unit tactics. While that kind of ap

proach is common in civilian schools, any such teaching will have 

to overcome the U.S. military's strong predilection for the scien

tific, concrete, and demonstrable. The impossibility of developing 

an operational checklist alienates many officers new to the subject. 
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The variety of operations that must be considered is also daum

ing. lt ranges from the familiar to the whollr new. Our deployed 

forces in Asia and Europe, for instance, must now be able to oper

ate as parts of defensive coalitions under unprecedented strategic 

assumptions. These would be predominately light force operations 

in Korea and chiefly mechanized operations in NATO. Our open

and home-based strategic forces must be able to carry out ex

tcmporitcd offensive operations with or without allied assistance. 

Unconventional campaigns-a type of warfare for which there is 

adequate theory and example but one with which most U.S. profes

sionals acti\'ely resist thinking about-seem to becoming more and 

more impo rtanl. Guerrilla wars such as Angola and Afghanistan, ad

\'isory efforts such as El Salvador, and increasingly important mili

tary support to multinational , multi-agency effons such as the 

"Drug War" and the effort to s<.:cure our own national borders re

quire the same attention and education that more conventional 

wars presently do. Many will argue that as the emergent dominant 

form of war, they require more attention than any othct· type of wac 

Education in operational an must be general for most military 

students and individualized for a select few. Our wide range of na

tional and alliance responsibilities demands that we teach general 

oper-ational principles to a large number of staff officers and tech

nicians , yet still idcntii-)• and specially educate experts who will de

,·clop into leaders at the operational lc\'cl. SpecialiLation in both 

groups for particular regions and forms of war is also clesirabl<'. 

In terms of general education, the services must provide joint 

force commanders and theatc·r commanders with a fairly large 

number of operationally competent staff officers. The service ori

gins of these officers b not important. Indeed, represcntati\'es of 

all services must obviously attend war colleges to represent service 

capabilities accurately and to work out the practical details of coop

eration and command and control. Additionally, foreign service of

ficers, political advisors, police and civilian experts who advise and 

cooperate with joint staffs, and the journalists and civic leaders 

who criticit.e them mus1 be present. These people should be in

cluded not only in general instruction at the war colleges as they 

no'' are, but also in the concemratecl course., on theater opera

tions that must be developed at scnio1· and intermediate schools. 

All future theater staff officers must gain a general under

standing of militaq art at the operational level in the schools, es-
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pcciaiJy while the subject i:, 11C\\' tO the services. Of greater short

term importance is their practical education in deploring, sup

porting, mO\'ing, and fighting air forces, Oeets, and large air-land 

formations. There is more to the mechanics of th is type of activity 

than most officers know. 

Senior officers-older colonels and captains and flag offi

cers-must be taught a great deal more. They must be conversant 

in the means of establishing practical, meaningful theater objec

tives; the ways of pursuing them effeCLi\·cly; and the p.-inciples of 

theater maneu\'er and air operations. These officers will be the 

"artists" at the operational lc\'el for the next decade. Their educa

tion should make them comfortable with the subjective na ture of 

theater leadership and rcalislically confident in thdr abilit ies. 

Since forma l instruction for such senio r officers is on ly possib le 

intenniuently and for shon periods, the present plethora of sepa

rately sponsored seminars should be replaced with a unified pro

gram directed by the joint Staff'sj-7. 

Career management must capitalize on education and rein

force it. \\11ile some of the sen·ices have regularly sent high qual

it) officers to joim staffs, none can claim to ha\'e prepared those 

officers for their operational duties or to have attached much 

prestige to their positions. This attitude in part provoked the con

gressional mandate to show more seriousness in joint matters. 

T he services cou ld considerably reinforce a po licy of improved 

operational education by encouragi ng some special ii'<Hion among 

the officers they provide: w operational staffs. In fact. they would 

do well to admit that de\·eloping effect ive specialists in opera

tional an is the work of a lifetime , and tha t dedicating !>Orne first

rate men to this dut)' is not only necessary for sound theater oper

ations but also beneficial to sen·ice interests. 

To improve the preparation of such officers, the services will 

hav<.' to select them deliberately and fairly early in their careers. 

The serv ices wi ll also have to educate these officers appropriately 

in their own schools and track their assignments carefully. UlLi

mately, the sen ·ices and the Department of Defense should face 

up to the necessity of a joint general staff, a notion that is not ju t 

repugnant but actually antithetical to the enu·cnchcd scr\'ice-cen

tcrcd "'a) of doing business. 

Under those circumstances. the services would also need to 

take greater care in choosing who they send to the scnio1· courses 
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of other sen·ices and how they emp loy the graduates of those 

schools . Officers sent to any concentrated course in operational 

art should be selected with specific future theater level assign

ments in rnind. The services should regard those officers as their 

future special ists in operat ion al le\·el staff and command . 

Officers chosen to specia lize in theater operations shou ld logi

ca lly be those who show great potential for high level command 

and staff positions early in their service . Effectiveness in low level 

command is an important but not inlallibl e indi caLOr of potential. 

Candidates for joint staff spec ialization should also show promise 

for large-scale intelligence, logistics, or operations-all of which 

differ fi·orn their tactica l counterparts in scope, complexity, and 

length of planning horizon. Likewise, and less obviously, officers 

with the g1·eatest potential should show special aptitude in the 

study of military hisLOry and the theory or theater operations and 

strategy. These aptitudes need not be the result of formal training 

nor need they be of a high order initiall y, but they are necessary. 

Only through mastery of military history and theory can opera

tional spec ialists ga in the wide frame of reference necessary in 

planning and directing campa igns . Individual dedication to main

taining and en largin g these talents will characterize the bestjoim 

staff officers and can be encouraged but not enforced by the 

school system . To find these talents, personnel managers must ex

pose all high quality junior officers to formal courses in the ser

vice schools and find th e se lf-educated officers who are already 

present in the middle grades of all serv ices. The service schools 

shou ld contin ue to amend their curricula at the high and middle 

levels to promote better joint staff officer training. 

Operations, unlike tactics, vary among theaters of operations. 

Political organizat ion s differ strong ly. Land forms , climati c pat

terns, and maritime conditions all have nuances that can only be 

learned over time. Social values affect operations differently. Not 

least, dominant military and civilian personalities and ideas domi

nate regions for long periods and are import ant co nsiderat ions 

during campaigns. Military educa tion for operationa l art should 

reflect this. Further, the civil schoo ling programs of the serv ices 

can support military schools by making scholarships in foreign af

fairs, economics, political science, geography, and military history 

availab le to operational staff spec ialists. 
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As pan of the educational process, the services should repeti

tively assign operationa l special ists to Asia, Europe, Latin America, 
the Pacific or to contingency-oriented commands throughout 
their active service . Ideally, selected officers with line experience 

in a theater would be further taught the principles of operational 
art in the schoo ls and employed in command and staff positions 
of increasing responsibility in that theater. With such a program in 

effect from the tenth year of service, such of!icers could concen
trate on their geograph ical specialties during both their interme
diate and senior service school years. These officers would be the 

logical candidates to send as analysts following operations in their 
areas of expertise . We would also benefit by sending such officers 
to observe foreign conflicts as we did before World War I. 

Operational staff specialists should also prepare themselves for 

repeated duty in the same staff spec ialt;'-intelligence, operat ions, 
special operations, logistics, or communications. Their repeated 
field assignments in the same theater would in a short time pro

duce something unusual and valuable: experts in operational staff 
work useful anywhere but especia lly well prepared to operate in a 
particular region. 

Concerns about sharing arduous or unpopular duties across 
the officer corps militates against any such specialization. So does 
the service bias toward generalists training and against anything 

that looks like a general staff. Fears of elitism and otherworldly de
tachment that come out whenever such programs are proposed 

would have to be allayed. But doing that is not impossible; the 
A1·my has had good success with its second year intermediate 
schoo l and has successfully avoided elitism so far, and the goal is 

worthwhile. Specialties already exist in strategic intelligence and 
foreign areas. Creating supplementary specialists in theater opera
tions and logistics could be clone inexpensively and woul.d pay 

great dividends in providing senior commanders with improved 
staff support. Far from yielding a crop of eggheads and theorists, 

this kind of education would sharpen the abilities of the best and 
most mature leaders of all services. It would mold the Marshalls, 
Nimitzes, and Arnolds of the next generation. 

The haphazard growth of campaign studies courses, second 

year staff college programs, and individual writing projects has pro
duced a wealth of good but slightly divergent tl1inking. The next 

step is for the joint Staff to direct a strong , liberal but unified edu-
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cational program for all schools. This will require organizing facul

ties qualified in opera tiona l art-civilian and military teachers with 

credemia ls or experience in theater operations. Spec ial schoo ling 

and field assignm ents for faculty arc necessary components of this 

cffott, but ";thin a decade the process will become self-sustaining. 

with students mO\·ing up imo the ranks of the teachers. 

One reservation should be noted. As the schoolc; build up their 

programs for teaching operational art they should carefully sustain 

their abilities to develop service special ists in tactics and strategy. 

The eruhusiasm for 'jointncss" that came with the Goldwater

Nichols Act tolerates strategists but leaves little room for protecting 

or encouraging tactical expertise; under the new dispensation 

ever} excellent of£icer has to be ·:joint." As we begin to educate 

theater operators, we must correct this error and make the point 

explicit that all operalional success depends on tactical exce llen ce. 

Balance would be best achieved by leaving a great deal of free

dom in curriculum managemem to the service schools. The Joint 

Staff will necessarily dictate some but sen-ices should be 

left great independence at the level of the intermediate schoo ls

the staff co lleges-to raise their own candidates for theater and 

tactical specialization. Staff college comma ndant s can provide 

well-rounded journeymen in tactics, operational art, and strategy 

if they are charged with that duty.• 

Full inter-sen·ice education should be the goal of the highest 

military schoo ls-the war colleges. There, specially selected field 

grade officers with joint staff experience should concentrate most 

of their studies on operatio nal an. Rather than being introduced 

to the subject at that late stage of their careers, those officers 

should arrive with -;ome experience and depart expecting to serve 

most of their remaining years on theater staffs. Only a minority of 

these senior students-the tactical specia lists- should be commit

ted to further study of their O\\'n services at the war colleges. 

Training for operational art is as important as ed ucating for it. 

In some ways it is the rec ipr oca l of education. Training exercises 

serve as laboratories for validating ideas imparted during educa

tion , and the results of training exercises add to the evidence used 

b\ ..,chools to gcnerali;e about operations at any lc\'cl of war. 

Specifically, the military usc training exercises to test theoreti

ca l and doctrinal concepts, to stream lin e their operating tech

niques, or simp ly to develop, sustain, or enhance sk ill in com-
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mand and staff coordination. Only in u·aining exercises can com

manders and staff officers put their organizations into operation 

under cond ition s replicating combat. Unfortumucly, in the area 

of u·aining for campaigns the military must build on weaker foun

dations than it can in studying tactics. 

There arc, simply pm, no trainin g centers or <>vcn simulations to 

support campaign planning or execution. Executive crisis games. 

short-term joint exerc ises, and even the Naval \•Var College Global 

Exercise arc all means of gat hcri ng principal actors to train for 

major leadership roles, but these rarely deal with theater issues over 

a long pe1·iod. Typically, they either focus on a single aspect of high

level decision making, such a · gam ing Lhe problems of nucl ear re

lease, or they emp hasize a particular elemcm of theater action. Lo
gistics and dcploymcnl are the actions most common ly poru ·aycd. 

To u·ain cffcclivcly, we need to put commanders of valious sized 

forces into the roles of theater decision makers who must not only 

make tactical choices but also-in the case of convemiona l opera

tions-formulate campaig n plan!'., choose to accept or decline battle. 

decide what usc lO make of tactical successes and failure, and advise 

strateg ic leaders on the long-term needs and prospccu; of theater op

era tions. In LJJJconvenlional operations or in situations in which the 

armed services play a supporting role, military leader s must have the 

opportun ity to make plans and conduct operation-; over e,·en longer 

spans of Lime. In these emironmenL'\ they must be able to practice 

and observe the inter-workings or political, economic, information, 

and militar) ' policies in complex multinational settings which repre

sen t conditions that arc "neither peace nor war." 

vVhatever the operating circ umstances, large-unit commanders 

and their sta!I<i-corps, army, fleet, and air force commanders

should peri odica lly go through exercises designed to impro,·c their 

ab ilitie s to work with c lements of other service!>, other federal 

agencies, and other nations at the ope 1·ational level. This uaining 

would differ from the unifi ed command exercises presently con

ducted as deployment drills in scope, duration, and emp hasis on 

the essent ials of campa ignin g. \Vhen appropriate, those headquar

ters might even train under the direction of non-military agencies 

such as the Ocparunent of tate, the Oepanmcnt of the Treasury, 

or the Immi gration and Naturalitation Service. 

\1\'hich department condu cts the uainin g is not rea lly impor 

tant. is essenti al is that com mand ers and their staffs practice 
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designing and conducting campaigns with all of the other likely 

panicipanL<; present. They must train to identify means of defeat

ing large, \\CII structured enemy forces economicall), speedil), and 

effective!}'. They must he able to coordinate air, ground, naval, 

and special operations aClions with strategic efforts in pursuit of 

operationally effective objectives. They must not only be familiar 

with the cost<>, techniques, and timing of such operations but must 

also have a background of training experiences that assists them 

in deciding when, where, and how to fight as well as when to avoid 

combal. Such a backgrouncl-panly the product of training, 

partly a function of education-will assist future leaders in setting 

the tenm of battle and in choosing the actions they should take 

after a tactical decision has been obtained. Lee's decision to fight 

at Gettysburg rather than maneuvering for a better opportunity, 

MacArthur's pursuit of the North Koreans above the 38th Parallel, 

and Giap 's choices late in the Vietnam \'\'ar arc all examples of the 

kind and importance of choices operational commanders have to 

make. l\lilitm·y men must give those decisions the same attention 

they devote to tactical or strategic decisions. 

Below the l<'vel of world historical choices lies a host of routine 

'lkills and techniques that theater and support units must ma!)

tcr. Thi!> set of ordinar) arthities includes mO\ing. protecting, and 

supporting theater forces. Since no on(' in the force has much ex

perience in planning or conducting activities, operational activities 

such as regional logistics, theater air campaigns, or coordinated 

long-term psychological, unconventional and conventional opera

tions, the joint force needs to organit.c training that replicate 

full campaigns. Such training will not only refresh lost skills but will 

also produce the opportunity to adjust outdated techniques. 

At the supporting Jc,·cls, the services need training programs 

that accustom their officer<; to de,"cloping rcali tic options for the

ater operations and evaluating the relative operational value of 

such options. Even more basically, the services and joint com

mands need experience in assembling and manipulming the sup

port for campaigns. Today·., tools of theater administration, tran<>

portalion. communications, intelligence, psychological operations. 

special operations, and rivil-milit.ar)' action arc a complex mix of 

high- and low-technology devices operated by civilians in military 

organizations. Using them effectively in war will depend to a large 

extent on tlw quality of peacetime training. 
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There is also a variety of active, reserve component, and paper 

organiLations designed to serve theater-level needs. These units 

include military railway battalions. sea and air terminal operating 

agencies, special transportation and logistics formations, and al

most all of our psychological operations and civil affairs detach

ments. They do not routinely get to train under a single headquar

ters, for a realistic period of time, or over the actual distances 

typical of theater warfare. 

In more concrete terms, the training challenge is to create an 

environment that will accustom theater CINCs, theater staff offi

cers, and theater combat and ser\'ice units to the conditions of op

erational warfare before they arc actually called on to fight. To get 

operational an out of the realm of pure theory and move it to

ward actual capab ility we need to organize and conduct exercises 

that will require theater commanders to set goals and design cam

paigns under the constraints of realistic policies and strategy. 

Campaign exercises must pro\'ide staff officers with enough in

formation and strategic guidance to force them through detailed 

option de\·elopmcnt and analysis. AJI theater operations depend 

on good staff work. is mot·e important or easier to simulate 

than theater logistics. Training for operational logistics, to elabo

rate on that single example, would present joint logisticians with 

the problem of not only devising but also conducting supply. re

pair, and transportation in an imagined theater of operations. 

The staffs involved would have to estimate requirements, find 

and evaluate sources of supply, identify modes or transponation, 

and determine the relative capabilities of sea, rail, road, and air 

transport within a theater. They would have to establish man

power requirements, balance those needs among military, U.S. 

civilian, and local civilian resources and propose dcplorment or 

base-development schemes to be carried out during and after de

ployment. They would runher have to provide for the movement 

or materiel from the theater's ports over realistically limited lines 

of support in the face of enemy interdiction and under the pres

sure of changing operational requirements. Projecting such train

ing over realistic periods-years rather than weeks-would differ

entiate this kind of training from the present deployment drills. 

Ob,·ious as all this seem<;, the joint force and it:-, training bases 

do not now have simulation'i or exercises that put operational 

staff.<; in those roles toda). The unified commands run the best ex-
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crcises and staff studies now being performed but they do it with 

minimal outside assistance or evaluation. In a period in which 

economies will be nece sary, it is scarcely possible to initiate a se

ries of new exercises. There is no reason, however, that the ser

vices and unified commands could not modify their existing exer

cise program to accomplish simultaneous operational training. 

The (Return of Forces to Germany) series of exercises 

now takes this approach by building full-sized army group prob

lems around a core of tactical field training exercises. With small 

changes, other neet-, air force-, and army-level training evems 

could be modified into full-blmvn campaigns. Such theater exer

cises would normally begin before troops initiate training, go on 

during the field training, and continue afterwards. Rather than 

stipulating a theater situation for forces on exerci es, this method 

would acwally evolve operational conditions through earlier simu

lation. \Vith liule change to the central field training exercise, 

large headquarters would expand their own activities and derive 

valuable training at their own level. 

This would pay a double dividend. It would end the unrealistic 

years-long preparation tor moving and training relatively small 

forces. More importantly, it would test and strengthen theater ca

pabilities that are umried under current exercise plans. Instead of 

merely umpiring or observing tactical formalions, operational 

staffs and commanders would be calkd on to concentrate, fight, 

and support a larger force than that actually training. They might, 

for instance. be required to mo,·c real and simulated units on 

l.hort notice from marshalling areas and ports of debarkation 

while arranging for the support of the entire fo,·cc, both real and 

imaginary, throughout the theater. A theater- level umpire would 

dictate background conditions and provide su·ategic guidance to 

the operational commander. He would also intervene occasionally 

to change missions, national priorities, troop lists, and the enemy 

situation. In doing this the acwal field or fleet maneuver would be 

easily subsumed and might, in fact, be relegated to a small, rela

tively unimportant part of the theater of war. 

On a more ambitious scale, we might re-create theater exer

cises-of the scope of the Louisiana, Carolina, and Kentucky ma

neuvers of the t940s-both in thr United States and overseas. 

That would entail massing headquarters and some troops from all 

0\er the theater to "right" campaign of realistic depth and 
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breadth. Divisions, corps, and air forces would be small players in 

such exercises and would ha\'e only to provide player rclb. They 

would, however, get the benefits of training to meet theater re

quirements for long-distance movement, changes in mission, and 

sustained operatio ns.·· 

The main thrust of such exercises wou ld be at higher levels . 

Tactical players would participate to represent t·calistic movement 

rateo;, reaction times, sustainment needs, and demands l(>r theater 

staff assistance. The main combatants-armies, arm) groups. fleets, 

and air forces-would light each other- OYer great di'>tances and at 

the direction of cstablish<'d unified commands or of hastily orga

nitecl joint task forces. Questions of campaign planning; troop 

movement and operational maneuver; air-ground cooperation at 

theater Je,·el; command, control and communications; intelligence 

collection and dissemimuion; operationa l log istics; and phas ing 

tlw campaigns could all be examined in such a command post ex

ercise. Infrequently examined such as operating ports and 

communications tones, displacing air bases, conducting military 

go\'ernment, and managing ci,·il affairs could be examined in the 

context of a fictional but aniH' campaign. The rcsern' c:omponelll 

organizations responsible for these highly spccialitecl task:o. would 

receive excellent u·aining, t'\'<.'11 if they could only pia)' for their two 

weeks of annual training, and the theater commanders would have 

the opportunity to evaluate the capabilities of those units. 

Such exercises should last for months as a combination of port 

or garrison command post exercises run at a controlled pace and 

full-speed field phases in which ope1-ational stalls actuall) displace 

to direct the action. Umpiring such exercises would be a un

dertaking but is feasible if the unified commands exchange umpire 

t<'ams for each other's exercises. Analysis of complcwd exercises is 

the natural work of operational staffs and or war college students. 

Some exercises of this type should be conducted as short-notice 

training for headquarters with contingency responsibilities. The 

training sections of the national or alliance joint staffs would 

spring such exercises on subordinate headquarters to train them in 

organizing and opcratingjoim task forces under cmcrgcnry condi

tions. If any lesson stood out from the 1983 Grenada operation, it 

b thm our joint training occasionally put ground. air. and 

11(\\'al components togetht'r quickly under the prc'>surc or an 

emerging crisis. Admittedly thi'> kind of training ''ould take a grcaL 
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deal of Lime and money. This defect cou ld be offset by playing at a 

low level for months without disrupting the day-to-day activities of 

joint headquarters. But it is also possible, and necessary, to provide 

simul ations ·which permit single headquarters to u·ain their staffs 

and war game their plans. Such simulations need to be keyed to 

the peculiar needs of theater ope ration s, however, and unfortu

nately this is not Lhe case with any of our present games. 

Realistic u·eatment of time is the element missing from all of 

the many, expensive, and redundant computer ized sim ulat io ns 

now available to us. Our games are set to represent combat at the 

system level and to 1·ef1ect movement in "rea l time" or in simp le 

multiples of hours. They depict logistics and maintenance require

ments for tactical units without address ing theater- level concerns. 

The simu latio ns the Army uses are that way because they were writ

ten to meet that service's spec ifications. Theater commanders and 

staffs need self-stand ing simul ations that will generate realistic tac

tical outcomes over the course of multiple opera lions. Operationa l 

decisions concern what to do before and after tactical ac

tions; the battles or operations themselves are influ enced by what 

takes place beforehand. Since this is a matt er of weeks and months 

in conventiona l operat ion s and years in unconventional efforts, 

ou r simulations must be able to cut o ut periods of import ant but 

routine preparation. They must be designed to reflect the results 

of extended staff actions and nation-building programs after short 

umpired int erva ls. Their goa l shou ld be to confro nt the opera

tional commander with imporLant decisions that would normally 

come months a pan in the course of a two- or three-week exercise. 

Such games must also produce theater-significant data in all 

fields. Among other things, they shou ld impose the effects of sea

sonal weather changes; the capab ilities of the theater labor force 

and econom ic base; the effects of attitudes in the population and 

alliance leadership; the theater capacity for road, runway, and port 

maintenance; and the resource situ ation in and beyond the the

ater. The U.S. Army Command and General Staff College's Schoo l 

of Advanced Military Swdies plays games of this type now. They are 

based more on suqjective umpiring than on computer sophistica

tion but they lead to interesting points about theater operations. 

Whatever techniques the j o int Staff adopts, three elements 
must characterize all operational level training: all agencies and 

organizations that influence today's campaigns must participate; 
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employment of forces must be stressed more than simple deploy

ment; and trainers must feed the results of theater-level exercises 

back to the educational institutions for analysis and study. None of 

these things now takes place reliably. 

The armed services singly and as a joint force stand at a critical 

point in their development. National strategy, military organiza

tion, and technology are all in a period of basic change. The ser

vices are already u·ying to reshape themselves for the future and in 

the process are making changes to their docu -ines, organizations, 

and equipment. IL is vitally important that in doing these things 

they accurately gauge the nature of future conflict and then raise 

and u·ain the forces that we will rely on in the years to come. 

Nothing now occurring exceeds the importance of reclaiming 

our capability for operational level warfare. In this environment 

the addition of operational art as a new division of military sci

ence is more than just a minor adaptation of the way we do busi

ness. It is, rather, a fundamental change that should help in cast

ing the shape of other changes we will have to make. 

Without developing a logic that converts strategic ends to the

ater goals and gives shape to tactical actions we cannot assure our 

future success. No legislated level of 'jointness" and no adminis

trative rigor in seeing that all professional officers serve on joim 

staffs will adequately substitute for the need for sound, non

parochial doctrine based on experience. No doctrine can be effec

tive unless its precepts are taught and its techniques exercised. 

Some progress has been made in the schools, and we have never 

completely abandoned joint u·aining. But the mere inu·oduction of 

opera tional an into fteld manuals and allied tactical publications 

will not fulfill the promise or challenge of operational art. Having 

opened a (ew doors by its presence in our manuals, a real undet·

stand ing of operational art througholll the force could wholly trans

form our view of war. Jt is vital that we inculcate the ideas of the sub

ject into the officer corps or all services and that we transmit our 

\'ision of theater operations to other non-military agencies whose 

coope ration is indisp ensable. Then it remains for the force to train 

realistically so as to build up an acwal capability for effective theater 

operations. Rigorous training , if e<u·efully analyzed, will disclose the 

shortcomings of docuine , establish material and organizational re
quirements more accurately, and identify the techniques-and the 

officers-most likely to lead us to operational success in the future. 
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I. Col. Wallace Fran1 \\rotc the carlicM of papers lot f>mt1mrtPn and Mili
fm)' H.rou•w. He also joined other of llw U.S. Arnl} \\'at College facult) 
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of military history and theory. On tlw civilian side. Edward 1. Luuwak wrote 
a clear and inOuential Ct itique of western indifference to the operational Ic,·el of 
war fot the journallntemational Smail) (\\'intl'r 1980/ 81 ). 
2. One of the first n:quir<·mcnts for midcllt'-le\d 'tudcm'>-<'aptains and 
m<ucns-at Fon Lea\enworth in the 1930, to plan tlw mmcmem of the 
Union Army of the Potomac from its positiom around Frt'dl•ti(bburg. \ 'irginia 
to conct•nu-ate n<·ar ll arrisburg, Penns} kania. The supplies, formations, 
and timing of such a move would challenge most staff today. If such a 
probkm were set for their successors today (and it shou ld bd), they would also 
haw to account for till' additions of air def<'ml', air a mototi1cd support 
ba'>c, modern logi'>tiC\. and theater air and \t'a Mtpport. 
3. 'icc: the .-\FCEZ\T Commanders -opct ational Guidann·-. 19H7. lor General 
,·on Sand ran's treatment of th<· subject. 
·L Periodic redew:. h}' "i'itors from the Joint and senicc 'tafl, ('an keep 
thi' diversification on track. The grea test danger in the practicl· i' the tendency 
10 definition b<'IW(:cn the three This is not hard to prevent 
1 hrough supervision. 
5. Field exercises are still possible in the United States. In 1987 the Ill 
'upponcd b) the Tw(']fth Air Force condu<:tl'd a one-sided cm"' <"ountry com
mand post exercise in T<·x;u.. The excrci,c, named ROAD Rt was well re
<"chcd. highh · instructi\(•, and genet-all} prohlcm-ftec. 



Leadership at the Operationa l 

Level of War 

William Stofft 

There is an old adage that unless society educates both its 

plumbers and iL'; philosophers, neither its pipes nor its theories 

will hold water. Military philosophers of earlier ages arc the for

bearers of the intellectual basis of the profession of arms. They de

veloped the theories which educated the great captains of history, 

and this tradition of leadership whereby senior leaders pass their 

experience and their theories to their junior subordinates contin

ues today. The proof of any military theory, however, is its success 

in battle, and u·anslating theory into action reqttires leader hip. 

The fundamental requirements of leadership at the opera

tional level of war apply to all services-land, sea, and air. The 

foundation of leadership at the operational level of war is training, 

education, and exper·ience, all of which must be linked thoroughly 

to understanding strategy. A successful leader at the operational 

level must know and understand theory at all three levels of war. 

Good leaders arc good teachers at any level. The most important 

leader in a teacher role, however, is generally someone <Hthc oper

ational level of war simply because that is where military forces 

have the least experience. The operational le,·el is probably also 

the lca-;t understood of the three levels of war, even though it is the 

key to setting the erwironmcnt in battle. Leadership at the opera

tional level of war is a fundamental clement of operational an. 

The most powerful examples ofwartime leadership at the oper

ational level of war generally show up in adversity. It requires 

courage. for example, of a slightly different type than commonly 

seen at the tacLical level of war. Courage in leadership at the opera

tional level is Lee at Gettysburg telling the remnants of Pickett's 

charge "It is all my faulL." It is Grant at Cold Harbor saying "I regret 

this more than anything I have ever ordered." It is Eisenhower car

qing a note for the press in his uniform pocket on 0-Day in which 

he accepts blame for the of the assault on the Normandy 
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beaches. The failure never came, but Eisenhower had the courage 

to accept it had it been there. Simpkin summarized courage in lead

ership at the operational level: 'The operational commander needs 

the courage to keep his judgement undoubted when forced to ac

cept short-term setbacks for the sake of long-term aims, or to follow 

a course which he knows will cause heavy casualties among men 

who u·ust and respect him. Above all, he needs the moral courage 

to make big decisions fast and to stick to them." 

Leadership at the operational level requires a comprehensive 

understanding of war. This requires an active mind, a mind which 

is open and curious, and one which has more than simply techni

cal competence. War is a human activity which requires human in

telligence for success . This is certainly not a new concept; the 

great captains of history generally have had their greatest suc

cesses in leading at the operational level, and they pursued the in

tellectual side of the profession of arms as well as the practical and 

technica l aspects. The study of the profession of arms is the study 

of histOry. If history is the memory of mankind, then military his

tory is the memory of the profession of arms. Without memory, 

no reasonable perspective on events is possible. Knowing military 

history is central to truly understanding the profession of arms. 

Leadership at the operational level requires both competence 

and confidence. One must know what to do and be prepared to do 

it. There is a fine line between risk and gamble, however. The oper

ational level commander must understand both the tactical level sit

uation and the operational level requirements so he can weigh the 

potential risks. For example, when a CINC complains that artillery 

ammunition is being wasted in preparatory fires rather than being 

saved for future use, the ground component commander may ex

plain that the ammunition is not being wasted but being invested in 

future success; the CINC must be competent enough to understand 

the answer and have enough confidence in his subordinate to leave 

the control of the artillery to him. To see not only what ""ill be nec

essary in the future, but what immediate actions are necessary, re

quires a vivid imagination and a mind comfortable with change. 

While expetience is important to successful leadership at the op

erational level, experience alone is inadequate. Frederick the Great 

made the point that if experience were all a great leader needed, 

then all of his pack mules should be generals since they had been on 
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campaign for years. Plato observed that while experience teaches all 

the best flute players, it also teaches all the worst ones. 

How to best prepare for leadership at the operational level is a 
blend of learning by education, training, and experience. Thi s 

learning must occur constantly, for both oneself and one's subordi 
nates. General Marshall conducted seminars at Fort Benn ing 
where subordinates were exposed to reading, recitation, and reflec

tion. General Van Fleet spent three tours of duty teaching Reserve 
Officer Training Corps cadets at South Dakota, Nebraska, and 

Florida before World War II-certa inly not the preparation one 
might expect for a future great operational level commander for 
war, but he had the advantage of access to large university libraries, 
and he had the good sense to use them. Understanding war also 

requires one to go beyond the classroom and wherever possible to 
explore past military successes and failures where they took place. 

Even as we study the past, however, we must be constantly aware 

that there is both cont.inu ity and change in the profession of arms . 
Theory and doctrine genera lly evolve in response to technology 
and other socio-economic factors, but the fundamentals of war re

main more constant. The process of studying the past and develop
ing theory today is healthy; it expands one's knowledge of military 
theory and history. Milit:.:'lry knowledge, however, grows faster than 

our doctrine can be developed, because doctrine is the result of a 
synthesis of fundamentals of the past and capabi lities of the pre

sent. Any modern theory of war must apply to all services jointly, 
but theorists, after all, are service warriors in most cases and their 
theories reflect their experience . The cont inental theorists, Clause

witz and J omini, were soldiers; the maritime theorists, Mahan and 
Corbett , were sailors; the air theorists, Mitchell, Doubet, and Tren
chard, were pioneers of flight; and the revolutionary theorists who 
converged military and polit.ical tl1eory, Lenin, Mao, and Ho, were 

themselves revo lutionaries. Today's military theorists are develop
ing the doctrine of joint warfare where in tl1e capabilities of all ser
vices complement each other at the operational level of war. Lead

ership from the joint commander in chief, however, will be 
required to translate tl1e docu-ine into practice. 

Modern warfare demands a faster tempo of operations . Forces 

must move faster through larger areas against more powerful 
weapons with longer ranges. The higher risk of casua lties from 
friendly fire on a confused battlefield ,-equires that commanders 
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consider the risks associated with weapons, geography, joint and 

combined operaLions, and vision. Commanders leading from the 

operational level of war must be comfortable with decentralized 

acLions. They must understand that when their demand for infor

mation is high, that information will also be scarce. They must be 

able to tolerate ambiguity and uncertainty and resist the tempta

tion to meddle in tactical decisions. 

Leadership at the operational level requires the ability to intu

itively acquire the feel of a campaign. Jomini viewed it as being 

able to mentally shape the battle while avoiding being shaped by 

the opponent. Clausewitz characterized it as a test of wills where 

both sides used psychological operations, deception, and feints. 

The historian j.B. Young, in his history of the battle of Gettysburg, 

wrote that 'The supreme test of a genera l is his readiness to meet 

alarming developments which menace all his former calcula

tions, . . . his mastery of emergent circumstances, his poise and be

havior when all his plans go awry, his quickness of insight and Ou
idity of action when confronted by unexpected happenings-in 

short his ability to face the unexpected." 

The most critical elemem of leadership at the operational level 

may be the cohesion of staff teams-tl1c groups consisting of com

manders and staffs. In the 1945 after-action interviews with cap

tured German officers they agreed that the German Army was shat

tered after the battle at Falaise Gap, but their staff teams escaped. 

Their operational teams of commanders and staffs were still viable, 

and the German Army was able to rebui ld its fighting forces around 

those experienced groups. Allowing the German staffs to escape in

met at the Falaise Gap eventually helped the Germans to conduct 

their counter-offensive in the Ardennes some months later. 

A competent staff team is essential to leadership at the opera

tions level ofwar, because coping with the complexities of modern 

military campaigning is simply beyond the capabilities of one per

son. Operational an is sequencing a series of battles and major 

operaLions which will constitute a campaign-tl1e goal of the cam

paign is a strateg ic objective. The campaign includes conditions, 

probabilities, risks, and outcomes, and there is a narrow margin 

for error because once a large campaign is set in motion, it is diffi

cullto hall or change direction. o coherent campaign is possible 

without a lucid vision of how it should conclude, and the com

mander at the operational level must provide that vision. 
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The crux of leadership at the operational level is reconciling 

tactical events with strategic aims, and the staff must collectively 

understand that. This is the essence of operational an. Because 

the strategic aim may often be ill-defined, the commander and his 

staff must be able to de\·elop and defi ne the appropriate tactical 

objectives necessary to achieve the strategic aim. 

The commander must be able to convey to the st.afT a clear in

tent of what he wants to be done. Patton considered his staff to be 

practically of a sing le mind. Military planning genera lly occurs 

under mental stability, when staff members are lucid and at their 

best, but the execution of that plan takes place under tremendous 

su·ess. Staffs are torn by the need for procedures, but they must 

allow, indeed demand, flexibility to deal with the unexpected. The 

staff cannot wait for nor anticipate genius. As Montgomery said, 

"It will be unusual to find comb ined in one individual all the qual

ities needed for successful leadership." Good staffs, however, can 

complement, reinforce, and enrich the efforts of individual mem

bers into something greater than the sum of the parts. They can 

gain consensus without weakening the product. 

The commander at the operational level needs time to think. 

The staff provides him that time as it communicates information 

to subordinates and carries out the commander's decisions. The 

commander u es tha t thinking time to develop guidance for the 

staff. Montgomery needed time for quiet thought and reflection; 

he went to bed at 2130 each night. Patton lived apart from the 

staff, read daily, and slept sound ly. Slim insisted on unbroken 

sleep; his guidance to his staff was "only awaken me if no one else 

can handle the problem." Each of these leaders maintained a con

sistent vision on which the staff could focus its efforts, while the 

leaders conserved their own personal energy. 

The commander, his staff, and his subordinate commanders must 

have inLensity without tension. Nelson advocated his subordinates to 

'\vastc not a minut e" in driving toward a fixed purpose. All actions of 

the group must work toward that fixed purp ose, but it needs a deli

cate balance of singleness of purpose without blind obedience. It re

quires compatibility and immense respect and trust. Thi becomes in

creasingly important in joint and combined staffs where individuals 

will have widely difTcting backgrounds and experiences. 

While staffs arc certainly an essential element of leadership at 

the operatio nal level, there can also be Loo much of a good thing. 
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Unnecessary layers of staffs impede the process of control at the 

operalional level of war. There is a useful analogy in com pari ng 

the locomotive and the airpl ane. T he locomotive has few controls, 

perhaps a throttle and a brake; it does not provide many o ption s 

for the eng ineer, but it is reliable and strong. The airplan e, o n the 

o ther hand, has a myriad of control s and many options, but it is 

harder to insure reliabi li ty. Once the locomotive is in motion 

there is a goo d chance it will reach its destination, but there are 

few options on the way. The airp lane has an almost infinit e num

ber of opt ions, but is subject to a wide variety of probl ems. A rail

road needs a smaller staff to operate effective ly, while an aviation 

system demands a re latively larger one. This is another way of say

ing that simple plans and a minimum layering of staffs are more 

apt to ga in success at the operational level than complex plans 

which will require large staffs to execute and monitor. 

\Vhile control is a compensator for unreliability, it also limi ts 

speed. The idea is to gain the minimum contro l necessar)' to com

pensate for unreliability. The larger the staff, the grea ter the con

trol, but th e CINC's assu ran ce of his will being impl emented is 

lower. A large staff simply takes more time to do things and the po

tenl.ial for error increases becau e there are more people invoh·ed 

to make mistakes. The first casua lty of war at the operat iona l le,·el 

shou ld be Lhe size of the staffs. Commanders will have to reduce in

termediaries and stab ilize staff relationships, because there will just 

not be enoug h time to see and talk to everyone on a large staff. 

Commanders will come to rely on a small co re of trus ted agents 

who clearly and imimately understand their will and their vision. 

The grea t capta ins und erstood the value of teamwork with 

their staffs at the operat ion al level of war. Montgomery's advice 

was to have a good chief of staff, and he followed that advice with 

de Guingand as his own ch ief. Patton was generaJiy considered to 

be unsuitable as a staff officer, but cou ld put together good staffs 

and get the most out of them. In the end the persona lity of the 

leader is indi spensab le. Men rather than maxims arc centra l to 

success at the operational leve l of war. Acco rdin g to Sir j ohn 

Hackcll, 'The secrets of success and failure in armies is found in 

the hands and hearts of men. War is not another engineer ing 

problem to be managed." Commanders who arc successfu l at the 
opera tiona l level of war must reconcile competing ajms, dominate 

events, and anticipate, anticipa te, anticipate. They mu t under-
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stand the military past in order to reach their goals in t.he future. 

They make decisions today for tomorrow. 

Among those who have successfully answered the challenge of 

leadership at the operational level of war and left behind some 

thoughts on how they did it are Patton ("Step outside the ordinary 

frame of reference to do something not seen by others."), Wave II 

("lntelleclUal initiative requires a tolerance for deviant. behavior."), 

and Slim ('The highest test of generalship is to hold Lhe balance be

tween determination and flexibility."). Then there is the common 

soldier ·who sees successful senior leadership as being able to do 

somelhing you're not supposed to and having it come om all right. 

Creativity is essential to leadership at the operational level. 

Creativity, however, is a difficult thing to achieve. Charles Mingus, 

the noted jazz musician, once said that "Creativily is more than 

just being different. Anybody can play weird; that's easy. What's 

hard is to be as simple as Bach. Making the simple complicated is 

commonplace; making the complicated simple, awesomely simple , 

that's creativit.y." When we look at the great captains, they were 

able to make the complicated look simple, so simple that we may 
overlook just how difficu lt it really was. 



Reading About Operational Art 

Richard Swain 

Theory, or docu·ine for that matter, without a sense of history is 

a very weak foundation on which to base one's understanding of 

war. Theory is synthetic, contextua l, and hypothetical. It is synthetic 

in that it is man-made, a creative exp lanation of regularities observed 

in the nature of things. It is contextua l, because the observed regu

larities are necessari ly qualified by their environment, even if it is 

the condition of "all things being equal," which, of course, they 

never are. Theories are hypothetical systems, based upon evidence, 

requiring cont inu ous revalidation, subject always to disproof or 

modification but never final confir mation .1 History read, as Sir 

Michael Howard has proposed, "in width, breadt h and context," 2 is 

both the best source of theory and of the body of evidence by which 

theor ies can be tested und er varied cond itions. Theo ry, in turn, if 

used with care, can clarify and illuminat e the study of history. 

It is necessary to read history in the first place, because that is 

the only way to deal with the real thin g. "A review of su·ateg ic the

ory," as j ohn Keegan points ou t, "is no more a study of war than a 

history of political science is a handbook of govern ment." 3 It is an 

understand ing of war or wars that is the object of both theory and 

military history. The theorist seeks genera l exp lanations, the histo

rian specific . But written history, too, is synthetic, contextual, and 

hypothet ical. Un like the theorist who seeks to exp lain relationships 

between genera l phenomena, the historian seeks connections be

tween specific facts or events. Critical histor ians seek an under

standing of various alternative solution sets as well, although most 

responsib le historians will stop short of postulating necessary alter

native outcomes. The framework that results, the telling of the 

story, consists of a structure of causal relationships, created by the 
imagination of the historian, always from incomp lete evidence . 

Like a theory it is of necessity a simplified vision of reality. If the his

torian claims less for his re-creation than the theorist for his cre

ation, it is no less subjective in content or synthetic in nature, nor 

is it any less subject to competition from alternative exp lanations. 
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History must be studied in width, depth, and context because, 

as Professor Raymond Aron has written, "the understanding of his
tory as a train of events obviously implies the retrospective grasp of 
what was possible at the moment of decision but did not happen . ... 

It implies also the oscillation between massive phenomena tending 
to push history in one direction and individual acts, minority initia

tives, or accidenta l phenomena (not determined by the whole situ
ation) that straighten or wrn back the course of history. History as 
a train of events belongs by nature to what we have calledjJrobabilis

tic delenninisrn." 4 Professor James M. McPherson 's history of the 
American Civil War, Battle Cry of H·eeclom; the Civil War t.' ra (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1988), is a brilliant examp le of the 

application of the "contingency" theory of history.5 

Michael Howard"s guidelines for the study of history are in

dicative of the concerns of those who practice what has come to 
be known as the "new military history," a concept of war that tran

scends military maneuvers and events w consider socia l, political, 
technical, and economic context as well as those other, nonmili
tary means of conflict and diplomacy which do not go away upon 

declaration of war.6 Howard's personal concern, expressed in 
1969, was that post-World War II military historians continued to 

conform to a model of military history long since rendered obso
lete by events. 'The heyday of the orthodox military historian," he 
wrote, "was in fact really over before this century began, and as 

historiography goes, it was very brief." According to Howard, this 
traditiona l view of military history "is concerned primarily with 

the maneuvers of armed forces within finite and eas ily compre
hensible parameters of space and time, leading to engagements in 

which is decided the straightforward issue of victory or defeat. "7 

This sort of model was obso lete, Howard argued, by the time of 
the American Civil War. It has been particularly counter-produc
tive since the end of World War II. 

john Keegan has picked up this argument in his book, The 

.Mask of Command (New York: Elisabeth Sifton Books, Viking Pen
guin, Inc., 1987), in which he argues that dependence on "the 

phenomenon of the conqueror-Alexander, Caesar, Genghis, Na
poleon, Hitler ... has led to military academies teaching for 150 

years a concept of strategy both "crippled" and of "distorting ef
fect." 8 John Terraine, arguing earlier in 1971 in thejmtrnal of the 

Royal United Services Institute for a clear differentiation of function 
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between historian and theorist, pointed out that the misreading of 

history along the lines described by Howard and Keegan led a 

generation of European soldier to believe the Napoleonic victory 

remained possible even after the American Civil War, because they 

perceived in Moltke's victor ies its continuation. In retrospect, it is 

clear that they did so only by ignoring the role played in Moltke's 

triumphs by enemy en·ors and the rather salient point that the 

Fl'at1co-Prussian War of 1870-71 did not end on the battlefield of 

Sedan.'' Terraine's remarks might lead the contemporary reader 

to question whether the 1967 and 1973 Arab-Israeli \'\'ar , coming 

when they did while the U.S. Army was involved in a losing, un

popular, and unheroic war in Vietnam, did not help blind the 

Army to lessons then being provided. The myopic post-J 976 focus 

on heavy-force war in Europe based upon the conceplllal model 

of blitzhrieg(prior to 1942) mighr be the result. 

The great problem with the way military officers have gone to 

history for lessons about war is that their method has generally 

been inductive. 10 If they want to learn how to fight outnumbered 

and win , for example, they ea1·ch out two or three examples 

where that was done successfully, look for common threads, and 

adopt them as principles; those armies which were less successful 

in such cmerprises are sim ply ignored. Students tend to forget 

that while the y may thus discover the necessa7)', they in no \vay have 

isolated the sufficient. The study of Jackson's Valley Campaign and 

Rommel's desert operations have become classics of this sort in 

military schools at Fort Leavenworth. 

What the method of generalit.ing from the specific to the uni

versal has tended to overlook has been the contribution of the loser 

(Schlieffin 's famous observation that for a Cannae one needed a 

Varro as well as a Hannibal), the condit ions which made the 

counter-intuitive outcome possible, and the many occasions where 

smaller forces were defeated by larger ones. Conflicts which illus

Utttc an expected outcome arc never as attractive as those whose 

conclusions appear to defy conventio nal wisdom. With regard to 

operational history, it becomes too easy to lose sight of battles and 

campaigns as means to higher ends an d to overlook alternative 

paths not taken which might have led to very different outcomes. 

It is possible for the professional soldier or nonspecialist ci\ilian 

to read militat·y history in accordance with Professor Howard's stric

tures and to avoid falling into the error desoibed. One can even 
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read and learn about the conduct of campaigns and major opera 

tions without reverting to the self-confirming habits of the "Drum 

and Trumpet" approach for which military officers arc so often crit

icized by the "new military historians." How then docs one begin? 

Th e history of the operational art is to be found in the ac

counts of campaigns and the independent actions of large units 

within a theater of operations or theater of war. While it is quite 

true that the concept of operational art is fairly new, the activities 

it describes have existed in warfare in one form or another 

thr oughout history. To ay operat ional an did not exist before the 

twentieth century would be like saying language did not exist until 

it had a grammarian. 11 Operational an comprehends battle with

out being concerned with its actua l conduct. Indeed, operational 

art strives to prepare the way for baule on tht,> most favorable 

terms and then ex ploits tactical success, or seeks to minimize the 

damage of tactica l failure, once battle is over. The campaign itself 

is the sum total of the compet ing efforts of at least two hostile 

forces acting in opposition one to the other. Operational art in

\'OI\'CS the creat ive use of baule, the threat of battle, or the denial 

of baulc, to accomplish a particular stra tegic purpose, within a 

specific context, the most significant part of which is most often 

the opposing actions of a foe. It encompasses all actio ns from se

lection of a suitabl e military objective through the est imat e and 

planning process, the conduc t of operations, to the ach ievement 

of that objective or resignation in defeat. 

"Read again and again the campaig ns of l lannibal, Caesar, 

Gustavus Adolphus, Turenne, Eugene, and Frede rick," wrote Na

poleon. Today one must study as well the campaigns and opera

tions of a Mao. a Ciap, a Chaim Bar-Le,·, a Ridgway, the great com

manders of the wars of the industrial era, of the twentieth centur y 

age of the radio and internal combustion engine, and of the nine

teenth century age of the telegraph and steam engines which pre

ceded it. For war has turned around several times since the age of 

Napoleon both in means and in come nt. and the operat ional art 

has change d within it. 

The beginning student of the operat iona l an, if he is a U.S. 

Army officer, cou ld do worse than to stan with two books by the 

l!Cholar mosc entitled to he known as the historian or the United 

States Army, Professor Russell E. Weigley. The first of Wcigley's 

books thus recommended is The American Way of \Var: A Hisl01) ' of 
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United States Military Strategy and Policy (New York: MacMillan Pub
lishing Co., Inc., 1973). The second is Eisenhower's Lieutenants; The 

Campaign of Prance and Germany, 1944-1945 (London: Sidg>vick & 

Jackson , 1981). Weigley, writing before the popularization of the 
term "ope rational art," began the American Way of War with a his

tory of the concept of su·ategy. He makes clear the truth that in 
the two hundred years of the American Army, the idea of strategy 
has undergone an expansion of content of which it is on ly that 

final extens ion following the Second World War that ultimately re
quired the adoption of a new notion to fill the ground thus aban

doned-the use of the engagement to ach ieve strategic ends. The 
American Way of War provides a pair of idea l types from the Amer i
can Civil War which Weigley states have influ enced subsequent 

Amer ican military history-Lee's "Napoleonic" strategy and 
Grant's strategy of an nihil ation. In fo llowing the development and 
evoluti on of these conceptua l types, Weigley discusses in broad 

terms the conduc t of grand operat ions in all America's wars, set
ting the stage for his extrao rdin ary study of America's most suc

cessful campa ign , the Allied effort in northern Europe from Jun e 
1944 to May 1945, the of Eisenhower's Lieutenants. 

Eisenhower's Lieutenants is an except iona lly deta iled, critica l, 

and comp rehens ive study for a sing le-volum e work. It continues 
the concep tual dialectic begun in The American Way of Wm; argu

ing, for example, that U.S. equ ipm ent, designed for mob ility and 
maneuver, was a bad fit for a U .S. su·ategy inherited from Grant, 

based upon raw power and superior resources as the principal 
means of success. Those who find Weigley too much to start with 
may prefer Charles B. MacDonald's The Mighty Endeavor; American 

Armed Forces in the EurlJpean Theater in W(}Y/d War !I (New York: Ox
ford University Press, 1969). MacDonald addresses both the Medi

terranean and European theaters in a book of remarkable clarity 
and economy of expression . 

Because much of the design and execution of operat ional art 
is focused on the actions of sen ior commanders, it is worthwh ile 
adding dept h to any campaign su rvey by consu ltin g the biogra

phies and autobiographies of senior leaders . Dwight D. Eisen
hower's Crusade in Europe (New York: Da Capo Press , 1977) and 

Omar Bradley 's own autobiography, A Soldier's Story (New York: 

Popular Library, 1951), both remain valuab le. Nige l Hamilton's 
three-volume biography of Montgomery offers the vision of the 
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war as would hav<" had it told. The last two volumes, Monty: 

Alaster of the Balllefl.Pld, 1942-1944 (London: Hamish Hamilton, 

1983) and Monty-Field Manhal: The Final Years, 1944-1976 (New 

York: McGraw Hill, 1986) address the war in northern Europe. 

The published papers of major commanders are panicularly use

ful for gleaning insights about how the decision-maker· viewed his task 

at any particular moment. Two important sources of this type are vol

umes III and IV of The Pajms of Dwight David Eisenhower; The War 

AJfr<"d D. Chandler, Jr., ed., (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 

1971), and Martin Blumenson, ed., The Pal/on Papn:;, II (Boston: 

I Iough ton Mifflin, 1 974). Eisenhower's papers arc particularly valu

able because of his habit of keeping a personal journal dictated to his 

aide throughout the campaign. Finally, for depth of inquiry, there are 

the U.S. Army official histories, too many to list here, which still re

main models of operationa l history. Forrest C. Pogue's The SttjJreme 

Command (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, 

1954) provides an excellem view from theater lc''<'L Gordon Harri

son's 0-oss Channel Attack (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of 

Military History, 1951) is very good on the l'\o rmandy invasion. 

Of course, Ame.-ican!> were not the only operational comman

ders in World War II. Indeed, Europe was not the only theater. 

One would be remiss to omit the accounts of German campaigns 

and operations which, if they never achieved a strategic oqjective 

capable of producing a favorable outcome Lo the war, remain, in 

themselves, models of daring concept and execution. Probably the 

three most popular works by German authors are autobiographi

cal: Erich von Manstein 's Lost Viclaries (Chicago: I Ienry Regnery, 

1958), I Ieinz Guderian's Panur uader (l'\ew York: E. P. Dutton, 

1952), and Erwin Rommel, The Rommel Papers. B. II. Liddell Hart, 

ed., (• ew York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1953). For the Soviet 

armies, there arc J ohn Ericson's 'the Road to Stalingmd; Stalin's War 

with GPnnany (New York: ll arpcr & Row, 1975) and The Road to 

Berlin (London : Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1983), which unfortu

nately are cursed with terrible maps. 

The single best commander's account from the war comes from 

an unlikely theater and an entirely different kind of war, Bill [Sir 

William] Slim's DejMl into ViclOI}' ( 'ew York: MacMillan, 1972). Slim 

i. unique in his ability to convey to the reader a sense of how he 
thought through his operations, how he anticipated enemy actions, 

where and how he erred, and why it all worked out the way it did. 
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It is now fifty years since the beginning of World War II, more 
than twice the interval between the outbreaks of the two world 

wars, and six years more than the separation between the Franco
Prussian and the Great War. One is compelled, therefore, to 

broaden t.he base of inquiry to compensate for the lack of proxi
mate examples . It is useful to go back in time, staying for now in 
the western tradition in which the state, or at least the sovereign, 

exercised a monopoly on the use of military power, to see how the 
art of the campaign has changed over time . It is useful to pursue 

Weigley's hypothesis for awhile by examining first the American 
Civil War. The classic studies of Confederate strategy in the East 
are still Douglas Southall Freeman's Lee's Lieutenants ( 4 volumes) 
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1970), and G. F. R. Hender

son's Stonewall jackson and the American Civil War ( ew York: Da 
Capo, 1988). Both Freeman and Henderson are gifted critics who 

discuss operations within both general and specific contexts. 

For the Western theater, there is Thomas L. Connelly's Army of 

Tennessee, vol. I, The Army of the Heartland, and vol. II , Autumn of 

Glory (Baton Rouge: Louisiana University Press, 1967-71). Two au
tobiographies address the Union strategy that worked: The Personal 

Memoi1-s of U.S. Grant ( ew York: Da Capo, 1982) and The Memoirs of 

General William T. Sherman (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 

1957). A prima r y document of inestimable value for understand
ing Grant's view of the campa igns in 1864-65 is his final report to 
the Secretary of War written in Washington, D.C., on J uly 22, 1865, 

"Report of Lieut. Gen. Ulysses S. Grant, U.S. Army, Command ing 
Armies of the United States, including operations March 1864-
May 1865," in The Wm· of thP Rebellion; A Compilation of the Official 

Reconls of the Union and Confederate A1·mies, series I, volume XLVl, 
Pan I, RejJorts (Washington, D.C. : Governme n t Printing Office, 

1894), 11-60. A recent book which addresses the Civil War as the 
"first modern war" is Edward Hagerman's The American Civil l#t1 · 

and the Origins of Modern Wm.fare (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press, 1988). In the words of one reviewer, "Hagerman artfu lly cre
ates a stage that provides a backdrop for the .. . emergence of op

erational art ." Perhaps the most comprehensive Civil War cam
paign study is Edwin B. Coddington's The Geltysbwg Camfxtign (New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1984). 

Still further back are the campaigns of Napoleon and Freder ick 
the Great, which provided the empirical data for classic military the-
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ory. David Chandler's Thf CamjHligns of NapolPon (New York: Macmil

lan, 1966) is the cut-rent study or choice, although its usc supple

mented by the Krasnoborski maps in Vincemj. Esposito'-; and John 

R. Elting's A Military Hist01)' and Atlas of the Napoleonic \Vm:s (New 

York: Frederick A. Pracgcr, 1964) is even better. Frederick Lhc Great 

has enjoyed something of a renewed popularity in recent years. The 

best treatment of his military practice is probably Christopher 

Duffy\ The Militm)' Ujf of Frederidc the Great (New York: Alheneum, 

1986). Yet another great campaigner, often overlooked by Ameri

cans, isjohn Churchill, the first Duke of Marlborough. Theone-vol

ume abr idgement of Winston Churchill's four-volume masterpiece, 

Marlborough: His Life and Times, by Henry Steele Commager ( 'ew 

York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1968) , is well worth consideration. 

One can end this general survey with selected readings from Hans 

Delbruck's History of the Art of War Within the Frameworll of Political 

HislOI)'. trans. by Walter Renfroe, Jr. (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood 

Press. 1975-1985), especially volumes I and IV, Antiquil)' and The 

iHodern respecti\'cl)'. Delbruck could claim with some authority 

to be the father of "modern milit.aq • history." 

From this survey, one shou ld reverse direction and return to 

the present, stopping along the way to become familiar with the 

more famous campaigns on the one hand, and the relatively inde

cisive ones on the other. It is a capital error to limit one's study 

only to those campaigns which approximate th e ideal, for that 

overlooks the role that structural imbalance and command error 

plays in such affa irs . 

.:-\apoleon 's great British ri\'al was the Duke of Wellington. The 

campaigns of the Peninsular War provide an interesting case study 

of the relationship of conventional forces in front and irr egular 

forces in the rear. An easy sllldy is Michael Glover's TIIR Peninsular 

Wm; 1807- 1814 (London: David and Charles, 1974). supplemented 

with S. G. P. Ward's \Vp/lington 's !leadquariers: A Study of the Adminis

trative Problmzs in the Pminsu.la, 1809-1814 (London: Oxford Univer

sity Press, 1957), a small book Lhat fills in Lhe logistic dimension so 

often missing from campaign pieces. A more recent and compre

hen j,·e book on this ,·ital subject is Martin \'an Creveld's SujJfJlying 

H0r: Logistics from \Va/lenslein to Patton (New York: Cambtidge Uni

versity Press, I 977). 

The most famous campaigns or the nineteenth century, after 

those of Napoleon and the Am<.' ti can War. are those of Ger-
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man unification and the Anglo-Boer War. Two excellent studies of 

Moltke's campaign are Gordon Craig's The Battle of Koniggratz (Lon

don: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1965) and, perhaps the best war 

study by a post-World War II historian, Sir Michael Howard's classic 

The Fmnco-Prussian War (London: Methuen, 1985). A comprehen

sive study of the South African war is found in Thomas Pakenham's 

The Boer War (New York: Random House, 1979). The latter conflict 

has the value of providing examples of both conventional and irreg

ular warfare, albeit in some fairly unique terrain and circumstances. 

World War I presents something of a problem to the student of 

operational art, particularly on the Western Front. Following the 

failure of the Schlieffen Plan, the front remained stalemated nntil 

1918, and operationa l art had to do more with orchestration than 

'"rith maneuver. To observe that this was in some ways inevitable, 

given the numbers and material basis of armies, does not, of course, 

mitigate the horror that resulted, nor remove the necessity to study 

the attempts by the operationa l commanders of the day to over

come the deadlock. B. H. Lidd ell Hart's biography Foch: The Man of 

Orleans (Boston: Little Brown, 1932) is one relevant study. john Ter

raine's Ordeal of Victary (Philade lphia: J. P. Lippin cott Co., 1963), a 

biography of Lord Haig, is another. Correlli Barnett's The Sword bear

ers: Supreme Conmumd in the First Warld War ( ew York: William Mor

row, 1964) provides a story of the war in terms of the attempts of 

four supreme commanders-Moltke, j ellicoe, Petain, and Luden

dorff-to deal with the consequences of tactical deadlock; j ellicoe, 

of course, at sea. After that, one can se lect from any number of 

campaign or battle studies . Perhaps the best is Alistair Horne's The 

Price of Glory: Verdun, 1916 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1963). 

World War I was not fought only on the Western Front. Studies 

of other areas are Alan Moorehead, Gallipoli (New York: Ballantine 

Books, 1956); Cyril Falls, Armageddon: 1918 (Annapolis: The Nautical 

and Publi shing Company, 1979) which treats Allen by's cam

paign in the Middle East; and of course, T. £. Lawrence, Seven Pillars 

ofWisclom, which addresses t11e problems of fighting a guerrilla cam

paign in a uibal society. For the Eastern Front, there is the unique 

memoir of General A. A. Brussilov, A Soldier's Notebook: 1914-1918 

(Westport , Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1976). FinaJiy, there are the su

perb Ausu-alian official histories by C. E. W. Bean and perhaps more 

general officers' memoirs from all sides than any other war. 
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r\sidc from Eisenhower's campaign in World '"'ar II, there are 

a number of other periods wonh examination. The campaign in 

the West in 1940 has become a classic of a sort. Alistair llornc's To 

Losr a Ballle; France 1940 (New York: Peng uin, 1979) is a good be

ginning. The novelist Leu Deighton has written an interesting ex

amination of the same campaign, Blitzfnieg: From the Rise of Hitler to 

thf Fall of Dunkirk (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1980). Another the

ater of some popularity with students of operational art, not:wiLh

standing its unique e1wironmcnt, is that in t'-:onh Africa. Barrie 

Pitt's 771l' Crucible of ma, 2d eel., 3 vols. (London: PAPERMAC, 

1986) is a thorough treatment. Two additional autobiographical 

studies of exceptional value arc Friedrich Wilhelm von Mellen

thin, Prmur Battles; A Study of ti!P Employment of Armor in the Second 

World L. C. Turner, eel., (Norman: Un iversity of Ok lahoma 

Press, J 962), and Frido von Senger und Etter lin, Neither Fear Nor 

llojJP (London: MacDonald, 1963). Both Mellenthin and von Sen

ger fought on se\'eral fronts and experienced the operational art 

in its varied forms. Both sought to write djdactic history. 

\\'oriel War II was also fought in the Pacific. 0 . Clayton James · 

three-volume study of the enigmatic and praetorian Douglas 

MacArthur, The Years of MacArthur, 3 vols. (BostOn: J loughton Mif

flin, 1970-1985), is the defi n itive study of the Southwest Pacific 

from the commander's perspective. An army likely to begin iLS next 

war on the defensive and to fight without the benefit of log istic 

plenty could do well to consider the imp lications of MacArthur's 

problems. There is much to be learned from a study of the defen

sh·c operations in the Philippines, not least of which is the example 

of General Wajnwright's classic withdrawal into Bataan. Again, The 

Cnitrd States Arm)' in World War J/ series. the so-called "Green 

Books" are useful, especially Louis Morton's The Fall of the Philijr 

pint's (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military H istory, 

1953). Air operations in MacArthur's theater arc described by Gen 

eral George Kenney's autob iographical accou n t, Genrml Kenney Re

jJm·ts, recently repri nted by the Office of Air Force l Iistory. 

It is also necessary to escape the mind-set that operational art 

consists only of a search for the Napoleo n ic Battle. Sir Michael 

l loward has presented. in several essays, a picture of war trans

formed since 1945, in the first place by the threat of nuclear sui

cide at the top and by the loss of government monopoly on vio

lence and regional instability at the bottom. 12 Operational art-the 
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concep tion, design and execution of campaigns and major opera

tions-must go on today in that very different 

Since \\'orld War II the world has seen a variety of conflicts, 

none of which has risen to the g lobal scale . Mauhew B. Ridgway's 

The Karean War (New York: Da Capo, 1967) is still a classic. For the 

post-colonial period Bernard Fall' s Street Without jo)' (New York: 

Schocken Books, 1972) is an extraordinar ily sensit ive treatment of 

the French attempt to restore their empi re in Southeast Asia. Alis

tair I [orne's A Savage of Peace: Algnia, 1954-1962 ( ew York: 

Viking, 1977) documents the French experience in Algeria. Gen

eral Bruce Palmer's The 25-Year War: Americas Military Roll' in Viet

nam provides a perce ptive, if not final, tr·eatment of the American 

experience which some would maintain was an abandonment of 

operational art. 

Even more than Vietnam and Korea , the Arab- Israel i Wars 

have left their mark on contemporary operational thinking. It is 

unquestionable that their conduct had extraordinary influence on 

the U.S. Army's thinking as it came out of Vieu1am. ll remains to 

be see n whether that impac1 was for good or ill. Perhaps because 

these wars resembled th e armored campaigns of World War II , 

they convinced a generation of American commanders that they 

cou ld still usefully play the roles of Patton and Rommel, and ig

nore Passchcndae le, Dien Bien Phu, Khe Sanh, and the battle of 

Ap Bac. President Chaim Herzog's The Arab-Israeli Wm:s-: War and 

Peare in t.he Middle East (New York: Random House, J 982) provides 

an exce llent overview and summar y as does Trevor . Dupuy's 

Elusive Victory: The Arab-Israeli 194 7-1974 ( rew York: lJ arper 

& Row, 1978). Two very good studies of both sides of the hill in 

1973 arc Avraham (Bren) Adan, On the Banks of the Sun.: An Israeli 

General's Personal Account of the Yom KifJpur lVar (San Rafael, Calif.: 

Presidio Press, 1980), and Saad el Shaz li, The Cmssing of the Sun. 

(San Franc isco: American Mideast Research, 1980). 

This brief list is hardl y comp rehensive; it is just a beginning. 

Those who would go furtlwr might wish to avail themselves of the 

Combat Studies Institute' Histor ica l Bibliography No. 3, Thf OfJem

tional Art, available from the Combat Studies Institute, .S. Army 

Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas 

66027; the United Stale Militar y Academy, Department of His

tory' Professional Officer's Reading Guide', or the U.S. Army Center of 

.Military l Iistory's Guide to the Study and Use ofMilitm) ' History. 
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"A soldier in peacetime is like a sailor navigating by dead reck
oning, " Michael Howard observed. "You have left the terra firma 
of the last war and are extrapolating from the experience of that 
war. "13 Reading military history provides the foundation for un
derstanding the concept of operational art, although that reading 
should not be confined simply to the last war. Extrapolating from 
past wars the use and misuse of operational art provides an az
imuth for planning and conducting futur e wars. 
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